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The ozone hole over Antarctica
Bottom line: The weather and temperature conditions both contribute to the hole
in the ozone.
The ozone hole over Antarctica on Oct.
6, 2020
According to the World Meteorological
Organization, the ozone layer hole over
Antarctica is one of the largest and
deepest in the past 15 years. The hole
peaked at 24 million square kilometres
(approximately 9.3 million square
miles).
Large unusual hole
The ozone hole over Antarctica usually
starts to grow in August and reaches its peak in October. This year, it peaked at
24 million square kilometres (approximately 9.3 million square miles) and is now
at 23 million square kilometres (approximately 8.9 million square miles), the
WMO said. This means the hole is larger than the average for the past decade and
extends over most of Antarctica.
With the sunlight returning to the South Pole in the last weeks, satellites saw
continued ozone depletion over the area. After the unusually small and short-lived
ozone hole in 2019, which was driven by special meteorological conditions, we
are registering a rather large one again this year, which confirms that we need to
continue enforcing the Montreal Protocol banning emissions of ozone-depleting
chemicals.
Ozone Hole Creation Dynamics
The ozone layer is important because it protects the earth from dangerous
ultraviolet radiation. In the late 20th century, that layer was damaged by the
human release of ozone-depleting halocarbons, which the Montreal Protocol of
1987 sought to control.
But the size of the ozone hole every year is also impacted by specific weather
conditions. This year, a strong polar vortex has chilled the air above Antarctica,
and consistently cold air creates the ideal conditions for ozone depletion.
The air has been below minus 78 degrees Celsius, and this is the temperature
which you need to form stratospheric clouds — and this quite complex process.
The ice in these clouds triggers a reaction which then can destroy the ozone zone.
So, it's because of that we are seeing the big ozone hole this year.
Specifically, the ice can turn nonreactive chemicals into reactive ones, the WMO
explained. Light from the sun then triggers chemical reactions that deplete the
ozone layer.
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Role of Weather
The Montreal Protocol has been hailed as an example of effective international
collaboration on a major environmental problem. Last year's hole over Antarctica
was the smallest it has been since the hole was discovered, but this was due to
unusual weather, not emissions reductions. There is much variability in how far
ozone hole events develop each year.
The 2018 hole was also on the larger side. Still, the WMO and the UN
Environment Programme determined in 2018 that the ozone layer was on the road
to recovery and could return to pre-1980 levels over Antarctica by 2060.

Wetlands in India
Amid the gloom and doom of the pandemic, the number of protected wetlands in
India under the Ramsar Convention increased by 50% in one year, taking the
number of such sites of international importance from 27 in 2019 to 41 this year.

Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of 1971 defines wetlands as - “Areas of the
marsh, fen, peatland or water, whether natural or artificial, permanent or
temporary, with water that is static or flowing, fresh, brackish or salt, including
areas of marine water the depth of which at low tide does not exceed six metres.”
A wetland is an area of land that is saturated with water. There are many different
kinds of wetlands and many ways to categorize them. They are classified into five
general types: marine (ocean), estuarine (estuary), riverine (river), lacustrine
(lake), and palustrine (marsh). Common names for wetlands include marshes,
estuaries, mangroves, mudflats, mires, ponds, fens, swamps, deltas, coral reefs,
billabongs, lagoons, shallow seas, bogs, lakes, and floodplains, to name just a
few.
2

Often found alongside waterways and in floodplains, wetlands vary widely due
to differences in soil, topography, climate, water chemistry, and vegetation. Large
wetland areas may also comprise several smaller wetland types.
Significance
Wetland habitats serve essential functions in an ecosystem, including acting as
water filters, providing flood and erosion control, and furnishing food and homes
for fish and wildlife. They do more than sustain plants and animals in the
watershed, however. Many wetlands are not wet year-round because water levels
change with the seasons. During periods of excessive rain, wetlands absorb and
slow floodwaters, which helps to alleviate property damage and may even save
lives. Major functions of Wetlands
1. Flood control
2. Pollution abatement
3. Carbon Sequestration
4. Biodiversity Hotspot
5. Nutrient cycling
Wetlands also absorb excess nutrients, sediments, and other pollutants before
they reach rivers, lakes, and other water bodies. They are also great spots for
fishing, canoeing, hiking, and bird-watching, and are enjoyable outdoor
"classrooms" for people of all ages.
Geographical Spread
1. National Wetlands Atlas 2011 prepared by the Space Application Centre,
Ahmedabad recognised around 201503 wetlands across the country. The
Atlas, which classified wetlands based on the Ramsar Convention definition,
also estimated the areal extent of wetlands to be about 7.6 m ha.
2. It is also estimated that India has about 757.06 thousand wetlands with a total
wetland area of 15.3 m ha or 4.7 % of geographical area, if open water, aquatic
vegetation (submerged, floating and emergent) and surrounding hydric soils
are also taken into account.
3. In terms of numbers West Bengal (1.47 lakhs), Uttar Pradesh (1.2 lakhs) are
the two States in which wetlands are more than above 1 lakh. These States are
followed by Odisha and Madhya Pradesh that have 78 and 62 thousand
wetlands respectively.
4. In terms of the proportion of the geographical area, Gujarat has the highest
proportion (17.5 %) and Mizoram has the lowest proportion (0.66 %) of the
area under wetlands.
5. Among UTs in India, Lakshadweep has the highest proportion (around 96 %)
and Chandigarh has the least proportion (3 %) of the geographical area under
wetlands.
3

Policies/Programs for their conservation
1. Ramsar Convention: The convention is named after Ramsar in Iran in which
the convention was ratified in 1971. The convention is aimed at augmenting
national action and international cooperation for the conservation and wise use
of wetlands and their resources. India is a signatory to the convention. So far,
37-sites have been designated as Wetlands of International Importance
(Ramsar Sites) and 6 more are under the process of being designated.
2. National Wetland Conservation Programme (NWCP): It was launched in
1985 to enable conservation and wise use of wetlands in the country so as to
prevent their further degradation.
3. National Plan for Conservation of Aquatic Ecosystems (NPCA): It was
unveiled in 2015 to provide for policy framework and support to State
Governments for integrated management of wetlands. This initiative was
launched by merging two separate Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS),
namely the National Wetlands Conservation Programme (NWCP) and the
National Lake Conservation Plan (NLCP).
4. Wetlands (Conservation And Management) Rules, 2019
Wetlands (Conservation And Management) Rules, 2019
The Union Ministry of Forest, Environment and Climate Change has recently
notified the new Wetland Conservation Rules. These new conservation rules
prohibit expansion or setting up of colonies or industries and disposal of
demolition waste within the wetland areas.
Apart from that, the Union Government has said that each state and union territory
(UT) has to establish an authority to define strategies for wetland conservation
and to the wise use of these wetlands within their jurisdiction.
Key Highlights
1. As per the government’s notification, the wetland authority will publish a list
of all wetlands situated in the States or UTs within three months from the date
of publication of these rules.
2. A wetland authority will prepare a comprehensive list of activities for
wetlands. This list will have permitted and regulated activities within the
notified wetlands and their zone of influence.
3. According to the government notification, wetland authority will recommend
mechanisms for preservation of ecological qualities of the area through
promotional activities for land within the boundary of notified wetlands.
4. The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change has also launched
a web portal for sharing information regarding the implementation of
Wetlands Rules.
5. All state governments and the central government will have to upload relevant
documents and information on this web portal.
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Threats to wetlands
1. Urbanization and land-use change: During the 90 year period from 1901 to

1991, the number of urban centres doubled while the urban population has
increased eightfold. This magnitude of growth exerted tremendous pressure
on wetlands and floodplain areas for meeting residential, water and food
demand of the growing population.
For example, the Kanwar lake in Bihar, Asia’s largest freshwater oxbow lake,
has shrunk to one-third of its size due to encroachment, much like Jammu and
Kashmir’s Dal Lake. And, about 34000 hectares of the water spread area of
the Kolleru lake (Andhra Pradesh) have been reclaimed for agriculture in
recent years.
2. Agricultural residues: As a result of the intensification of agricultural activities
over the past four decades, fertilizer consumption in India has increased from
about 2.8 million tonnes in 1973–1974 to 28.3 million tonnes in 2010–2011.
As per estimates, 10–15 % of the nutrients added to the soils through fertilizers
eventually find their way to the surface water system. High nutrient contents
stimulate algal growth, leading to eutrophication of surface water bodies.
3. Municipal and Industrial pollution: Less than 31 % of the domestic wastewater
from Indian urban centres is treated, compared to 80 % in the developed world,
which is largely discharged in the natural water bodies such as streams and
rivers.
For example, River Yamuna, which passes through 6 Indian States, receives
about 1789 MLD of untreated wastewater from the capital city of Delhi alone.
This is about 78 % of the total pollution load that flows into the river every
day. Similarly, untreated industrial effluents have become a major threat to the
survival of wetlands. For instance, the Bellandur Lake in Bengaluru city was
‘on fire’ in May 2015 due to the discharge of effluents (especially nutrientrich foams) by the surrounding industries.
4. Climate Change: In 2007, the UNESCO estimated that Global climate change
is expected to become an important driver of loss and change in the wetland
ecosystem. These findings are important for India which has been
experiencing the flood-drought-flood cycle for the last 2 decades. As per a
study, wetlands located in high altitude as well as coastal areas, like
mangroves and coral reefs, are some of the most sensitive classes that will be
affected by climate change.
For example, climate change caused a rise in the level of Tsomoriri Lake in
Ladakh, a glacial-fed high altitude lake, thereby causing submerged important
breeding islands in the lake where endangered migratory birds like the Blacknecked Crane and Bar-headed Goose would breed. As per an estimate, India
will lose about 84 % of coastal wetlands and 13 % of saline wetlands with
climate change-induced seawater rise of 1 metre.
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5. Apart from the above major threats, the immersion of idols and religious ritual
waste, the introduction of exotic species, encroachments and unregulated
aquaculture (e.g. Kolleru lake) backed by Bureaucrats-PoliticiansBusinessmen nexus, dredging, unplanned urbanization and development
projects are some of the other dangers threatening the existence of wetlands
across the country.

List of Ramsar sites in India
State

Ramsar Wetland Sites

Uttar Pradesh(8)

Nawabganj Bird Sanctuary*
Parvati Agra Bird Sanctuary
Saman Bird Sanctuary
Samaspur Bird Sanctuary
Sandi Bird Sanctuary
Sarsai Nawar Jheel
Upper Ganga river
Sur Sarovar in Agra

Punjab (6)

Beas Conservation Reserve
Harike Wetlands
Kanjli Wetland
Keshopur-Miani Community Reserve
Nangal Wildlife Sanctuary
Ropar Wetland

Kerala(3)

Ashtamudi Wetland
Sasthamkotta lake
Vembanad Kol Wetland

J&K(3)

Hokera Wetland
Surinsar- Mansar lakes
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Wular lake
Himachal Pradesh(3) Chandra Taal
Pong Dam lake
Renuka lake
West Bengal(2)

East Kolkata Wetlands
Sunderban Wetland

Rajasthan(2)

Sambhar lake
Keoladeo National Park

Odisha(2)

Bhitarkanika Mangroves
Chilika Lake

Madhya Pradesh(1)

Bhoj Wetlands

Assam(1)

Deepor Beel

Andhra Pradesh(1)

Kolleru lake

Manipur(1)

Loktak lake

Gujarat(1)

Nalsarovar Bird sanctuary

Maharashtra(2)

Nandur Madhameshwar
Lonar Lake

Tamil Nadu(1)

Point Calimere Wildlife and Bird Sanctuary

Tripura(1)

Rudrasagar Lake

Ladakh(1)

Tsomoriri

Bihar(1)

Kabartal, Begusarai

Uttarakhand(1)

Asan Conservation Reserve (ACR)

Total = 41
*14 Wetlands in Bold letters were added recently in 2019, 2020.

Profile of New lakes declared Ramsar sites in 2019 and 2020
Uttar Pradesh (7)
Sur Sarovar
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India has added two new “Ramsar Sites”, it’s 40th and 41st. Sur Sarovar,
commonly known as Keetham Lake, is a human-made reservoir in the State of
Uttar Pradesh in northern India.
Originally created to supply water to the city of Agra in summer, the wetland
soon became an important and rich ecosystem. The Site’s patchwork of different
habitat types provides refuge to resident and migratory birds, and more than 60
species of fish. Threatened species include the vulnerable greater spotted eagle
(Clanga clanga), sarus crane (Grus Antigone) and catfish Wallago Attu. The Site
is important for bird species which migrate on the Central Asian flyway, with
over 30,000 waterbirds known to visit the reservoir annually. Over 1% of the
South Asian regional population of the greylag goose (Anser anser) is present.

The Samaspur Bird Sanctuary, in the Raebareli district of Uttar Pradesh,
is a perennial lowland marsh typical of the Indo-Gangetic Plains. Its six connected
lakes are heavily relevant to monsoon rains. Annual counts regularly find more
than 75,000 birds present, with over 250 resident and migrant species
documented. The Sanctuary harbours threatened species such as the endangered
Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus) and Pallas’s fish eagle (Haliaeetus
leucoryphus), and more than 1% of the South Asian population of the vulnerable
common pochard (Aythya ferina). At least 46 freshwater fish species use the
wetland, with some migrating in from nearby rivers during monsoon flood
periods. The Site provides food products and agricultural fodder, as well as
maintaining this biodiversity. However, invasive species threaten its ecological
character, with over 40% of documented floral species being exotic. The Office
of the Conservator of Forests (Wildlife) and State forest officers undertake joint
management of the Sanctuary.

The Saman Bird Sanctuary in the Mainpuri district of Uttar Pradesh is a
seasonal oxbow lake on the Ganges floodplain. It is heavily reliant on the arrival
of the south-westerly monsoon in July and August, which provides the vast
majority of annual rainfall. The Sanctuary regularly provides refuge to over
50,000 waterbirds (187 bird species have been recorded) and is particularly
important as a wintering site for many migrants including the greylag goose
(Anser anser), with over 1% of the South Asian population present during winter.
Vulnerable species including sarus crane (Grus Antigone) and greater spotted
eagle (Aquila clanga) are also found. Ecosystem services provided include the
supply of fresh water for agriculture, as well as recreation and nature-based
tourism based around the huge diversity of birds. Settlement encroachment and
salinization present threats. The Office of the Conservator of Forest (Wildlife)
oversees the Site’s management.

Parvati Arga Bird Sanctuary is a permanent freshwater environment
consisting of two oxbow lakes. These wetlands are characteristic of Uttar Pradesh
and offer exceptional habitats for waterbirds, providing both roosting and
breeding sites with over 100,000 birds documented in annual counts. The
Sanctuary is a refuge for some of India’s threatened vulture species: the critically
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endangered white-rumped vulture (Gyps bengalensis) and Indian vulture (Gyps
indicus), and the endangered Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus) have all
been recorded. It is also critical in the maintenance of hydrological regimes,
ensuring groundwater recharge and discharge. Meanwhile, ancient temples
around the lakes provide religious significance and encourage tourism. Invasive
species such as the common water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) along with the
development of roads and railways present significant threats. The Uttar Pradesh
Divisional Forest Officer and Chief Conservator of Forests along with Sanctuary
Officers share management duties.

Sarsai Nawar Jheel is a permanent marsh in the Etawah district of Uttar
Pradesh. This typical wetland of the Indo-Gangetic floodplain is fed by
precipitation run-off from the South-West monsoon rains. It is an example of
cohabitation of humans and wildlife: farming practices across most of the Site
play important roles in sustaining the waterbird habitats. A particular beneficiary
is the vulnerable sarus crane (Grus Antigone), with a population of 400
individuals making up the largest flock in the region. The Site’s name is derived
from this large non-migratory crane. Other threatened species present include the
critically endangered white-rumped vulture (Gyps bengalensis) and endangered
woolly-necked stork (Ciconia episcopus). The wetland is also a site of spiritual
and religious significance with the nearby Hajari Mahadev temple visited by
thousands of pilgrims each year. Droughts along with drainage have the potential
to threaten the Site’s ecological character. It is recognized by Birdlife
International as an Important Bird Area.

Nawabganj Bird Sanctuary: A shallow marshland 45 kilometres from
Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh. Monsoon rains feed this diverse wetland while the
Sarda Canal supplies additional water. The Sanctuary supports recreation and
tourism activities as well as local biodiversity. It is a haven for birds, with 25,000
waterbirds regularly recorded and 220 resident and migratory species
documented. Among these are globally threatened species including the
endangered Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus) and Pallas’s fish eagle
(Haliaeetus leucoryphus) as well as the vulnerable lesser adjutant (Leptoptilos
javanicus) and woolly-necked stork (Ciconia episcopus). Protection and
afforestation measures have helped increase the overall diversity of wildlife, with
golden jackal (Canis aureus) and jungle cat (Felis chaus) now present. The highly
invasive common water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) poses a threat, as does
the removal of timber from the forests. State forest officers along with the Office
of the Conservator of Forest (Wildlife) jointly manage the Sanctuary.

Sandi Bird Sanctuary is a freshwater marsh in the Hardoi district of Uttar
Pradesh. The wetland is typical of the Indo-Gangetic plains and receives most of
its water from monsoon rains. Rich in aquatic plants, the Site provides a
productive habitat for waterfowl with over 40,000 individuals counted in 2018. It
is home to over 1% of the South Asian populations of common teal (Anas crecca),
red-crested pochard (Netta Rufina) and ferruginous duck (Aythya nyroca), while
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the vulnerable sarus crane (Grus Antigone) has a population of 200 individuals
within the Sanctuary. These figures justify its designation as an Important Bird
Area by BirdLife International. The wetland is a popular recreational and tourism
destination and supports surrounding farmers as a source of livestock fodder.
Drought presents a threat; the Sanctuary dried out leading to a subsequent
collapse in waterbird populations from 2014 to 2015. The Office of the
Conservator of Forests manages the Site in conjunction with local forest and
wildlife officers.

Punjab (3)
Located in the Shivalik foothills of Punjab is the highly eco-sensitive Nangal
Wildlife Sanctuary, which supports abundant flora and fauna including
threatened species, such as the endangered Indian pangolin (Manis crassicaudata)
and Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus) and the vulnerable leopard
(Panthera pardus). It occupies a human-made reservoir constructed as part of the
Bhakra-Nangal Project in 1961. The site is of historic importance as the Indian
and Chinese Prime Ministers formalized the “Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence” there in 1954. More than half a million people downstream benefit
from the reservoir as the flow of water is regulated, reducing the risks to both
people and property from floods. The Department of Forests and Wildlife
Preservation (Rupnagar Wildlife Division), Punjab is responsible for managing
the Sanctuary.

The Beas Conservation Reserve is a 185-kilometre stretch of the Beas
River located primarily in the north-west of the State of Punjab. The River
meanders down from the Himalayan foothills to the Harike Headworks, where its
course is diverted into a number of channels. The River is dotted with islands,
sand bars and braided channels creating a complex environment supporting
substantial biodiversity. More than 500 species of birds are documented along
this stretch, along with more than 90 fish species. The Reserve also hosts the only
known population in India of the endangered Indus river dolphin (Platanista
gangetica minor). Further threatened species include the endangered mahseer
(Tor putitora) and hog deer (Axis porcinus) as well as the vulnerable smoothcoated otter (Lutrogale perspicillata). In 2017, a programme was initiated to reintroduce the critically endangered gharial (Gavialis gangeticus) with 47
individuals released into the River 30 years after their disappearance. Major
threats include urban and domestic pollution as well as impacts of agriculture
along most of the River’s course. The Department of Forests and Wildlife
Preservation, Punjab, conducts the scientific management of the wetland.

The Keshopur-Miani Community Reserve is located in the State of
Punjab. The Reserve is a mosaic of natural marshes, aquaculture ponds and
agricultural wetlands maintained by the annual rainfall-runoff. It is heavily
human-influenced and includes a series of managed fishponds and cultivated
crops such as lotus and chestnut. This management helps support a variety of
10

flora, with 344 species of plants recorded in the area. In this way, the Site is an
example of wise use of a community-managed wetland, which provides food for
people and supports local biodiversity. Threatened species present include the
vulnerable common pochard (Aythya ferina) and the endangered spotted pond
turtle (Geoclemys hamiltonii). The Department of Forests and Wildlife
Preservation, Punjab, forms the management committee.

Maharashtra (2)
Nandur Madhameshwar: The Site is a mosaic of lakes, marshes and
riparian forest on the Deccan Plateau. Construction of the Nandur
Madhameshwar Weir at the confluence of the Godavari and Kadwa Rivers helped
create a thriving wetland: originally designed to overcome water shortages in the
surrounding area, the Site now also serves as a buffer against floodwaters and as
a biodiversity hotspot. With 536 species recorded, its diverse habitats contrast
with the surrounding semi-arid conditions caused by the rain shadow of the
Western Ghats mountain range. The Site hosts some of India’s most iconic
species, such as the leopard and Indian sandalwood (Santalum album). It also
provides sanctuary to critically endangered species including Deolali minnow
(Parapsilorhynchus prateri), Indian vulture (Gyps indicus) and white-rumped
vulture (Gyps bengalensis). Invasive species including common water hyacinth
(Eichhornia crassipes) threaten the Site, along with the effects of urban
development and water abstraction. The Office of the Conservator of Forest
(Wildlife) manages the Site.

Lonar Lake (Site no. 2441), on the Deccan Plateau in Maharashtra State, is an
endorheic or closed basin, almost circular in shape, formed by a meteorite impact
onto the basalt bedrock. The Site includes the lake as well as escarpments, which
form the crater walls, and forested zones.
The lake is high in salinity and alkalinity, as the lack of an outflow leads to a
concentration of minerals as the lake water evaporates. Specialized microorganisms such as anaerobes, cyanobacteria and phytoplankton survive in this
harsh chemical environment. Outside the lake, there is considerable diversity of
plant and animal life, like springs which help feed the lake provide a source of
freshwater. Inhabiting the Site are 160 species of birds including the vulnerable
Asian woolly neck (Ciconia episcopus) and common pochard (Aythya ferina), 46
species of reptiles, and 12 species of mammals including the iconic grey wolf
(Canis lupus).

Bihar (1)
Kabartal Wetland, also known as Kanwar Jheel, covers 2,620 hectares
of the Indo-Gangetic plains in the northern Bihar State. The Site is one of 18
wetlands within an extensive floodplain complex; it floods during the monsoon
season to a depth of 1.5 metres. This absorption of floodwaters is a vital service
in Bihar State where 70% of the land is vulnerable to inundation. During the dry
11

season, areas of marshland dry out and are used for agriculture. Significant
biodiversity is present, with 165 plant species and 394 animal species recorded,
including 221 bird species. The Wetland is an important stopover along the
Central Asian Flyway, with 58 migratory waterbirds using it to rest and refuel. It
is also a valuable site for fish biodiversity with over 50 species documented. Five
critically endangered species inhabit the site, including three vultures – the redheaded vulture (Sarcogyps calvus), white-rumped vulture (Gyps bengalensis) and
Indian vulture (Gyps indicus) – and two waterbirds, the sociable lapwing
(Vanellus gregarius) and Baer’s pochard (Aythya baeri). Major threats to the Site
include water management activities such as drainage, water abstraction,
damming and canalization.

Uttarakhand (1)
The Asan Conservation Reserve is a 444-hectare stretch of the Asan River
running down to its confluence with the Yamuna River in Dehradun district of
Uttarakhand. The damming of the River by the Asan Barrage in 1967 resulted in
siltation above the dam wall, which helped to create some of the Site’s birdfriendly habitats. These habitats support 330 species of birds including the
critically endangered red-headed vulture (Sarcogyps calvus), white-rumped
vulture (Gyps bengalensis) and Baer’s pochard (Aythya baeri). More than 1% of
the biogeographical populations of two waterbird species have been recorded,
these being red-crested pochard (Netta Rufina) and ruddy shelduck (Tadorna
ferruginea). Other non-avian species present include 49 fish species, one of these
being the endangered Putitora mahseer (Tor putitora). Fish use the site for
feeding, migration and spawning. As well as this support for biodiversity and the
hydro-electricity production of the Barrage, the Site’s role in maintaining
hydrological regimes is important.

India to launch its Deep Ocean Mission by October
1. After successfully venturing into
space exploration, India will
launch its ambitious ‘Deep
Ocean Mission’ by October to
enter hitherto untapped 75,000 sq
km of area in international waters
to tap vast marine resources.
2. Underwater
robotics
and
‘manned’ submersibles are key
components of the Mission
which will help India harness
various living and non-living
(water, mineral and energy)
resources from the seabed and deep water.
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Deep Ocean Mission
1. Ministry of Earth Sciences has planned an ambitious Rs 10,000-crore Deep
Ocean Mission to explore and harness mineral resources beneath the ocean
floor.
2. It is an inter-ministerial and interdisciplinary project involving other
ministries like the Department of Science and Technology and the Department
of Biotechnology.
3. The Exclusive Economic Zone allotted to India in the international waters will
be covered under the Deep Ocean Mission.
4. Two key projects planned in the ‘Deep Ocean Mission’ report include a
desalination plant powered by tidal energy and a submersible vehicle
(Samudraya) that can explore depths of at least 6,000 metres.
5. Similar to ISRO's plan to carry persons on a space mission, National Institute
of Ocean Technology (NIOT) has undertaken Samudraya.
6. The project proposes to carry three persons in a submersible vehicle to a depth
of 6000 metres under the sea for various studies. Submarines go only about
200 metres.
7. India has been allotted 75,000 square kilometres in the Central Indian Ocean
Basin (CIOB) by the UN International Seabed Authority for exploration of
poly-metallic nodules. CIOB reserves contain deposits of metals like iron,
manganese, nickel and cobalt.
Significance:
1. The government is focussing on the blue economy in terms of sustainable use
of ocean resources for economic growth. The Mission will help in leveraging
the blue economy for the country’s overall economic growth.”
2. The Mission would be an integrated programme where several scientific
departments of the government such as ISRO, DBT, DST, DRDO and ICAR
will work together for the sustainable harnessing of ocean resources.
3. A remotely operable submersible (ROSUB 6000) - capable of operating at
depths of 6,000 metres - has already been developed and tested successfully
up to 5,289 metres depth.
4. Besides, a remotely operable in-situ soil testing equipment has also been
developed for getting detailed geotechnical properties of the mining area at
Central Indian Ocean Basin (CIOB). India has exclusive rights over 75,000 sq
km of international waters, allocated by UN’s International Seabed Authority,
for exploration of polymetallic nodules.
5. The Mission would be a long-term exploration exercise and its staggering cost
may run up to Rs 8,000 crore-Rs 10,000 crores over the next five years. The
tasks that will be undertaken over this period include deep-sea mining, survey,
energy exploration and the offshore-based desalination.
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O-SMART
These technological developments were funded under an umbrella scheme of the
government - called Ocean Services, Technology, Observations, Resources
Modelling and Science (O-SMART) - which was approved last year at an
estimated cost of Rs 1,623 crore till 2019-20.
The O-SMART has, however, other components including early warning systems
for oceanic disasters, setting up marine coastal observatories for monitoring
marine pollution and acquisition of coastal research vessels.
The International Seabed Authority
1. The International Seabed Authority is an autonomous international
organization established under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea and the 1994 Agreement.
2. The Authority came into existence on 16 November 1994, upon the entry into
force of the 1982 Convention.
3. The ISA is headquartered in Kingston, Jamaica, and has more than 150 state
members.
4. The mandate of the ISA is to regulate mining and related activities in the
international seabed beyond national jurisdiction, an area that includes most
of the world’s oceans.
5. The ISA approves contracts with private corporations and government entities
for exploration and mining in specified areas of the international seabed and
oversees the implementation of the seabed provisions of the Convention on
the Law of the Sea.

A-G declines consent for contempt case against Andhra
Pradesh CM
 Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal declined consent to initiate contempt
proceedings against Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Jagan Mohan Reddy and
his Principal Adviser Ajeya Kallam.
 Mr. Venugopal, however, said the “timing itself” of the Chief Minister’s letter
to the Chief Justice of India, containing allegations against Supreme Court
judge N.V. Ramana and the subsequent public release of the document could
“certainly said to be suspect”.
 The Attorney-General was responding to a petition filed by Supreme Court
advocate for his prior consent under the Contempt of Court Act to initiate
proceedings against Mr. Reddy and Mr. Kallam
What is Contempt of Court?
 Contempt of court, often referred to simply as "contempt", is the offense of
being disobedient to or disrespectful toward a court of law and its officers in
the form of behavior that opposes or defies the authority, justice and dignity
of the court.
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 The concept of contempt of court is several centuries old.
 In England, it is a common law principle that seeks to protect the judicial
power of the king, initially exercised by him, and later by a panel of judges
who acted in his name.
 Violation of the judges’ orders was considered an affront to the king himself.
 Over time, any kind of disobedience to judges, or obstruction of the
implementation of their directives, or comments and actions that showed
disrespect towards them came to be punishable.
Statutory basis for contempt of court:
 Article 129 of the Constitution conferred on the Supreme Court the power to
punish contempt of itself.
 Article 215 conferred a corresponding power on the High Courts.
 The Contempt of Courts Act, 1971, gives statutory backing to the idea.
The law codifying contempt classifies it as civil and criminal.
 Civil contempt is fairly simple. It is committed when someone willfully
disobeys a court order or wilfully breaches an undertaking given to the court.
However, Criminal contempt is more complex.
 It consists of three forms: (a) words, written or spoken, signs and actions that
“scandalise” or “tend to scandalise” or “lower” or “tends to lower” the
authority of any court (b) prejudices or interferes with any judicial proceeding
and (c) interferes with or obstructs the administration of justice.
 The rationale for this provision is that courts must be protected from
tendentious attacks that lower its authority, defame its public image and make
the public lose faith in its impartiality.
 The punishment for contempt of court is simple imprisonment for a term up
to six months and/or a fine of up to ₹2,000.
What does not account to contempt?
 Fair and accurate reporting of judicial proceedings will not amount to
contempt of court.
 Nor is any fair criticism on the merits of a judicial order after a case is heard
and disposed of.
Is truth a defence against a contempt charge?
 For many years, the truth was seldom considered a defence against a charge
of contempt.
 There was an impression that the judiciary tended to hide any misconduct
among its individual members in the name of protecting the image of the
institution.


The Act was amended in 2006 to introduce truth as a valid defence if it was in
the public interest and was invoked in a bonafide.
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What is a bulk drug park, and why does Himachal and
Tamil Nadu and other states want one?
 Tamil Nadu should work with Centre to set up a bulk drug pharma park: panel
The Rangarajan committee, constituted by the Tamil Nadu government to
study the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on its economy, has identified
medical devices manufacturing and pharmaceuticals, along with
biotechnology, as emerging sectors.
 The committee, which submitted its report to the government in September,
suggested that the State work with the Union government to set up a bulk drug
pharma park expeditiously in a coastal area near Chennai.
 Himanchal Pradesh state government has also identified around 1,400 acres in
Una district and sent a proposal to the Centre seeking grant to set up a bulk
drug park.
 Himanchal Pradesh is one of the states vying for the allotment of a bulk drug
park under a central government scheme announced earlier this year for setting
up three such parks across the country. The state government has identified
around 1,400 acres in Una district and sent a proposal to the Centre seeking
grant to set up a bulk drug park there, Chief Minister Jai Ram Thakur informed
a group of drug manufacturers recently.
What are bulk drugs or APIs?
 A bulk drug, also called an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), is the key
ingredient of a drug or medicine, which lends it the desired therapeutic effect
or produces the intended pharmacological activity. For example, paracetamol
is a bulk drug, which acts against pain. It is mixed with binding agents or
solvents to prepare the finished pharmaceutical product, ie a paracetamol
tablet, capsule or syrup, which is consumed by the patient.
What are KSMs and DIs?
 APIs are prepared from multiple reactions involving chemicals and solvents.
The primary chemical or the basic raw material which undergoes reactions to
form an API is called the key starting material, or KSM. Chemical compounds
formed during the intermediate stages during these reactions are called drug
intermediates or DIs.
Why is India promoting bulk drug parks?
 India has one of the largest pharmaceutical industries in the world (third
largest by volume) but this industry largely depends on other countries,
particularly China, for importing APIs, DIs and KSMs.
 This year, drug manufacturers in India suffered repeated setbacks due to
disruption in imports. In January, factories in China shut down when the
country went into a lockdown, and later, international supply chains were
affected as the Covid pandemic gripped the entire world. The border conflict
between India and China exacerbated the situation. All these factors pushed
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the Indian government to call for greater self-reliance across all industries, and
in June, the department of pharmaceuticals announced a scheme for the
promotion of three bulk drug parks in the country.
What will a bulk drug park look like, and what does the scheme offer?
 A bulk drug park will have a designated contiguous area of land with common
infrastructure facilities for the exclusive manufacture of APIs, DIs or KSMs,
and also a common waste management system.
 These parks are expected to bring down manufacturing costs of bulk drugs in
the country and increase competitiveness in the domestic bulk drug industry.
The Centre’s scheme will support three selected parks in the country by
providing a one-time grant-in-aid for the creation of common infrastructure
facilities. The grant-in-aid will be 70 per cent of the cost of the common
facilities but in the case of Himachal Pradesh and other hill states, it will be
90 per cent. The Centre will provide a maximum of Rs 1,000 crore per park.
How will the Centre select the three parks?
 Several states including Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Haryana,
Punjab, Tamil Nadu and Telangana have expressed interest in the scheme, and
are likely to send their respective proposals. A state can only propose one site,
which is not less than a thousand acres in area, or not less than 700 acres in
the case of hill states. The proposals should contain the estimated cost,
feasibility studies, environmental risk assessment etc. A project management
agency, nominated by the department of pharmaceuticals, will examine these
proposals and make recommendations to a scheme steering committee, which
will then approve the proposals.

GDP will be higher than forecast this year’ – Finance Ministry
 India’s GDP in 2020-21 is expected to be higher than currently projected by
various agencies, with the economy poised to recover fast and reach preCOVID-19 levels by the end of the year, the Finance Ministry said on
Wednesday.
 Barring the risk of a second wave of COVID-19 infections in the country, the
improvement in GDP performance would widen the fiscal headroom available
for the government to pursue other priorities in spending, the ministry said in
its monthly economic report for October.
 “India stands poised to recover at a fast pace and reach pre-COVID-19 levels
by the end of the year — barring the incidence of a second wave that may be
triggered by the fatigue with social distancing,” the ministry said.
 “The continuous improvement in forward looking RBI indices of consumption
and business sentiment for the next year augurs hope of a strong economic
rebound,” it added.
 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has estimated that India’s GDP will contract
by 9.5% this year, while the International Monetary Fund and World Bank
have forecast a contraction of 10.3% and 9.6%, respectively.
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 Given that there are indications of India’s GDP groperformance “in the current
year being higher than currently projected by various agencies, fiscal space is
set to widen to accommodate other priorities of the government,” the ministry
said.
Rise in GST collections
 The rise in Goods and Services Tax (GST) collections to more than ₹1 lakh
crore in October for the first time since February is evidence that the fiscal
space would improve, it added.
 The constriction of fiscal space is neither unique to India, nor does it make the
country’s public finances any more vulnerable than other nations, the ministry
stressed, pointing to the additional spending the government undertook to
alleviate the impact of the pandemic on the vulnerable sections of society as
well as its measures to boost consumption spending.

 “The fiscal space is also characterised by recent measures announced to lend
to States for increasing capital expenditure, providing them assistance under
SDRF and borrowing on their behalf to meet GST revenue shortfall,” the
Finance Ministry said in the report.

Govt. forms panel to review TRP norms
 The Information and Broadcasting Ministry has constituted a four-member
committee to review the guidelines on television rating agencies. It will be
headed by Shashi Shekhar Vempati, CEO of Prasar Bharati.
 This comes after the Mumbai police investigations which revealed that a few
news channels had tampered with the ratings.
TRAI recommendations:
 The Ministry said the existing guidelines were issued after detailed
deliberations by the parliamentary committee and on the recommendations of
the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI). These guidelines have
been in operation for the past few years.
 It said a need has been felt to have a fresh look keeping in view of the recent
recommendations of TRAI, technological advancements and for further
strengthening of the procedures for a credible and transparent rating system.
Existing system
 The committee will carry out an appraisal of the existing system, examine
TRAI recommendations notified from time to time, overall industry scenario
and address the needs of the stakeholders, the order says.
 Dr. Shalabh, Professor of Statistics from IIT Kanpur, Rajkumar Upadhyay,
Executive Director of C-Dot and Professor Pulak Ghosh of the Decision
Sciences Centre for Public Policy are the other members of the committee.
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Mission SAGAR II
As part of ‘Mission Sagar-II’, the Government of India is providing assistance to
Friendly Foreign Countries to overcome natural calamities and Covid-19
pandemic.
INS Airavat is delivering food aid for the people of Sudan.


Mission Sagar-II, follows the first ‘Mission Sagar’ undertaken in 2020.



As part of Mission Sagar-II, Indian Naval Ship Airavat will deliver food aid
to Sudan, South Sudan, Djibouti and Eritrea.

 Mauritius, Madagascar, Comoros and Seychelles along with La
Réunion are part of Indian Ocean Commission. India has recently become
an observer to the Commission.
 The assistance is in line with India’s role as the first responder in the Indian
Ocean region.
 The deployment is also in consonance with the Prime Minister's vision
of Security and Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR)
 Earlier, India had sent Indian Naval Ship (INS) Kesari, carrying food items
and medical assistance teams, to countries in the southern Indian Ocean to
deal with Covid-19 pandemic as part of a "Mission Sagar" initiative.
Strategic Significance of the Island Countries:
 The strategic importance of these island nations is highlighted by their location
along key Sea Lines of Communication (SLOCs).
 These islands are vital and can facilitate a navy’s continuous presence along
key international shipping routes, allowing a navy to patrol and secure SLOCs
during peace times and an option to interdict and cut off an adversary’s
communications during times of conflict.
SAGAR


SAGAR is a term coined by PM Modi in 2015 during his Mauritius visit with
a focus on the blue economy.

 Security and Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR) is India’s strategic vision
for the Indian Ocean Region (IOR).
 It is a maritime initiative which gives priority to the Indian Ocean region for
ensuring peace, stability and prosperity of India in the Indian Ocean region.
 The goal is to seek a climate of trust and transparency; respect for international
maritime rules and norms by all countries; sensitivity to each other`s interests;
peaceful resolution of maritime issues; and increase in maritime cooperation.
 Through SAGAR, India seeks to deepen economic and security cooperation
with its maritime neighbours and assist in building their maritime security
capabilities.
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 Further, India seeks to safeguard its national interests and ensure Indian Ocean
region to become inclusive, collaborative and respect international law.
IORA (Indian Ocean Rim Association)


Established in 1997 in Ebene Cyber City, Mauritius.



First established as Indian Ocean Rim Initiative in Mauritius on March 1995
and formally launched in 1997 by the conclusion of a multilateral treaty
known as the Charter of the IORA for Regional Cooperation.



It is based on the principles of Open Regionalism for strengthening Economic
Cooperation particularly on Trade Facilitation and Investment, Promotion as
well as Social Development of the region.

Asteroid 16 Psyche
A recent study at National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) has found out that asteroid 16 Psyche, which orbits between Mars
and Jupiter, could be made entirely of metal and is worth an estimated 10,000
quadrillion US dollars.
About Asteroid 16 Psyche:
 Located around 370 million km away from Earth, asteroid 16 Psyche is one of
the most massive objects in the asteroid belt in our solar system.
 The somewhat potato-shaped asteroid has a diameter of around 140 miles.
 It was first discovered on March 17, 1853, by the Italian astronomer Annibale
de Gasparis and was named after the ancient Greek goddess of the soul,
Psyche.
 Unlike most asteroids that are made up of rocks or ice, scientists believe that
Psyche is a dense and largely metallic object thought to be the core of an
earlier planet that failed in formation.
 It takes about five earth years to complete one orbit of the sun but only a bit
over 4 hours to rotate once on its axis.
 Its surface may mostly comprise iron and nickel, similar to the Earth’s core,
according to a study.
Key Findings:
 The latest study through the Hubble Space Telescope and ultraviolet
observation gives a clearer picture of Psyche’s composition.
o The Hubble Space Telescope was launched into low Earth orbit in
1990 and remains in operation.
 It was found that Psyche could be a unique asteroid composed of iron and
nickel almost completely which is similar to earth's core. The iron alone
would be worth more than 10,000 quadrillion US dollars.
o Scientists noted that the manner in which Psyche reflected ultraviolet light
was very similar to the way iron reflects sunlight.
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NASA’s Psyche mission:
 The primary target of the Psyche mission to be launched in 2022 by NASA
is to study this asteroid completely and confirm the assumptions being made
by the scientists.


Psyche mission will be the first mission to investigate this metallic
asteroid. Psyche spacecraft will land on the asteroid in early 2026.



As the composition of Psyche is very similar to earth’s own core, its study will
also give an insight to earth’s violent history of collisions and accretion that
created it.

Pandemics to emerge more often: Report by IPBES


In a new report released by the IPBES, the authors have warned that future
pandemics will emerge more often, they’ll spread more rapidly, do more
damage to the world and kill more people than COVID-19, unless significant
measures are taken.
Key takeaways of the report
 The report notes that COVID-19 is at least the sixth pandemic to have taken
place in the last century since the Great Influenza Pandemic of 1918.
 Three of the pandemics were caused by influenza viruses, one by HIV
followed by SARS and COVID-19.
 While the current pandemic’s origins lie in microbes carried by animals, like
all pandemics, its emergence has been entirely driven by human activities.
 There are over 1.7 million currently ‘undiscovered’ viruses that exist in
mammals and birds, out of which up to 827,000 could have the ability to infect
people.
 More than 70% of emerging diseases, such as Ebola, Zika and Nipah, are
caused by microbes found in animals that spill over due to contact among
wildlife, livestock and people.
 About 30% of emerging infectious diseases are attributed to land use change,
agricultural expansion and urbanisation.
 The report suggests that pandemic risk can be lowered by reducing the human
activities that drive loss of biodiversity, by greater conservation of protected
areas and through measures that reduce unsustainable exploitation of high
biodiversity regions.
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem
(IPBES)
 It is an intergovernmental organization established to improve the interface
between science and policy on issues of biodiversity and ecosystem services.
 Established by: United Nations
 It functions independently.
 Formation: 2012.
 Headquarters: Bonn, Germany.
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PILOT SCHEME ON FORTIFICATION OF RICE & ITS
DISTRIBUTION THROUGH PDS
 To initiate the process of taking the country towards nutritional security,
Department of Food & Public Distribution (DFPD) has been running a
“Centrally Sponsored Pilot Scheme on Fortification of Rice & its distribution
through Public Distribution System”.
About:


The Pilot Scheme has been approved for a period of three years beginning
2019-2020 with a total budget outlay of Rs.174.6 Crore.



Fifteen State Governments have identified their respective districts (1 district
per state) for implementing the Pilot Scheme.



Already 5 states of Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and
Chhattisgarh have started the distribution of fortified rice in their respective
identified districts.

Recent developments:


In this connection, the Union Minister for Food & Consumer Affairs in his
review meeting held on 31.10.2020, laid the emphasis on scaling up of the
distribution of fortified rice in the country.



The FCI has been asked to come up with a comprehensive plan for
procurement and distribution of fortified rice in all the Districts of the country
under Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) & Mid-Day Meal
(MDM) Scheme from 2021-2022.



Special focus would be placed on supplying fortified rice to the 112 specially
identified Aspirational Districts of the country.

Body mass index of Indian among the lowest in 200
countries
 India ranks third and fifth from the bottom respectively among countries
where 19-year-old girls and boys have a low body mass index, according to a
study in The Lancet to be published on Friday. The study provides new
estimates for height and BMI trends in 2019 across 200 countries after
analysing data from 2,181 studies.
 BMI is measured as the weight in kg divided by the square of the height in
metres. World Health Organization guidelines define a normal BMI range as
18.5 to 24.9, overweight as 25 or higher, and obesity as 30 or higher.
 The mean BMI of 19-year-old boys is 20.1 in India, compared to a high of
29.6 in the Cook Islands and a low of 19.2 in Ethiopia. For Indian girls, the
mean BMI is again 20.1, compared to a high of 29.0 in Tonga and a low of
19.6 in Timor-Leste. The mean height of Indian 19-year-olds is 166.5 cm for
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boys and 155.2 cm for girls, well below the high of Netherlands boys (183.8
cm) and girls (170 cm).
 The 20 cm or higher difference between countries with the tallest and shortest
mean height represents approximately 8 years of growth gap for girls and
approximately 6 years for boys. For example, 19-year-old girls in India have
the same mean height as 12-year-old Dutch girls, according to study.
 The analysis charts child and adolescent physical growth trends over 35 years.
115 data sources from India with over 2.1 million participants were used in
the analysis. Both height and BMI have increased from 1985 to 2019 although
there is still a great deal of potential for height while curbing any future rise
in obesity so programmes targeted towards the poor from birth through school
years are needed.
 In developing countries like India, there is a dual burden i.e., overnutrition and
undernutrition. The prevalence of overweight and obesity among adolescents
of both Indian girls and boys is lower when compared to children of developed
nations. The reasons could be several, like variations in the epigenetic, dietary
intakes, familial, psychosocial, parental education, occupations, income etc.
 The need for regular diet and nutrition surveys in India to avert the increase of
overweight and obesity among children and adolescents. “Overweight and
obesity are mostly carried over to adult age and are causes for many metabolic
disorders like insulin resistance, diabetes, hypertension, CVDs, stroke, and
some cancers.”

UGC issues guidelines for reopening of colleges
Only 50% of students will be allowed on campus at a time
 Reopening of colleges and universities should start with libraries and
laboratories, research scholars, science and technology postgraduates, and
final year students, according to the University Grants Commission guidelines
issued on Thursday. For all other students, online and distance learning would
continue to be the preferred method.
 More than seven months after educational institutions across the country were
closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some students are now set to return to
campuses in a cautious and gradual manner.
 Only institutions outside the containment zones could be reopened, and
students and staff living in these zones would not be allowed to attend physical
classes, the guidelines said.
 The Union Home Ministry had given the States permission to reopen schools
and colleges from October 15, depending on the local situation. Several States
have announced plans to reopen high schools and colleges and universities
this month.
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 For the Centrally funded institutions, it was up to the head of each institution
to take a decision on reopening if they were satisfied with the feasibility of
physical classes. All other institutions, whether private or State-funded, must
depend on the decision of the respective State governments, the guidelines
said.
 Administrative offices, research laboratories and libraries would be the first to
reopen, followed by students of all research programmes and postgraduate
students in science and technology programmes. Final year undergraduates
may also be allowed to join for academic and placement purposes. Other
students have been encouraged to continue online learning but may visit in
small groups for consultation with faculty, after seeking prior appointments to
avoid crowding.
Hostel stay
 Only 50% of the student strength would be allowed on a campus at a time. All
personnel on campuses should wear masks and follow hand-sanitising
practices. The installation of Aarogya Setu app was being recommended
wherever possible. Although the guidelines discourage hostel reopening, they
would be permitted so long as there is no sharing of rooms and 14-day
quarantines are imposed on the students coming from other locations.

Tele-Law
Tele-Law touched a new milestone by providing legal advice to 4 million
beneficiaries through Common Service Centres.
 Common Services Centre (CSC) programme is an initiative of the Ministry
of Electronics & IT (MeitY), that serves as the access points for delivery of
various electronic services to villages in India, thereby contributing to
a digitally and financially inclusive society.
 About: Tele-Law programme was launched by the Ministry of Law and
Justice in collaboration with the Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology (MeitY) launched in 2017 to address cases at pre–litigation
stage.
 Connect Lawyers to Litigants: It is a service that uses video conferencing
facilities and telephone services to connect lawyers to litigants who need
legal advice. This service aims to reach out to the needy especially the
marginalized and disadvantaged.
 Common Service Centres: Under this programme, smart technology of
video conferencing, telephone/instant calling facilities available at the vast
network of Common Service Centres at the Panchayat level are used to
connect the indigent, down-trodden, vulnerable, unreached groups and
communities with the Panel Lawyers for seeking timely and valuable legal
advice.
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 Benefits: Tele Law service enables anyone to seek legal advice without
wasting precious time and money. The service is free for those who are
eligible for free legal Aid as mentioned under Section 12 of the Legal
Services Authority Act, 1987. For all others a nominal fee is charged.
o According to a recent report titled ‘Quality of Legal Representation: An
Empirical Analysis of Free Legal Aid Services in India’, the majority of
the people who are entitled to the free legal aid system see the service as
an option only when they cannot afford a private lawyer.
 Supports SDGs: It can be noted that this initiative is in line with Sustainable
Development Goal-16, which seeks to "Promote peaceful and inclusive
societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and
build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels".
Legal Services Authorities (LSA) Act:
 In 1987, the Legal Services Authorities (LSA) Act was enacted to give free
and competent legal services to the poor and paved the way for the constitution
of National Legal Service Authority (NALSA) and other legal service
institutions at the State, district and taluka level.
 Free legal services under LSA Act are available to a person belonging to
Schedule Tribe and Schedule Caste, woman, child, victim of human
trafficking, differently abled person, industrial workman, and person in
custody in a protective home and the poor.
Constitutional Provision:
 Article 39A of the Constitution of India provides that State shall secure that
the operation of the legal system promotes justice on a basis of equal
opportunity, and shall, in particular, provide free legal aid, by suitable
legislation or schemes or in any other way, to ensure that opportunities for
securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other
disability.
 Articles 14 and 22(1) also make it obligatory for the State to ensure equality
before the law and a legal system which promotes justice on a basis of equal
opportunity to all.

Brown Carbon ‘Tarballs’
 A study has highlighted that brown carbon ‘tarballs’ that fasten the glacial
melting has been found in the Himalayan atmosphere.
What are Brown Carbon ‘Tarballs’?
 Tarballs are small light-absorbing, carbonaceous particles formed due to
burning of biomass or fossil fuels that deposit on snow and ice.
 They are formed from brown carbon, emitted during the burning of fossil
fuels.
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 The median sizes of externally mixed tarballs and internally mixed tarballs
were 213 and 348 nanometre respectively.
 Primary brown carbon (BrC) co-emitted with black carbon (BC) from biomass
burning is an important light-absorbing carbonaceous aerosol.
 The black carbon from the Indo-Gangetic Plain can reach the Himalaya region
and influence glacial melting and climatic change.
Highlights of the study
 Until now, black carbon was found to be transported long distances by the
wind to the Himalayan atmosphere.
 The study revealed that a dense array of active fire spots — corresponding to
large-scale wheat-residue burning on the Indo-Gangetic Plain — occurred
along the pathways of Himalaya.
 The percentage of the tarballs increased on days of higher levels of pollution
and could contribute to the hastening of glacial melt and global warming.
 The researchers concluded that tarballs from long-range transport can be an
important factor in the climatic effect and would correspond to a substantial
influence on glacial melting in the Himalaya region.

Finance panel warns of rising GST dues for States
 The gap between GST cess collections and the revenue shortfall faced by the
States for implementing the Goods and Services Tax (GST) could snowball to
anywhere between ₹5 lakh crore to ₹7 lakh crore by June 2022 from the ₹2.35
lakh crore estimated for this year, the Fifteenth Finance Commission is learnt
to have projected in its report.
 The Commission, which finalised its report proposing a framework for sharing
revenues between the Centre and the States for the next five years on October
30, is learnt to have recommended a unique fiscal glide path for each State for
the period 2020-21 to 2025-26, in a separate volume dedicated to the States.
 Given the uncertainty created by the pandemic and the economic slowdown
that pre-dated the COVID-19 outbreak, the panel has had to rely on variable
growth projections for each of the five years rather than assuming a steady
trend.
 The report will be submitted to President Ram Nath Kovid on Nov 9 th.
 The panel has also delivered on its more unusual terms of reference, including
the question of creating a separate mechanism for funding defence and internal
security proposed by the Centre, citing inadequate budgetary provisions for
large capital outlays needed for complete defence preparedness.
 The Commission has examined and responded to the Defence Ministry’s
proposal to set up a non-lapsable fund for security-related expenditure,
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whether it should be funded by a cess or a surcharge, and supplemented by
monetisation of surplus defence land, issue of tax-free defence bonds and
disinvestment of defence public sector units, all points to the additional
pressure on the Centre’s finances due to the fall in revenues and the flailing
economy.
 Unless there is a sustained rise in GST collections over the next 20 months
(till June 2022), the Commission has projected that the gap between the GST
cess collections used to recompense States and their compensation dues could
accumulate to a significant sum of between ₹5 lakh crore to ₹7 lakh crore.
 The resolution and the modalities adopted for the payment of GST
compensation dues to States would significantly impact the fiscal
consolidation roadmap for India’s general government debt.
 While the revenue shortfall for States is pegged at ₹3 lakh crore this year, GST
cess collections are expected to be just ₹65,000 crore, on account of the sharp
contraction in the economy that was already slowing down before the COVID19 pandemic and was exacerbated by the lockdowns. The Centre has allowed
States to borrow from the market to meet part of the shortfall, with the
assurance that loans will be serviced and repaid from future GST cess
collections.
 The Centre had promised compensation for revenue losses to States on
account of giving up their indirect taxation powers and switching to the GST
regime, for the first five years of the new tax regime launched in July 2017.
 A compensation cess was levied on so-called ‘sin’ and ‘demerit’ goods to
finance this payout to States over the same period.

Fortified Rice: long journey to distribute rice at govt.
schools’
Fortifying rice involves grinding broken rice into powder, mixing it with
nutrients, and then shaping it into rice-like kernels using an extrusion process.
These fortified kernels are then mixed with normal rice in a 1:100 ratio, and
distributed for consumption.
 Experts warn that a long journey lies ahead to implement distribution of
fortified rice at government schools and anganwadi centres in 15 States as
there is need to bring millers and snack manufacturers on board and improve
quality control.
 However, some are also wary of its nutritional outcomes and caution that
fortification of staples such as cereals may hurt local economies.
 The government announced earlier this week its plans to expand supply of rice
fortified with iron, vitamin B-12 and folic acid on a pilot basis from 15 districts
to 15 States with the aim to curb anaemia.
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 Fortified rice can provide 30-50% of the recommended dietary allowance of
iron that adults need to consume daily, based on average Indian consumption.
 Trials in a controlled setting, giving 100% RDA of iron through tablets, have
shown results within 10 months. However, in a programmatic setting, with
fortified rice, a minimum of 24 months of constant exposure is needed before
we can see the impact. Baseline studies are now being conducted in the 15
pilot districts to measure current levels of anaemia in the population.
 The immediate next step requires convincing food manufacturers to use the
extrusion machines now used to make snacks such as kurkure or dried pasta
shapes to also make fortified rice kernels, enriched with iron and other
nutrients. “So far, there are about 15 manufacturers making the kernels,
producing a total of 15,000 tonnes per year.
 The other immediate step is bringing the country’s 28,000 rice millers on
board, to install blending machines which can mix the fortified kernels into
the normal rice in a 1:100 ratio.

 Some public health experts also warn of adverse consequences of “the
corporatisation of the food system” by insisting on processes that demand
a centralisation of supplies.

Delivery of COVID-19 vaccines poses a huge challenge
 The government recently said it will procure the vaccine and distribute it under
a special COVID-19 immunisation programme to four categories of people,
free-of-charge.
 The priority groups named are healthcare professionals including doctors,
nurses and ASHA workers, a second category that includes frontline workers
including police and armed forces, the third category of those aged above 50
and finally those below 50 years of age with co-morbidities.
 Deciding whom to vaccinate first may be dictated by the characteristics of the
vaccines that become initially available, such as the ones that are more
effective in the younger population than in older people.
Ultralow temperatures
 But a bigger challenge comes in the form of keeping the vaccines at ultralow
temperatures during distribution. Most of the COVID-19 vaccines, the RNA
vaccines in particular, that are in the advanced stage of Phase-3 trials require
–70 degrees C to –80 degree C cold-chain. The Ebola vaccine, too, requires
the same kind of cold storage.
 This kind of storage was difficult to establish in West Africa, but was managed
on the scale needed for Ebola — which is in the hundred thousand doses range.
But when we need tens and hundreds of millions of doses, it becomes difficult
to know how feasible that will be in the U.S. or UK, let alone in India.
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 Attempts are being made to modify the vaccines and increase their stability to
suit the storage conditions that already exist in many parts of the world. But
they are unlikely to become available in the first-generation vaccines.
Resources needed
 In India we have never had this kind of storage requirement and building the
infrastructure for ultracold storage requires considerable resources, because
you need not just the freezers, but also uninterrupted power supply.
 There is a need to decide whether vaccines that require this form of storage
should be used only in cities where such facilities can be built. It may make
sense to even think about bringing people to the vaccine, instead of taking the
vaccine to people in some settings.
 Hence, the decision to use a COVID-19 vaccine will need to take into
consideration logistics and infrastructure needed to distribute and deliver
vaccines, which goes beyond financial resources to purchase vaccines.
 The Oxford vaccine does not require ultracold temperatures, and hence, the
existing system used in the routine immunisation programme may be able to
handle the vaccines.
 The next biggest challenge might be in vaccinating people with two doses four
weeks apart during the pandemic. Most of the vaccines at advanced stages of
Phase-3 trial use two doses of the vaccine to achieve best results. Vaccinating
twice one month apart is something we know and have done for polio
programmes for well over a decade.
 Although oral vaccines are much easier to deliver than injectable vaccines, the
logistics of storage, transport and delivery are similar.
 For injectable vaccines where two doses need to be given three or four weeks
apart, we will need to learn from our experience with polio and measlesrubella campaigns.
Children and adults
 While the national immunisation programme is limited to vaccinating
children, COVID-19 vaccination will be across age groups, including older
people. It remains to be seen how well the lessons learnt from the national
immunisation programme can be replicated for other age groups.
 With vaccines seen as one sure way to end the pandemic if 60-70% of the
population is vaccinated, the question of making the vaccines available for
free gains importance. But that does not rule out the possibility of selling them
when vaccines become available in plenty even while they are available for
free.
Buying vaccines
 There is a possibility of the government allowing companies to purchase
vaccines to maintain business continuity. Probably, other groups that might be
willing to pay for vaccines might also become eligible to buy vaccines.
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 Any vaccines being diverted at a time when supply is limited deprives priority
groups, so perhaps another way to think about this, is that certain types of
vaccines that are unsuitable for public programmes in India because of
expense or cold chain requirements, might be opened up for purchase by
companies, organisations and individuals as a premium product.


All this is ethically contentious, and needs discussion. There are no easy
decisions or choices.

Lessons from Ladakh’s glacial lake outburst
 In August 2014, a glacial lake outburst flood hit the village of Gya in Ladakh,
destroying houses, fields and bridges. Using remote sensing data, researchers
from Germany have mapped the evolution of Gya glacial lake and note the
cause of the flood. In a paper recently published in Natural Hazards, the team
notes that this case study “illustrates the problem of potentially hazardous
lakes being overlooked.”
How it happened
 Most interesting was finding the cause of the flood — it was not a spill over
but rather a tunnelling drainage process.
 Flooding did not happen due to the spill overs due to an avalanche or landslide,
rather there was a thawing of the ice cores in the moraine [a field of dirt and
rocks that have been pushed along by the glacier as it moves] which drained
through the subsurface tunnels.
Future speeding:
 The team notes that such thawing of ice cores may accelerate in the future due
to global climate change, and there is an urgent need to use multiple methods
for better risk assessment and early warning.
 It is almost certain that other glacial lake outburst floods will happen all over
the Indian Himalaya. However, not all of these events have catastrophic
outcomes. It largely depends on urban planning, the size of the lake, the
distance between the lake and affected villages, the valley section and some
more aspects.
 In some cases, cloudbursts can also trigger glacial lake outburst flood events
like in the Kedarnath disaster in 2013.
 In different sections of the Himalaya the occurrence of such floods has
received different attention.
 While these events have been regarded as a major risk in the central
Himalayan region including Sikkim, the arid Trans-Himalayan regions of
Ladakh have received attention only recently. Here the glaciers are located at
high altitudes not lower than 5,200 m and most glaciers are of small size.
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Likewise, the glacial lakes are quite small in size. In the case of the Gya lake
at 5,400 m, the lake is almost always ice-covered, even during summer.
Monitoring lakes:
 The team adds more bathymetric studies are needed to analyse lake volumes,
and it is important to regularly monitor lake development and dynamics. New,
sophisticated technologies can also be put to use to understand the stability of
the moraines that dam the lake.

Govt. to govern OTT platforms
 In a move that will have far reaching impact, the Narendra Modi government
brought “Over the Top” (OTT) platforms or video streaming service providers
like Netflix, Amazon Prime and others under the ambit of Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting.
 Currently, there is no law or autonomous body governing digital content. In a
gazette notification issued recently and signed by the President Ram Nath
Kovind, online films, digital news and current affairs content now come under
the purview of the I&B Ministry, headed by Union Minister Prakash
Javadekar.
 This will give the government control over the OTT platforms, which were
unregulated till now. From time to time, the government had indicated the
necessity to monitor these platforms. In October last year, the government had
indicated that it would issue a “negative” list of don’ts for video streaming
services like Netflix and Hot star. It also wanted the platforms to come up with
a self-regulatory body on the lines of the News Broadcasting Standards
Authority.
 Anticipating the government’s intervention in January 2019, eight video
streaming services had signed a self-regulatory code that laid down a set of
guiding principles for the content on these platforms.
 The code adopted by the OTTs in January last prohibited five types of content,
including content which deliberately and maliciously disrespects the national
emblem or flag and any visuals or story lines that promotes child pornography.
What is OTT services?
 An “over-the-top” media service is any online content provider that offers
streaming media as a standalone product. The term is commonly applied
to video-on-demand platforms, but also refers to audio streaming, messaging
services, or internet-based voice calling solutions.
 OTT services circumvent traditional media distribution channels such as
telecommunications networks or cable television providers.
 As long as you have access to an internet connection — either locally or
through a mobile network — you can access the complete service at your
leisure.
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Benefits Associated with OTT Platforms
 Creative Use of Media: As OTT platforms are relatively less subjected to
censorship, it helps bring socio-political content or matters to a common man,
which otherwise are censored in mainstream media.
 On Demand Media Consumption: The OTT services have a hybrid character
as they combine the passive consumption mode of television and the consumer
choice of the web.
o

Thus, OTT platforms' advantage of playing media anywhere and anytime
has created a massive demand for it.

 Sustenance of Media and Entertainment Industry: The future of traditional
media platforms such as cinema, live events is in jeopardy. This is even
applicable post-Covid era, due to social distancing becoming a norm in the
society.
o

In this context, OTT platforms serve as a parallel dissemination source of
infotainment.

 Democratisation of Media: OTT industry is benefiting numerous content
producers and artists.
o

It also helps in accessing regional films around the country as well as
globally.

Great banyan tree of Telangana breathes afresh
Telangana’s ‘modern-organic’ treatment brings green shoots in centuries-old tree
 The great banyan tree of Telangana, Pillalamarri has got a new lease of life
and is now back in healthy germination thanks to the tireless efforts of the
Mahabubnagar district administration, whose ‘modern-organic’ treatment
boosted the immunity of the centuries-old giant.
 By turning a new leaf in conservation, the officials demonstrated how the
dramatically decaying process of the termite-infested tree could be reversed
and put back on the growth path.
 As a result, it has now started sprouting new leaves.
 Micromanagement conservation efforts of the massive banyan tree by the
Forest officials had yielded great results and it is now put back on the growth
trajectory.
 Spread over three-and-half acres, the 700-year-old ficus tree, one of the oldest
and largest on the planet, is situated around 4 km from Mahbubnagar town.
With truck-sized prop roots growing all over the compound, the officials
couldn’t identify the mother root yet.
 In December 2017, one of the termite-infested branches of the tree, which was
neglected by officials and vandalised by tourists for decades, came crashing
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down. A month later, the then District Collector Ronald Rose decided to give
a new lease of life to the tree and chalked out action plans in coordination with
the officials of the Forest Department.
 To contain the termite attack, we sprayed chlorpyrifos on the tree. Starting few
months, we sprayed on the branches, and later realised the practise was not
effective, as the solution was seeping inside the trunk, so we drilled holes into
the branches and stem and injected the chlorpyrifos.
 Later, the officials started injecting chlorpyrifos through ‘saline drip’ and the
bottles were spread all over.
 As the branches were falling, green shoots were a rarity. But now we there is
a view of new leaves, which have a reddish tinge, sprouting at many places.
The tree is sending a message of revival.

EOS-01, India’s latest earth observation satellite launched
 India will send its first space mission in almost a year with a launch of EOS01, an earth observation satellite, on Nov.7th EOS-01, along with nine satellites
from foreign countries, would be launched by a PSLV rocket.
 This will be ISRO’s first mission since the launch of RISAT-2BR1, another
earth observation satellite similar to EOS-01, on December 11 last year. After
that, ISRO had also sent communication satellite GSAT-30 in space in January
this year, but that was done using an Ariane rocket launched from French
Guiana.
 Thereafter, ISRO’s launch schedule was entirely derailed by the coronavirus
epidemic. ISRO had planned more than 20 satellite launches in the fiscal year
2020-21, including high profile missions like Aditya L1, the first exploratory
mission to Sun, and unmanned Gaganyaan, the precursor to India’s first
manned space flight. Half of the planned launches were those of earth
observation satellites like the one that will be sent today.
New nomenclature
 EOS-01 is nothing but another Radar Imaging Satellite (RISAT) that will work
together with RISAT-2B and RISAT-2BR1 launched last year. EOS-01 was
initially named RISAT-2BR2, and was supposed to be the third of the threespacecraft constellation aimed at providing all-weather round-the-clock
service for high-resolution images.
 With EOS-01, ISRO is moving to a new naming system for its earth
observation satellites which till now have been named thematically, according
to the purpose they are meant for. For example, the Cartosat series of satellites
were meant to provide data for land topography and mapping, while the
Oceansat satellites were meant for observations over sea. Some INSAT-series,
Resourcesat series, GISAT, Scatsat, and some more are all earth observation
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satellites, named differently for the specific jobs they are assigned to do, or
the different instruments that they use to do their jobs.
 Land and forest mapping and monitoring, mapping of resources like water or
minerals or fishes, weather and climate observations, soil assessment,
geospatial contour mapping are all done through earth-observation satellites.
Radar imaging:
 EOS-01, like its cousins RISAT-2B and RISAT-2BR1, uses synthetic aperture
radars to produce high-resolution images of the land. One big advantage that
radar imaging has over optical instruments is that it is unaffected by weather,
cloud or fog, or the lack of sunlight. It can produce high-quality images in all
conditions and at all times.
 Depending on the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation used by the
radar, different properties on land can be captured in the image. For example,
a low wavelength signal can capture tree cover or vegetation, while a higher
wavelength signal can penetrate even dense tree cover to look at the contours
of land beneath.
 EOS-01, and its sister RISATs, use X-band radars that operate at low
wavelengths and are considered best for monitoring of urban landscape, and
imaging of agricultural or forest land. According to ISRO, EOS-01 is intended
for applications in agriculture, forestry and disaster management support. The
radar images are also considered to be immensely useful for military
requirements.
New Rocket
 For the launch of EOS-01, ISRO would be using a new variant of its PSLV
rocket that has been flown only once before, in January last year, when it had
placed the Microsat-R satellite in orbit. This Microsat-R was the one that was
brought down in March last year in India’s first anti-satellite test, a
demonstration of its capability to hit an in-orbit enemy satellite in space.
 This variant of PSLV does not become waste after depositing its satellite in
the orbit. Instead, the last stage of the rocket, the one that remains after the
satellite is separated, can acquire its own orbit and be used as an orbital
platform for other onboard instruments to perform experiments in space. In
effect, the fourth stage acts like another satellite, with a life span of about six
months.
 For the PSLV, this would be the 51st flight. Only two of its launches have not
been successful.

 Of the nine foreign satellites being carried in the mission, four each are from
the United States and Luxembourg, while another is a technology
demonstrator from Lithuania.
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Sputnik V vaccine 92% effective: Russia
No adverse events reported in Phase 3 trials that involved 36,000 volunteers, says
its Health Ministry
 Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine has proven to be “92% efficacious” among a
group of volunteers who are part of Phase 3 trials to test the vaccine, the
Russian Health Ministry said in a statement.
 The results were based on an analysis of 20 participants in the trial who were
confirmed COVID-19 positive. The trials consist of 20,000 people who got
one dose of the vaccine, and 16,000 who got two, 14 days apart. The efficacy
percentage means that when cases were split among the placebo group and
vaccinated group, 92% of those who were vaccinated were safe.
 This is close to the efficacy percentage claimed by Pfizer on Monday that said
its RNA vaccine was 90% efficacious, though that relied on a larger COVID19-positive volunteer set of 94.
 The Russian trials are ongoing in multiple countries, and a Phase 2/3 trial that
tests for an immune reaction in a limited number of people is going on in India
too. Hyderabad-based Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories is a partner of the Russian
organisation, Gamaleya Research Foundation, that has developed Sputnik V.
Production up
 The publication of the interim results of the post-registration clinical trials that
convincingly demonstrate Sputnik V vaccine’s efficacy gives way to mass
vaccination in Russia against COVID-19 in the coming weeks. Thanks to the
production scale-up at new manufacturing sites, Sputnik V vaccine will soon
be available for a wider population. This will break the current trend and lead
to an eventual decrease in COVID-19 infection rates, first in Russia, then
globally.
Not evaluated
 As with Pfizer’s, the preliminary report of Sputnik V’s efficacy is yet to be
published in a peer-reviewed medical journal. The latter has also not yet been
evaluated by an independent board of medical experts, the Russian Health
Ministry statement indicated.
 Because Sputnik V has emergency authorisation from medical authorities in
Russia, it had also been administered to a section of the population such as
doctors and medical workers. Apart from the trial participants, the effects of
vaccination were also observed in 10,000 volunteers representing medics and
other high-risk groups under the civil use of the vaccine out of clinical trials
also confirmed the vaccine’s efficacy rate of over 90 percent.
 Results from Pfizer+BioNTech opens the closed door to vaccine availability
a little. One can legitimately expect more good news from more vaccines and
expect that the door will open even more. Even after these and other licences
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were available, only limited doses would be available in the early days and
would be administered according to “priorities already set”.


However, the data so far available for the Pfizer vaccine did not indicate if it
was effective at preventing disease transmission or was only good enough to
protect from severe disease. There was also no evidence disclosed on whether
it protected older (and more vulnerable) people.

Kalvari class of submarines and its strategic significance
 Indian Navy’s fifth Kalvari-class Diesel Electric attack submarine INS Vagir
was launched at Mazgaon Dock in Mumbai on Thursday. A look at this
modern and stealthy class of submarines having been built under Project 75
and whose design is based on the Scorpene class of the submarines.
Kalvari-class background
 Indian Naval Ship (INS) Vagir, launched now, is the fifth among the six
Kalvari-class submarines being constructed by the public sector shipbuilder
Mazagon Dock Ltd (MDL) in Mumbai.
 The other vessels in the class are INS Kalvari, INS Khanderi, INS Karanj, INS
Vela and INS Vagsheer. Of these Kalvari and Khanderi have been
commissioned in 2017 and 2019, Vela and Karanj and undergoing sea trials,
Vagir has now been launched and Vagsheer is under construction. After its
launch today, Vagir will commence with the setting to work of various
equipment and the Harbour Acceptance Trials. The crew will subsequently
sail the submarine for the Sea Acceptance Trials after which the submarine
would be delivered to the Navy.
 The submarines in the current Kalvari-class take their names from erstwhile
decommissioned classes of submarines named Kalvari which included
Kalvari, Khanderi, Karanj and Vela class — which included Vela, Vagir,
Vagshir. The now-decommissioned Kalvari and Vela classes were one of the
earliest of the submarines in post-independence Indian Navy, which belonged
to Soviet origin Foxtrot class of vessels.
 Launch of a vessel is the process of transferring the ship from dockyard to
water and is different from the commissioning of the ship, when it actually
enters the active service.
 In maritime parlance a class of ships is a group of vessels which have the same
make, purpose and displacement. In the Navy and Coast Guard in India, the
ships belonging to a particular class are named in a specific manner. Many
times the names have the same first letters, prefixes, similar meanings or the
names belong to a particular type of words for example names of cities,
persons, mythological concepts, animals, rivers, mountains, weapons, etc. The
class is generally named after the first vessel in the category. In some cases, a
particular class of vessels take their names from an earlier class of vessels
which are now decommissioned.
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 Like Kalvari – which means Tiger Shark, Vagir has been named after a Sand
Fish, a predatory marine species. Khanderi has been named after an Island
Fort built by Chhatrapati Shivaji, which played a key role in his Navy. Karanj
has also been named after an Island located South of Mumbai.
Technical details:
 The design of Kalvari class of submarines is based on Scorpene class of
submarines designed and developed by French defence major Naval Group
formerly DCNS and Spanish state owned entity Navantia. This class of
submarines have Diesel Electric transmission systems and these are primarily
attack submarines or ‘hunter-killer’ type which means they are designed to
target and sink adversary naval vessels.
 The Kalvari-class submarines have capability of operating in a wide range of
Naval combat including anti-warship and anti-submarine operations,
intelligence gathering and surveillance and naval mine laying. These
submarines are around 220 feet long and have a height of 40 feet. It can reach
the highest speeds of 11 knots when surfaced and 20 knots when submerged.
 The modern variants of the Scorpence class of submarines have what is called
the Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) which enables non-nuclear submarines
to operate for a long time without access to surface oxygen. Two of six
submarines in Kalvari class are equipped with AIP. It also needs to be noted
that the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has an
ongoing programme to build a fuel cell-based AIP system for Indian Naval
Submarines.
 The Kalvari class of submarines are capable of launching various types of
torpedoes and missiles and are equipped with a range of surveillance and
intelligence gathering mechanisms.
Strategic importance
 India currently operates one submarine each in nuclear powered Classes of
Chakra and Arihant and in addition to 14 submarines belonging to three
classes of Diesel Electric category — Kalvari, Shishumar and Sindhughosh,
some of which are ageing.
 The nuclear powered and diesel electric submarines have their designated
roles in the Carrier Battle Groups, which are formations of ships and
submarines with Aircraft Carriers at the lead role. As per the basic principles
of submarine deployment and minimum requirement for India to create a
strategic deterrence, there is a specific number of submarines of both types
that India needs to have in active service. Currently India has less number of
submarines than what is required with some more of those from both types
being at various stages of construction.
 In the late 1990’s, around the time of Kargil war, a three decade plan took
shape for indigenous construction of submarines which is known to have two
separate series of submarine building lines – codenamed Project 75 and
Project 75I — in collaboration with foreign entities. The Ministry of Defence
is also known to have put place a roadmap for indegenious design and
subsequent construction submarines which will further add numbers to the
Navy’s arsenal.
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India makes progress in vaccination coverage
 India has made significant progress in its vaccination coverage to prevent child
pneumonia and diarrhoea deaths, according to the latest annual Pneumonia
and Diarrhoea Progress Report released by the International Vaccine Access
Centre (IVAC).
 This year’s report card finds that although overall the world’s health systems
are falling short of ensuring that children have access to prevention and
treatment services, India has achieved the global target of 90% coverage for
three of the five vaccines whose coverage is monitored in the report. These
vaccines are Diphtheria, Pertussis and Tetanus (DPT) vaccine, Measlescontaining-vaccine first dose, Haemophilus influenzae type B, pneumococcal
conjugate vaccine (PCV), and rotavirus vaccine.
 While India’s coverage of rotavirus vaccine increased by 18 percentage points
(35% rotavirus coverage in 2018 expanded to 53% in 2019), coverage against
pneumococcal pneumonia increased by 9 percentage points (6% PCV
coverage in 2018 expanded to 15% in 2019).
100-day agenda:
 In 2019, India completed the “100-day agenda” — an unprecedented national
scale-up of rotavirus vaccine. This landmark vaccine expansion will help
protect 26 million children born each year against life-threatening cases of
rotavirus diarrhoea, stated the report.
 The report tracked progress by analysing 10 indicators from the latest
available data on how countries are delivering key interventions — including
breastfeeding, immunisation, care-seeking and antibiotics, oral rehydration
solution (ORS), and zinc supplementation — shown to prevent pneumonia
and diarrhoea deaths. Of the 15 focus countries included in the report, India is
one of just four countries that exceeded targets for exclusive breastfeeding.
 However, nearly every country included in the report lagged in access to
treatments against pneumonia and diarrhoea. India failed to reach all four
targets for treatment, the report stated, adding that the treatment for diarrhoea
had the lowest coverage, with only 51% of children receiving ORS and 20%
getting zinc. “Although there was progress in India in 2019, the COVID-19
pandemic threatens the hard-won gains because of disruptions caused in
routine health services like immunisation and access to medical oxygen, the
report stated.

India, ASEAN to expand trade
 India and ASEAN countries said they would explore ways to increase trade
between them despite India’s exit from the 15-nation Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) agreement.
 The RCEP free trade agreement, which India walked out from a year ago, is
expected to be signed on November 15, between China, Australia, South
Korea, Japan, and 10 Association of South East Asian (ASEAN) nations.
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However, they are expected to leave in a clause allowing India to rejoin at a
later date.
 Mr. Modi had called for an “early review” of the ASEAN-India Trade in
Goods Agreement (AITGA), and “underlined the importance of
diversification and resilience of supply chains for post-COVID economic
recovery.”
 Mr. Modi also announced $1 million contribution to the ASEAN COVID-19
recovery fund.
 In his address at the summit, Mr. Modi also highlighted India’s “Indo-Pacific
policy” as an area of convergence for ASEAN and India. All countries stressed
the importance of “a rules-based order in the region including through
upholding adherence to international law, especially the UNCLOS.
 The leaders affirmed the importance of maintaining and promoting peace,
stability, safety and security in the South China Sea, in particular freedom of
navigation and overflight,” she said, in reference to China’s naval aggression
in the region.

Rating Agency Moody’s narrows 2020 GDP contraction to
8.9%
Growth outlook for 2021 raised to 8.6%
 Rating agency Moody’s Investors Service has revised upward its forecast for
India’s GDP for calendar year 2020 to an 8.9% contraction from its earlier
projection for a contraction of 9.6%.
 Similarly, India’s GDP forecast for calendar year 2021 has been revised
upwards to 8.6% growth from the 8.1% projected earlier, the agency said in
its latest global macro outlook report .
 “India’s economy had the biggest contraction, 24% year-over-year in the
second quarter, as a result of a long and strict nationwide lockdown.
Restrictions have eased only slowly and in phases, and localised restrictions
in containment zones remain. As a result, the recovery has been patchy,”
Moody’s noted in its report titled ‘Nascent economic rebound takes hold
globally but recovery will remain fragile’.
 If the steady decline in new and active COVID-19 cases since September is
maintained, further easing of restrictions may help, Moody’s said. “We
therefore forecast a gradual improvement in economic activity over the
coming quarters. However, slow credit intermediation will hamper the pace of
recovery because of an already weakened financial sector,” it warned.
Rate cut scope limited
 Moody’s said that the scope for additional rate cuts was limited in most
emerging market economies (including Brazil, India and Indonesia), and that
they did not expect emerging market central banks to carry on with
quantitative easing measures once the recovery strengthens.
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 The agency stressed that geopolitical and trade risks would remain a key focus
in the year ahead as the relationship between the U.S. and China, had
deteriorated. “Moody’s does not believe that the Biden administration would
differ materially with regard to these issues,” it said.
 “For other countries, the pandemic shock has also led to both economic and
national security concerns about supply-chain vulnerabilities and economic
dependencies. The emphasis of various governments on shoring up domestic
productive capacities can also be viewed as an attempt to reduce their codependence on the global economy.”
 Overall, G-20 economies were expected to collectively contract 3.8% in 2020,
followed by 4.9% growth in 2021 and 3.8% growth in 2022, Moody’s said,
stressing that its baseline forecasts assumed that difficulty in controlling the
virus would hinder the gradual process of recovery in the short term.
 The agency expects pandemic management to improve over time, allowing
for steady normalisation of social and economic activity. Hence, the virus is
expected to become a less important macroeconomic concern throughout 2021
and 2022, it said.

Ministry seeks feedback on draft social security rules
Unorganised sector to get help through govt. portal
 The Union Labour and Employment Ministry has notified the draft rules under
the Code on Social Security, 2020, which propose to provide the unorganised
sector, gig and platform workers access to social security benefits through a
government portal.
 The Ministry notified the draft rules on November 13 and sought suggestions
and objections within 45 days.
 In a statement on Sunday, the Ministry said the rules had been framed for the
implementation of the provisions of the Code on Social Security, 2020, passed
by Parliament in September, relating to the Employees’ Provident Fund,
Employees’ State Insurance Corporation, gratuity, maternity benefit, social
security and cess in respect of building and other construction workers
(BOCW).
 “The draft rules also provide for Aadhaar-based registration, including selfregistration by unorganised workers, gig workers and platform workers on the
portal of the Central government. The Ministry of Labour and Employment
has already initiated action for development of such portal,” the Ministry said.
 The rules also provide for the Aadhaar-based registration of BOCW on a
portal of the Centre, State government or the BOCW welfare board of the
State.
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 “Where a building worker migrates from one State to another he shall be
entitled to get benefits in the State where he is currently working and it shall
be the responsibility of the Building Workers Welfare Board of that State to
provide benefits to such a worker,” it said.
 The BOCW cess would be calculated by the employer on the basis of the cost
of construction according to the rates of the State Public Works Department
or the Central PWD or the documents submitted to the Real Estate Regulatory
Authority.

Mega trade bloc RCEP takes off
 The
Regional
Comprehensive
Economic
(RCEP), a mega
trade
bloc
comprising
15
countries led by
China, that came
into
existence
now, said India
would have to
write expressing “intention” to join the organisation to restart negotiations for
membership.
 In a statement after the initialising ceremony among member-countries on the
sidelines of the 37th ASEAN Summit held virtually, the newly formed
organisation laid down the path for restarting discussions and said “new”
developments would be taken into consideration when India re-applied.
 “The RCEP signatory states will commence negotiations with India at any
time after the signing of the RCEP Agreement once India submits a request in
writing of its intention to accede to the RCEP Agreement to the depository of
the RCEP Agreement, taking into consideration the latest status of India’s
participation in the RCEP negotiations and any new development thereafter,”
declared the RCEP, which comprises the 10 ASEAN members and Australia,
China, Japan, South Korea and New Zealand. The China-backed group is
expected to represent at least 30% of the global GDP and will emerge as the
largest free trade agreement in the world. The mega trade bloc is a landmark
initiative, which is expected to boost commerce among the member-countries
spread across the Asia-Pacific region.
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed the ASEAN Summit on November
12 and highlighted the necessity for peace and stability in the region but
maintained silence regarding RCEP, indicating India’s difficulty in
welcoming the China-backed grouping. India’s ties with China in recent
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months have been disturbed by the military tension in eastern Ladakh along
the LAC. In the meantime, India has also held maritime exercise with Japan,
Australia and the United States for the “Quad”, interpreted as an anti-China
move. However, these moves did not influence Japanese and Australian plans
regarding RCEP.
 Experts are interpreting the beginning of RCEP as a major development that
will help China and trade in Asia-Pacific region in the post-COVID-19
scenario.
‘Leverage for China’
 The agreement means a lot for China as it will give it access to Japanese and
South Korean markets in a big way, as the three countries haven’t yet agreed
on their FTA.
 The fact that this happened, despite the pandemic, is certainly leverage for
China, and shows the idea of decoupling from China is not a substantive issue
in a regional sense.
 While the door remains open for India to join, there was “a degree of
cynicism” among trade representatives in the region after how the negotiations
turned out. Except perhaps with Australia and Japan, there is a sense that India
increasingly turning inward doesn’t connect with a region looking to come
together.


“India will also have to consider if the new U.S. administration revives the
Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal in some form and brings in all of its
partners in the region, can India afford to stay out of a template that excludes
China, at the same time as it is looking to move out supply chains from China
in the next 5 or 10 years?”

Development of extreme weather habitats by Army in
Ladakh
 Army
builds
extreme weather
habitats
for
troops
in
Ladakh Due to
stand-off with
China,
more
personnel will be
stationed
through
the
winter.
 As India and
China continue
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deliberations on a proposed disengagement and de-escalation plan to end the
stand-off in eastern Ladakh, the Army has completed building extreme weather
habitats for thousands of additional troops to remain deployed through the
harsh winter.
 In order to ensure the operational efficiency of the troops deployed in winters,
the Army has completed the establishment of habitat facilities for all the troops
deployed in the sector. Apart from the smart camps with integrated facilities,
which have been built over the years, additional state of the art habitats with
integrated arrangements for electricity, water, heating facilities, health and
hygiene have been recently created.
Heated tents
 The troops on the front line were accommodated in heated tents as per tactical
considerations of their deployment, the source said. The construction was
completed by mid-October. Adequate civil infrastructure has also been
identified to cater to any emergency requirements.
 The altitude in Ladakh where troops are deployed ranges from 14,000 feet to
18,000 feet and the area experiences up to 40 feet of snowfall from December
onwards. Coupled with the wind chill factor, the temperature dips to minus 40
degrees Celsius, disrupting road access to the area for some time.
 The Army has deployed thousands of additional troops and equipment in
eastern Ladakh and along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) since the standoff began in early May.
 The Army recently procured 15,000 extreme weather clothing from the U.S.
under the bilateral logistics pact, Logistics Exchange Memorandum of
Understanding, for the additional troops in Ladakh. “The order was placed in
early July and the deliveries have been completed. Additional reserves have
also been catered to and supply orders as required have been placed.
‘No shortage’
 Moreover, last week, Army chief General said “there was no shortage
whatsoever of any kind” with respect to extreme weather clothing and
equipment for the troops. The equipment normally catered to a certain number
of troops at any point of time. They “had to go in for certain emergency
procurements” for the additional troops.


He said that over the years they have been going in for indigenous supplies,
and out of the extreme weather clothing and equipment, of some 10 to 12 items,
six were done by local suppliers and the contracts for another four were also
being done by Indian suppliers. The Army did annual advanced winter
stocking of rations and supplies during the summer months for the winter
period from November to May.
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The Guillain Barre Syndrome some Covid-19 patients
develop
 In a rare complication, some patients infected with Covid-19 have been found
suffering from Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS). In India, such cases have
been reported since August.
 A group of neurologists in Mumbai is now mapping these cases and their
symptoms. So far, 24 cases have been added to the study.
What is Guillain Barre Syndrome?
 It is a very rare autoimmune disorder. The immune system, in an attempt to
kill the coronavirus, accidentally starts attacking the peripheral nervous
system. The peripheral nervous system is a network of nerves that lead from
the brain and spinal cord to different parts of the body. Attacking them can
affect limb functions.
 The syndrome’s first symptoms are a tingling or itching sensation in the skin,
followed by muscle weakness, pain and numbness. The symptoms may
emerge first in feet and hands. A person then starts experiencing reflex loss
and paralysis, which may be temporary, but can last for 6-12 months or longer.
With Covid-19 a year old, it is still difficult to assess the nature of permanency
GBS in such cases may present.
 GBS is caused by bacteria or viral infection. In the past, patients of Middle
East Respiratory Syndrome showed GBS symptoms, as did those infected
with Zika, HIV, Herpes virus and Campylobacter jejuni.
Guillain Barre Syndrome and Covid-19
 Covid-19 is known to affect digestive, cardiac and kidney functions. It is also
known that some –– not all –– patients are prone to neurological problems if
they contract the virus. The virus can cause memory fog, anxiety, headache
and depression if it attacks parts of the brain which form the central nervous
system.
 In all these cases, the virus attacks the organs or tissues directly leading to the
complication. But in some cases, it can have an indirect effect. It can trigger
an immune response so powerful that the body’s peripheral nervous system
can come under attack. “It is paradoxical. We all want a good immune system.
But if the immune system is over-active, it can be detrimental for the body. It
can attack healthy nerves along with attacking the virus.
 In June, The New England Journal of Medicine published an article giving
case details of five patients in three hospitals of Italy, who suffered from this
syndrome after getting infected by Sars-CoV-2 virus. Initial symptoms were
weakness in lower limbs and a pricking sensation in the skin.
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 An interval of 5-10 days is noticed between onset of GBS symptoms and
Covid-19 infection, but some doctors say it can also take weeks after Covid19 infection for a person to develop GBS.
 The British Medical Journal published a similar case from Japan last month,
where a 54-year-old woman developed numbness and weakness and required
two week hospitalisation. Tests showed she had pneumonia in chest, and her
Covid-19 report came positive.
 Various studies have some consensus: the GBS symptoms emerge a few days
after Covid-19 infection. Several patients who have recovered or are about to
recover have developed its symptoms, and most have recovered.
Treatment
 Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) and sometimes plasma therapy helps
recovery in patients with GBS. Some patients may develop severe
complications and require intensive care treatment or ventilator support.
 Studies have indicated that patients need a few weeks of hospitalisation, if a
patient is not treated, his condition may deteriorate. There could be respiratory
failure as the worst outcome, or weakness and effect on walking and limb
movement. Patients cannot be treated at home, they need hospitalisation and
immunoglobulin or plasma.

mRNA Vaccine
 Recently, Moderna announced results of human trials on the vaccine it has
developed with US National Institutes of Health. The trials found the
vaccine 94.5 per cent effective, and the announcement comes days after
Pfizer had released trial results showing 90 per cent effectiveness in its own
vaccine, developed in collaboration with BioNTech-Fosun Pharma.
 The Moderna and Pfizer vaccines use the same technology, based on
messenger RNA, or mRNA. Such vaccines make use of the messenger RNA
molecules that tell the body’s cells what proteins to build.
 The mRNA, in this case, is coded to tell the cells to recreate the spike protein
of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, which causes Covid-19. It is the spike
protein — which appears as spikes on the surface of the coronavirus — that
initiates the process of infection; it allows the virus to penetrate cells, after
which it goes on to replicate.
 A coronavirus vaccine based on mRNA, once injected into the body, will
instruct the body’s cells to create copies of the spike protein. In turn, this is
expected to prompt the immune cells to create antibodies to fight it.
 These antibodies will remain in the blood and fight the real virus if and when
it infects the human body.
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 Other types of vaccine include the non-replicating viral vector category, an
example of which is the vaccine developed by Oxford and AstraZeneca.

 The vaccine uses a different virus — in the Oxford-AstraZeneca case, a
weakened version of a common cold virus (adenovirus) that infects
chimpanzees — to carry just the code to make the spike protein, like a Trojan
horse.
 The adenovirus, which has been genetically modified so that it cannot
replicate in humans, will enter the cell and release the code to make only the
spike protein.
 The body’s immune system is expected to recognise the spike protein as a
potentially harmful foreign substance, and starts building antibodies against
it.


Then there are inactivated virus vaccines made by using particles of the Covid19 virus that were killed, making them unable to infect or replicate; protein
subunit vaccines that use a part of the virus (spike protein again, in this case)
to build a targeted immune response towards; and DNA vaccines that use
genetically engineered DNA molecules that, again, are coded with the antigen
against which the immune response is to be built.
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Study highlights online education woes
Inadequate number of smartphones, difficulty in using apps important
reasons
 A field study by the Azim Premji University on the efficacy and accessibility
of e-learning has found that more than 60% of the respondents who are
enrolled in government schools could not access online education.
 The study, titled “Myths of Online Education”, was undertaken in five States
across 26 districts and covered 1,522 schools. More than 80,000 students study
in these government schools.
 The study examined the experience of children and teachers with online
education. The researchers noted that non-availability or inadequate number
of smartphones for dedicated use or sharing, as well as difficulty in using apps
for online learning, were the most important reasons why students were not
able to access classes.
 Children with disabilities in fact found it more difficult to participate in online
sessions.
 The researchers pointed out that 90% of the teachers who work with children
with disabilities found their students unable to participate online.
 The study also found out that almost 90% of parents of government school
students surveyed were willing to send their children back to school. However,
they said it would be a feasible option if the health of their children was taken
care of when schools reopen.
 Almost 70% of the parents surveyed were of the opinion that online classes
were not effective and did not help in their child’s learnings.
‘No emotional connect’
 Teachers, too, expressed frustration with online classes. More than 80%
surveyed said they were unable to maintain emotional connect with students
during online classes, while 90% of teachers felt that no meaningful
assessment of children’s learning was possible.
 Another significant finding was that nearly 50% of the teachers reported that
children were unable to complete assignments shared during the online
classes, which had led to serious gaps in learning.
Issues with online education:
 A large number of students are not comfortable with spoken or written
English. This makes online pedagogical material that much inaccessible.
 The students come with different levels of prior training, which makes it
difficult to have a one-size-fits-all approach with online teaching.
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 The bottom pyramid of society who are poorer might not find financial
resources to access it and thus endangering their education prospects.
 Digital divide in India with poor not having sufficient access to internet
o 55,000 villages in the country are without mobile network coverage as
per Niti Aayog, in its “Strategy for New India@75” report.
 Proper Infrastructure: Personal computers and phones unequal to
professional work.
 Lack of Experience: Both teachers and students fall back on the
communications grammar of the live classroom which produces confusion
online.
 Lack of Capabilities: Both teachers and students need training in how to
operate in the electronic classroom, and how to deal with digital
workflows.
 Increased burden: Parents have to bear the burden of keeping electronic
classrooms in order.

State of Indian Economy
 The festive season around Diwali is typically a time when Indians look back
at the year gone by as well as look forward to the year ahead. In this regard,
the Indian economy is going through one of those curious phases when it is
possible to argue diametrically opposite things about it.
 Retail inflation — calculated by using the Consumer Price Index — surged
to a 77-month high of 7.61 per cent in October. In other words, the rate at
which retail prices increased in October is the highest since May 2014 — the
month when Narendra Modi first took charge as India’s Prime Minister.
 High inflation, especially double-digit food inflation as is the case today, was
one of the main reasons why people were unhappy with the United Progressive
Alliance government towards the end of 2013. Further, controlling the general
level of prices has been one of the key successes of the Modi-led government
in New Delhi.
 The retail inflation rate has been above the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI)
comfort zone. For the record, RBI targets a retail inflation rate of 4% and can
allow it to vary between 2% and 6%.
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 Since November 2019 — that is, well before Covid-19 hit the world or Indian
economy — retail inflation has trended consistently higher than expected.
Much like the same time last year, unseasonal (and excessive) rains are the
main reason for the spike in food prices. Higher fuel costs, thanks to high
taxation by the government, have not helped. And Covid-induced supply
disruptions have only made things worse. The chart shows how the cumulative
increase in food price inflation in 2020 has been the highest-ever since 2014.
 Further, even “core” inflation (that is, inflation rate without taking into
account the prices of food and fuel, which tend to fluctuate the most) has
steadily hardened since November 2019.
 The persistence of high core inflation is perhaps the most worrying trend.
 The most immediate implication of such high inflation in October is that RBI’s
Monetary Policy Committee, which is scheduled to sit on December 5 to
deliberate whether to cut interest rates (to encourage economic activity), will
most likely dither from doing so.
 Looking back over the past 12 months, one finds that RBI has missed its
inflation target for one reason or another. And that trend seems to be
continuing. According to a research note by ICICI Securities headline inflation
for the current quarter — that is, October to December — “looks set to evolve
almost 1% higher compared to RBI estimate of 5.4% average for the same
period”.
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 What is peculiar still about the current inflationary trend is that its future is
highly debatable. Economists are divided whether the inflation will come
down henceforth or continue to stay elevated. For instance, while ICICI
Securities states that “we continue to expect that food inflation should recede
in coming months,” CARE Ratings states “inflation will remain elevated for
the next few months”.
 If we look at GDP growth, again, it is anyone’s guess right now what will
happen. On the face of it, as the RBI stated in its November’s monthly bulletin,
India entered a “technical” recession in September. A country is said to have
entered a technical recession if its GDP growth rate stays in the negative
territory for two consecutive quarters.
 And yet, according to the RBI as well as Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman, September-end will likely mark a turnaround for the economy.
The RBI stated: “Incoming data for the month of October 2020 have
brightened prospects and stirred up consumer and business confidence… If
this upturn is sustained in the ensuing two months, there is a strong likelihood
that the Indian economy will break out of contraction of the six months gone
by and return to positive growth in Q3:2020-21, ahead by a quarter of the
forecast provided in the resolution of the monetary policy committee on
October 9, 2020”.
 But, it is can also be argued that Indians are savings more and more —
household financial savings jumped to 21.4% of GDP in the first quarter of
2020-21, up from 10% in the fourth quarter of 2019-20 — and, in the absence
of incomes rising fast enough, this behaviour will likely inhabit fast economic
recovery.
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Employment.
 As many of you know,
India’s annual GDP growth
fell sharply between 201718 (7%) and 2019-20
(4.2%). A CARE Ratings
study of over 1700
companies to evaluate the
incremental employment,
found that this deceleration
had a sharp impact on the
number of incremental (or
new) employment. Barring
Banks and FMCG (fastmoving consumer goods
such as packaged food and
toiletries), all other sectors
employed fewer new people in FY20 as against FY19.
 “As the pandemic induced lockdown has led to significant rationalization in
headcount in several sectors, the picture for FY21 would be more negative
than in FY20,” notes the study.
 On the face of it, gross NPAs of 31 banks have fallen from 8.7% of all
advances in December 2019 to 7.7% of all advances in September 2020. But,
if one goes behind these numbers, one can spot that this improvement is
essentially because of the moratorium provided by the RBI — and not because
companies are paying back their dues on time. Most analysts will caution you
to watch out for a possible surge in NPAs once such regulatory forbearance is
over.
Policy Front
 Last week, the government announced the third tranche of the Atmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan package. A key initiative is the Production Linked Initiative
worth up to Rs 1.46 lakh crore for 10 key sectors in a bid to boost India’s
manufacturing capabilities and enhance exports.
 Now, it can be argued that the PLI will help the Indian economy but it can
also be argued that this scheme is spread over the next 5 years and it is unlikely
to result in any new expenditure by the government in the current year.
 Speaking of government expenditure, the actual additional spend by the
government unders the Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan 3.0 is again much
smaller than what initial announcements may suggest.
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Arunachal records best sex ratio, Manipur the worst
Nagaland, Mizoram, Kerala and Karnataka rank high in list
 Arunachal Pradesh recorded the best sex ratio in the country, while Manipur
recorded the worst, according to the 2018 report on “Vital statistics of India
based on the Civil Registration System” published by the Registrar-General
of India.
 Sex ratio at birth is the number of females born per 1,000 males.
 Arunachal Pradesh recorded 1,084 females born per thousand males, followed
by Nagaland (965) Mizoram (964), Kerala (963) and Karnataka (957). The
worst was reported in Manipur (757), Lakshadweep (839) and Daman & Diu
(877), Punjab (896) and Gujarat (897).
 Delhi recorded a sex ratio of 929, Haryana 914 and Jammu and Kashmir 952.
Six absentees
 The ratio was determined on the basis of data provided by 30 States and Union
Territories as the “requisite information from six States namely Bihar,
Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Sikkim, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal is not
available”, the report said.
 The number of registered births increased to 2.33 crore in 2018 from 2.21
crore registered births the previous year. “The level of registration of births
has increased to 89.3% in 2018 from 81.3% in 2009,” the report said.
 The prescribed time limit for registration of birth or death is 21 days. Some
States, however, register the births and deaths even after a year.
 The birth or death certificate is issued free of charge by the Registrar
concerned if reported within 21 days. If reported within 21-30 days, it can be
registered on payment of the prescribed fee. If the duration is more than 30
days but within a year, it can be registered with the written permission of the
prescribed authority and on production of an affidavit made before a notary
public or any other officer authorised by the State government and on payment
of a fee.
 “Births and deaths reported after one year of occurrence shall be registered
only on an order of the Magistrate of the First Class after verifying the
correctness and on payment of the prescribed fee,” the report said.

Oxford vaccine triggers robust immunity in elderly
What is Oxford university’s ChAdOx1 Covid-19 vaccine?
 ChAdOx1
COVID-9
was jointly
developed by
company AstraZeneca and the University of Oxford.

British-Swedish

 It has been found to be safe and induced an immune response in early-stage
clinical trials.
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About the Vaccine and how was it developed?
 The vaccine belongs to a category called non-replicating viral vector
vaccines.
 This vaccine is made from a genetically engineered virus that causes the
common cold in chimpanzees.
 Scientists did this by transferring the genetic instructions of the coronavirus’
“spike protein” – the crucial tool it uses to invade human cells – to the vaccine.
This was done so that the vaccine resembles the coronavirus and the immune
system can learn how to attack it.
Findings of Phase 2 trial on 560 adults published in Lancet.
 The SARS-CoV-2 vaccine developed by teams at the University of Oxford
has been shown to trigger a robust immune response in healthy adults aged 56
to 69 and those over 70.
 The findings published in the medical journal Lancet on Thursday, based on
560 healthy adult volunteers, shows that the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine is
safe and well tolerated with a lower reactogenicity profile in older adults than
in younger adults, meaning the older age groups could build immunity to the
disease.
 The next step will be to see if this translates into protection from the disease
itself.
 The Oxford group has a tie-up with the Pune-based Serum Institute of India.
 Crucially, the study also found no suspected unexpected serious adverse
reactions during this stage of the trial. The 560 healthy adult volunteers who
took part in the Phase 2 trials were given two doses of the vaccine candidate,
or a placebo.
 Inducing robust immune responses in older adults has been a long-standing
challenge in human vaccine research.
 “To show [that] this vaccine technology is able to induce these responses, in
the age group most at risk from severe COVID-19 disease, offers hope that
vaccine efficacy will be similar in younger and older adults.
 The latest trial shows that after a single vaccination, T cell responses were
highly comparable in all ages.
 Vaccine maker Serum Institute of India’s CEO Adar Poonawalla on Thursday
said the Oxford COVID-19 vaccine should be available for healthcare workers
and elderly people by around February 2021 and by April for the general
public, and will be priced at a maximum of ₹1,000 for two necessary doses for
the public, depending on the final trial results and regulatory approvals.
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 Probably by 2024, every Indian would get vaccinated, he said at the Hindustan
Times Leadership Summit, 2020. “It will probably take two or three years for
every Indian to get inoculated, not just because of the supply constraints but
because you need the budget, the vaccine, logistics, infrastructure and then,
people should be willing to take the vaccine.”
 Mr. Poonawalla said the Oxford vaccine was affordable, safe and could be
stored at a temperature of two to eight degrees Celsius, which was an ideal
temperature for it to be stored in the cold storages of India.


He said the SII planned to make about 10 crore doses a month from February.

Hepatitis C drugs shown to inhibit coronavirus enzyme
 Several Hepatitis C drugs have been found to inhibit a crucial protein enzyme
in the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2. The experiments were led by
researchers at the US Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The results are published in the journal structure.
 Once it has entered the human cell using its spike protein, the coronavirus uses
an enzyme called the main protease to replicate. The coronavirus expresses
long chains of compounds, which must be cut by the main protease to become
functional proteins. Inhibiting the functioning of the main protease, therefore,
is vital to stopping the virus from spreading in patients with Covid-19.
 The new study is part of efforts to quickly develop treatments for Covid-19 by
repurposing existing drugs for other viral diseases.
 Researchers looked at several well-known drug molecules for potential
repurposing efforts. These included three hepatitis C protease inhibitors:
telaprevir, narlaprevir and boceprevir.
 The team performed room-temperature X-ray measurements to build a threedimensional map of chemical bonds formed between the protease and the drug
molecules. The experiments yielded promising results for certain hepatitis C
drugs in their ability to bind and inhibit the main protease — particularly
boceprevir and narlaprevir.
 The study used a technique called in vitro enzyme kinetics. This enables
researchers to study the protease and the inhibitor in a test tube to measure the
inhibitor’s binding affinity with the protease. The higher the binding affinity,
the more effective the inhibitor is at blocking the protease from functioning.
 The study also sheds light on a peculiar behaviour of the protease’s ability to
change or adapt its shape according to the size and structure of the inhibitor
molecule it binds to. Pockets within the protease where a drug molecule would
attach are highly flexible, and can either open or close to an extent.
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Hepatitis C Virus
 Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a bloodborne virus and causes liver diseases. It
refers to an inflammatory condition of the liver.
 The novel virus caused several deaths in the 1960s and 1970s — but remained
unknown until its discovery in the late 1980s.
Other Hepatitis Viruses
 Before the discovery of the Hepatitis C virus, two other viruses were known
to cause hepatitis in patients.
 The Hepatitis A virus was known to spread mainly through contaminated food
and water and caused a relatively milder form of liver inflammation.
 Hepatitis B, discovered in the 1960s, was known to transmit mainly through
infected blood and caused a more serious form of the disease.
 Incidentally, the discovery of the Hepatitis B virus too was rewarded with a
Nobel Prize in Medicine, given to Baruch Blumberg in 1976. There are
vaccines available for this disease now.

Children account for one in 9 cases: UNICEF
 Children and adolescents account for one in nine reported COVID-19
infections across 87 countries, according to an analysis by UNICEF, which
highlights the trifecta of threats due to COVID-19 facing children, including
the disruption of essential services and rise in poverty and inequality.
 The report was released on World Children’s Day coincides with nearly one
year of the COVID-19 spread. It seeks to reject the myth that children are not
affected by the infection and estimates that children and adolescents account
for 11 per cent of the 25.7 million infections reported across 87 countries until
November 3. Of these cases, more infections occurred among adolescents ages
10-19 compared to children 0-9, and among males compared to females (as is
true at older ages).
 “Children face a trifecta of threats: direct consequences of the disease itself,
interruption in essential services and increasing poverty and inequality. Unless
the global community urgently changes priorities, the potential of this
generation of young people may well be lost,” the report titled “Averting a
Lost COVID Generation” says.
 Much worse though is the impact of disruption of critical services that support
and safeguard children such as vaccination and maternal and newborn care,
which could aggravate mortality and morbidity, which will further increasing
their vulnerability to COVID-19 and other diseases.
 As a result, there could be an estimated 20 lakh additional child deaths under
age 5, and 2 lakh additional stillbirths in the first year of the pandemic.
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 The UNICEF calls upon governments to implement a six-point plan to secure
the future of children, which include bridging the digital divide to ensure all
children are able to access school learning and guaranteed nutrition and health
services. It also appeals that measures be taken to curb rise in child poverty.

Willow Warbler sighted for the first time in country
Willow
Warbler
(Phylloscopus
trochilus), one of the longest migrating
small birds that breeds throughout
northern and temperate Europe and the
Palearctic, has been sighted for the
first time in the country at The
Vellayani-Punchakkari paddy fields
near Thiruvananthapuram.
The Vellayani-Punchakkari paddy
fields are a birding hotspot on the
outskirts of Thiruvananthapuram. It is known to harbour more than 213 species
of birds that include both resident and migratory ones. As many as seven species
of warblers have been recorded from the Vellayani-Punchakkari fields.
 These paddy fields are a birding hotspot on the outskirts of
Thiruvananthapuram and are known to harbour more than 213 species of
birds that include both resident and migratory ones.
 Scientific Name: Phylloscopus trochilus.
 Habitat: They breeds throughout northern and temperate Europe and the
Palearctic.
o Palearctic ecozone is one the Earth’s 8 ecozones and covers Asia north of
the Himalayas, with parts of western Asia and most of East Asia and Africa
north of the Sahara.
 Migration: They migrate to sub-Saharan Africa during early winter.
 Features:
o It is one of the longest migrating small birds.
o The bird weighs around 10 grams and its long wing feathers help it fly
long distances.
o Warblers are generally difficult to identify owing to the small size and
change in plumage twice a year. They are also the most difficult groups
of birds to identify in the field for their striking resemblance to each
other.
 Threats: The species is affected by drought conditions in its wintering
quarters and habitat alterations due to human population expansion.
 IUCN Red List: Least Concern.
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COVID 19 Vaccines, How effective are they and when will
they be available
 Encouraging results on Covid-19 vaccine trials by frontrunners in
November have raised hopes that a first generation of coronavirus antidotes
is likely to receive approval as soon as December end or early 2021. Ongoing
late-stage human trials of mRNA vaccine candidates developed by PfizerBioNTech and Moderna Inc have pointed to efficacy rates as high as 95 per
cent, sowing hopes across the world in the battle against the pandemic that has
claimed 1.34 million lives and upended economies everywhere.
 Russia has also claimed a 92 per cent effectiveness for its Sputnik V vaccine
candidate, which is being tested on humans in mid- to late-stage trials by
Hyderabad-based Dr Reddy’s Laboratories in India. The success rates of the
shots are way above WHO recommendations, which mandates that successful
vaccines should show disease risk reduction of at least 50 per cent.
 Of the dozens of vaccines in late-stage trials, the next data release will likely
be from AstraZeneca Plc by Christmas. Johnson & Johnson says it is on track
to deliver data this year or early next year.
Coronavirus (Covid-19) vaccine latest updates:
Pfizer-BioNTech coronavirus vaccine
 Success rate: Taking the lead in the global chase for a Covid-19 antidote,
Pfizer Inc said on Wednesday that final results from the late-stage trial of its
Covid-19 vaccine, developed with German partner BioNTech SE, show it was
95 per cent effective. According to Pfizer data, of the 170 volunteers who
contracted Covid-19 during Phase III trials involving over 43,000 people, 162
had received a placebo and only eight received the two-dose vaccine —
meaning the vaccine was 95 per cent effective.
 Availability: The firm filed an emergency use authorisation request with the
US FDA on Friday and is likely to receive an approval for its mRNA-based
vaccine candidate — BNT162b2 — in the second half of December and start
deliveries before Christmas. Pfizer claimed to make as many as 50 million
vaccine doses this year and then produce up to 1.3 billion doses in 2021.
 Effectiveness: Pfizer stated that the vaccine’s efficacy was found to be
consistent across different ages and ethnicities. “Efficacy in adults over 65
years, who are at particular risk from the virus, was over 94 per cent,” the firm
said.
 Side-effects: The vaccine was well-tolerated and side effects were mostly
mild to moderate, Pfizer said. The only severe adverse event that affected
more than 2 per cent of those vaccinated was fatigue, which occurred in 3.7
per cent after the second dose; and headache, which occurred in 2 per cent.
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 Price: Pfizer will reportedly charge $20 per dose for its vaccine. Pfizer stated
that the vaccine’s efficacy was found to be consistent across different ages and
ethnicities.
Moderna coronavirus vaccine
 Success rate: US biotechnology company Moderna, whose vaccine uses the
same mRNA technology as Pfizer’s, claimed its experimental Covid-19
shot showed an efficacy of 94.5 per cent as per preliminary results from
its late-stage trials. The results were based on 95 infections that were recorded
two weeks after volunteers were given the second dose.
 Effectiveness: In older adults, the Moderna vaccine produced virusneutralising antibodies at levels similar to those seen in younger adults,
according to a study, published in the New England Journal of Medicine.
 Availability: Moderna has announced that it would seek emergency-use
authorisation for its vaccine candidate in high-risk groups. It expects to have
about 20 million doses, earmarked for the US, by the end of 2020.
 Side-effects: Moderna has revealed no serious safety concerns. According
to Science, the independent board that conducted the interim analysis of
Moderna’s trial found severe side effects included fatigue in 9.7 per cent of
participants, muscle pain in 8.9 per cent, joint pain in 5.2 per cent, and
headache in 4.5 per cent.
 Price: Moderna has said that their vaccine will cost $37 (more than Rs 2,750).
AstraZeneca-Oxford coronavirus vaccine
 Oxford University expects to release late-stage trial results by Christmas,
Reuters reported. More specifically, Oxford said it would start initial analysis
of data from its late-stage trials after 53 infections among its volunteers.
 Effectiveness: Results of phase 2 clinical trials, published in The Lancet
medical journal on Thursday, revealed the AZD1222 or ChAdOx1 nCoV-19
vaccine candidate has triggered a robust immune response in adults aged 5669 and over 70. “ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 appears to be better tolerated in older
adults than in younger adults…and has similar immunogenicity across all age
groups after a boost dose,” it said in a statement.
 Availability: Serum Institute of India, which is conducting Phase III trials of
the vaccine in India, said the Oxford vaccine (named Covishield in India)
should be available for healthcare workers and elderly people by around
February 2021 and by April for the general public. SII CEO Adar Poonawalla
said 30-40 crore doses of the vaccine will be available by the first quarter of
2021. The Pune-based firm is likely to apply to India’s drug regulator next
month for emergency approval.
 Side-effects: So far, no major complaints, reactions or adverse events have
been reported in Indian arm of the trials. The Lancet study mentions that
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adverse reactions to the vaccine were mild, with the most common effects
being injection-site pain and tenderness, fatigue, headache, feverishness and
muscle pain.
 Price: Serum Institute said the vaccine, which can be stored at temperatures
between 2°C and 8°C, will cost between Rs 500 and Rs 600 per dose for the
general public. In other parts, it is likely to cost under £3 a dose.

Govt. sought FB data of 57,294 which is the second highest
globally: report
 Facebook received 35,560 requests from the Government of India for user data
during the first half (January-June) of 2020 — the second highest globally,
according to the latest Transparency Report published by the firm.
 This is an increase of over 33% from the 26,698 queries in the second half
(July-December) of 2019, and 57% higher than the 22,684 requests during
January-June 2019.
 Of the 35,360 requests for 57,294 users or accounts, Facebook said some data
was produced in 50% of the cases.
 The company scrutinised every government request to make sure it was legally
valid. Facebook did not provide governments with direct access or “back
doors” to people’s information. In the first six months of 2020, government
requests for user data globally increased 23% from 1,40,875 to 1,73,592. Of
the total volume, the U.S. continued to submit the largest number of requests
(61,528), followed by India, Germany (11,211), France (11,086), the U.K.
(9,185), Brazil (7,517), Turkey (6,171) and Poland (4,572).
Hate speech
 The social network giant also released its report for ‘community standards
enforcement’, November 2020. It said it had included in the report the
prevalence of hate speech on its platform globally for the first time.
 “In Q3 2020, hate speech prevalence was 0.10% – 0.11% or 10 to 11 views of
hate speech for every 10,000 views of content,” Guy Rosen, vice-president of
integrity at Facebook, said in a separate post.
 As per available data, in Q3, 2020 (July-September) 2020, the company took
action on 22.1 million pieces of content on Facebook for hate speech, of which
94.7% was found and flagged by it before users reported the content.
Additionally, it acted on 6.5 million pieces of hate speech content on
Instagram during the quarter.
 The company acted on 19.2 million pieces of violent and graphic content on
Facebook, 12.4 million pieces of child nudity and sexual exploitation content
on Facebook, 1 million pieces of child nudity and sexual exploitation content
on Instagram, 3.5 million pieces of bullying and harassment content on
Facebook.
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Internet disruptions
 As per the data shared by Facebook, in the first half of 2020, it witnessed about
53 instances of Internet disruptions affecting its services in 10 countries. India
continued to top the list, accounting for 79% or 42 disruptions. The total
duration in India was 38 weeks, three days and 19 hours.
 The 42 instances detailed for places in India where Facebook said it saw
service disruption include for 47 weeks, 1 day, and 20 hours in Jammu and
Kashmir, August 5, 2019, onwards; four days and nine hours in North 24
Parganas, and West Bengal; 13 hours in Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh; six days
and 15 hours in Murshidabad, Malda, South Dinajpur, North Dinajpur,
Birbhum, Jalpaiguri, and Cooch Behar Districts, West Bengal; five days and
eight hours in Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh; and five days and 16 hours in East
Jaintia Hills, West Jaintia Hills, East Khasi Hills, Ri Bhoi, West Khasi Hills
and South West Khasi Hills Districts, Meghalaya.

All India Time Use Survey
 The all India Time Use Survey, 2019 has recently been published by the
Government of India. As a survey that has covered the entire country for the
first time, the National Statistical Office needs to be complimented for
accomplishing the task.
 The “Time Use Survey, or TUS, provides a framework for measuring time
dispositions by the population on different activities. Its primary objective is
to measure participation of men and women in paid and unpaid activities...
TUS is an important source of information on the time spent in unpaid caregiving activities, volunteer work, unpaid domestic service producing activities
of the household members. It also provides information on time spent on
learning, socializing, leisure activities, self-care activities, etc., by the
household members”.
 The data collection was done for one day — normal or other day in a 24-hour
time diary, beginning at 4 a.m. and till 4 a.m. the next day. In developed
countries where literacy is high, time use is recorded in a 24-hour time diary
by the respondents themselves, using 10-15minute time slots.
About the Survey:
1. The primary objective is to measure participation of men and women in paid
and unpaid activities.
2. It is an important source of information on the time spent in unpaid caregiving
activities, volunteer work, unpaid domestic service producing activities of the
household members.
3. It also provides information on time spent on learning, socializing, leisure
activities, self-care activities, etc., by the household members.
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Average time spent:
1. Average Indian woman spends 243 minutes, a little over four hours, on these
, which is almost ten times the 25 minutes the average man does.
2. An average Indian woman spends 19.5% of her time engaged in either unpaid
domestic work or unpaid care-giving services.
3. Men spend just 2.5% of a 24-hour period on these activities. In every other
group of activities – from employment and learning to socializing, leisure, and
self-care activities like sleeping and eating – men spend a higher share of their
daily time than women.
4. There seems to be an inverse relationship between age and the amount of
time spent by women on household chores, but a direct one between age
and the time spent by men on these.
5. While women above the age of 60 see a sharp fall in their domestic work
burden, men tend to devote a greater time to domestic work when they cross
60.
Other Key findings:
1. Total percentage of employed population: As much as 2 per cent of
persons who were of the age of six years or above were engaged in
employment and related activities in the country in 2019.
2. Proportion of males and females: 57.3 per cent males were engaged in
employment and related activities while the proportion was 18.4 per cent for
females in the country.
3. Women in rural areas: In rural areas, the proportion of women engaged in
employment and related activities was higher at 19.2 per cent compared to
16.7 per cent in cities.
4. Gainful employment: Proportion of males above the age of six years engaged
in gainful employment or related activities was higher in cities at 59.8
compared 56.1 per cent in rural areas.
5. Unpaid domestic services: 53.2 per cent of participants in the survey were
engaged in unpaid domestic services for household members. The proportion
of females in the category was higher at 81.2 per cent compared to 26.1 per
cent for males. This figure for both men and women is higher in rural areas.
6. People engaged in production of goods for own final use: 1 per cent in the

country. The proportion of such males was 14.3 per cent while it was 20 per
cent for women in the country.
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FPI inflows highest ever, over Rs 1.4 lakh crore in eight
months
 Foreign portfolio investors have staged a remarkable comeback after pulling
out a record Rs 61,973 crore from Indian equities in March 2020 dragging
down the benchmark indices Sensex and Nifty by 23 per cent.
 In just eight months of the current financial year, net foreign portfolio
investment (FPI) into equities jumped by Rs 1,40,295 crore, the highest-ever
in any financial year. In 2012-13, net FPIs stood at Rs 1,40,033 crore (the
second highest now).
 Foreign portfolio investors include both foreign individuals and foreign
institutional investors (FIIs).
Foreign Portfolio Investment
 Foreign portfolio investment (FPI) consists of securities and other financial
assets passively held by foreign investors.
 It does not provide the investor with direct ownership of financial assets
and is relatively liquid depending on the volatility of the market.
 FPI is part of a country’s capital account and is shown on its Balance of
Payments (BOP).
o The BOP measures the amount of money flowing from one country to
other countries over one monetary year.
 The investor does not actively manage the investments through FPIs, he does
not have control over the securities or the business.
 The investor’s goal is to create a quick return on his money.
 FPI is often referred to as “hot money” because of its tendency to flee at the
first signs of trouble in an economy.
 FPI is more liquid and less risky than Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
o A Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is an investment made by a firm or
individual in one country into business interests located in another country.
FDI lets an investor purchase a direct business interest in a foreign
country.
 FPI and FDI are both important sources of funding for most economies.
Foreign capital can be used to develop infrastructure, set up manufacturing
facilities and service hubs, and invest in other productive assets such as
machinery and equipment, which contributes to economic growth and
stimulates employment.
 Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) brought new FPI
Regulations, 2019, replacing the erstwhile FPI Regulations of 2014.
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 In the first 20 days of November, net inflows added up to Rs 44,378 crore,
which has led to a 4,267 point or 10.8 per cent surge in Sensex.
 Inflows started picking up in August with more liberal unlock guidelines, and
a faster and wider reopening of the economy. Accordingly, FPIs during
August-November add up to Rs 1,03,216 crore, almost three-fourth of the total
inflows of Rs 1,40,295 crore in the financial year till date.
 FPIs have taken a positive call on India despite its economy being one of the
hardest hit due to the Covid-19 pandemic, said market experts pointing to the
all-time highs that benchmark indices have touched.
 The rally this month is driven by a series of good news. The outcome of US
Presidential elections in the first week of November fuelled FPI inflows into
emerging markets and led to a sharp rally in equity markets worldwide,
including India.
 Successive announcements of Covid-19 vaccine by Pfizer and BioNTech,
Moderna and Russia, provided comfort and buoyed market sentiments over
the last 10 days.
 While FPIs seem to have considered a medium-to-long term horizon in their
India investment decisions, domestic investors seem to be in a profit-booking
mode. Domestic institutional investors (DIIs) pulled out a net Rs 32,649 crore
in November alone. The total outflow by DIIs from domestic equities over the
last four months between August and November till date amounts to Rs 60,903
crore.
 Market participants feel that once domestic investors, sitting on the sidelines,
also start investing, the markets will likely rise further. There is a huge amount
of liquidity, and savings have also risen significantly over the last few months.
A sizable part of that money will come to equity markets as there are not many
options as of now and that is likely to keep the markets strong.


News around the pricing and timeline of ‘Covishield’, a Covid-19 vaccine
being manufactured by Serum Institute of India (SII) under an agreement with
Oxford-AstraZeneca, has also perked up the markets.

Open Acreage Licensing Policy
Recently, contracts for 11 oil and gas blocks offered under the Open Acreage
Licensing Policy (OALP) Bid Round-V were signed.
About Open Acreage Licensing Policy:
 The Hydrocarbon Exploration and Licensing Policy (HELP) replacing the
erstwhile New Exploration Licensing Policy (NELP) was approved in March
2016 and the Open Acreage Licensing Policy (OALP) along with the National
Data Repository (NDR) were launched in June 2017 as the key drivers to
accelerate the Exploration and Production (E&P) activities in India.
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 Under OALP, companies are allowed to carve out areas they want to explore
oil and gas in. Companies can put in an expression of interest for any area
throughout the year. The areas sought are then put on auction.
 The successful roll-out of the HELP, followed by OALP Bid Rounds, has led
to an increase in exploration acreages in India.
 The exploration acreage which stood at about 80,000 sq. km. from earlier now
stands at approx. 2,37,000 sq. km., post the award of blocks under OALP
Round-V.
 The OALP has helped in removing red-tapism and brought in a quantum jump
in the Exploration & Production sector.
What are some Concerns:
 Inadequate Role of Private Players: State-owned Oil and Natural Gas Corp
(ONGC) and Oil India (OIL) have won all the 11 blocks offered in the latest
bidding round for oil and gas exploration blocks. The lack of interest from
private players in recent rounds of OALP bidding has been a result of a lack
of policy clarity from the government and unsuitable taxation and regulatory
conditions.
 Limited Participation of Foreign Companies: India’s efforts to attract
foreign energy giants into hydrocarbon exploration and production haven’t
been quite fruitful.
Hydrocarbon Exploration and Licensing Policy
Under this Policy, exploration blocks shall be awarded on a continuous basis
through e-bidding in a transparent manner.
Features:
 Revenue sharing model instead of Profit sharing for hydrocarbon exploration.
o Under revenue sharing model, the government share accrues immediately
on production, unlike in cost-recovery where the contractors first claimed
its costs before splitting leftover profits, if any.
 Unified license for all types of hydrocarbons.
 Freedom to carve out acreages of choice under OALP bid rounds.
 Full marketing and pricing freedom of gas.
National Data Repository
NDR is a government-sponsored data bank with state-of-the-art facilities and
infrastructure for preservation, upkeep and dissemination of data to enable its
systematic use for future exploration and development.
Following are the data that is being stored in NDR: Seismic Data, Well & Log
Data, Spatial Data, other data like Drilling, Reservoir, Production, Geological,
Gravity & Magnetic etc.
Having an NDR for India has helped in enhancing prospects of petroleum
exploration and facilitating the Bidding Rounds by improving the availability of
quality data.
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Guillain Barre Syndrome
Some patients infected with Covid-19 have been found suffering from Guillain
Barre Syndrome (GBS).
About Guillain Barre Syndrome:
 It is a very rare autoimmune disorder in which the patient's immune system
attacks nerves.
 The exact cause of Guillain-Barre syndrome is unknown, but as per the World
Health Organisation (WHO), GBS is often preceded by an infection. This
could be a bacterial or viral infection. It may also be triggered by vaccine
administration or surgery.
 In the past, patients of Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), Zika virus,
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), Herpes virus and Campylobacter
jejuni have shown symptoms of GBS.
Link with Covid-19:
 The immune system, in an attempt to kill the coronavirus, accidentally starts
attacking its own peripheral nervous system.
 The peripheral nervous system is a network of nerves that lead from the brain
and spinal cord (i.e. central nervous system) to different parts of the body.
Attacking them can affect limb functions.
 An interval of 5-10 days is noticed between onset of GBS symptoms and
Covid-19 infection, but some doctors say it can also take weeks after Covid19 infection for a person to develop GBS.
Symptoms:
 Weakness or tingling sensations, which usually start in the legs, and can
spread to the arms and face.
 Difficulty with facial movements, including speaking, chewing or
swallowing.
 Double vision, rapid heart rate, low or high blood pressure.
 There could be respiratory failure as the worst outcome, or weakness and
effect on walking and limb movement.

Q2 GDP data which contracts 7.5%, major takeaways from
it
 Indian economy contracts 7.5% in 2nd quarter, India's economy officially
entered into recession as the second quarter GDP contracted at a slower pace
of 7.5 per cent compared to a massive 23.9 per cent in the first quarter of the
current fiscal. The GVA declined by 7 per cent. The economy had shrunk by
an unprecedented 23.9 per cent in the first quarter of this fiscal due to the
coronavirus pandemic and resultant lockdowns. The gross domestic product
(GDP) had expanded by 4.4 per cent in the corresponding July-September
period of 2019-20.
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This means in Q2 of 2020-21 India produced 7.5% fewer goods and services
when compared to what India produced in Q2 of 2019-20.
 In the process, India’s economy has now formally entered into a
technical recession because — along with the nearly 24% contraction in Q1
— India has had two consecutive quarters when GDP growth rate has
declined.
 However, the 7.5% decline data has been met with all-round cheers. That is
counter-intuitive but not without justification.
Five key takeaway from this
1.
 For one, the 7.5% figure is decidedly lower than most street estimates.
 Moreover, this sharper-than-expected economic “recovery” — in a manner of
speaking — has substantially changed how the Indian economy is being
viewed. The 23.9% fall in GDP in Q1 was one of the worst among the major
economies of the world. But the 7.5% contraction is better than the global
average. According to an analysis by the State Bank of India’s research team,
49 countries have declared GDP data for the July-Sept quarter. The average
decline of these 49 countries is 12.4%. In comparison, India’s 7.5% looks
much better. In the previous quarter — that is, April, May, June — the average
of these 49 economies was minus 5.6% while India contracted by almost 24%.
2.
 The second takeaway is that economic recovery is fairly broad-based. To
understand this one must look at the Gross Value Added (GVA) data
instead of GDP data. The GVA data provides a measure of national income
by looking at the value-added by different sectors of the economy in that
quarter. If you want to compare which parts of the economy improved
production and incomes from one quarter to another, the GVA is more apt.
 First of all, as compared to just one sector adding positive value in Q1,
three sectors added positive value in Q2. These were agriculture,
manufacturing and utilities
 Moreover, in three of the remaining five sectors, the rate of decline
decelerated —
3.
 The third takeaway is in the form of a caveat. The most surprising aspect
of Q2 data is the positive growth — albeit a meagre 0.6% — registered by
India’s manufacturing industry. Part of this can be explained by a weak
base — check out the minus 0.6% in Q2 of 2019-20.
 But, even so, most analysts are surprised how India’s manufacturing firms
managed to add value in such difficult times. Especially since other
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markers of such industrial activity performed rather poorly during the same
period.
 The Index of Industrial Production, for instance, is highly correlated —
almost 0.90 — with Manufacturing sector’s GVA and yet “this correlation
collapsed in Q2 when IIP manufacturing declined by 6.7% (average of
Jul/Aug/Sep) while manufacturing GVA grew by 0.6%,” states an SBI
research report.
 Companies increased their incomes not by selling more but by ruthlessly
getting rid of employees. This, in turn, could undermine future demand.
4.
 Lack of demand: lack of demand is the fourth takeaway. If we turn over to
the GDP data which measures national income from the perspective of who
demanded (spent) how much in a particular quarter — we find that all
engines of growth were performing far below normal.
 Both exports and imports have shrunk but imports have shrunk relatively
more than exports and, as such, net exports have improved marginally. But
while this provides a boost to aggregate demand in a relative sense, such a
sharp fall in import demand does not augur well for a growing economy
such as India.
5.
 Fifth key takeaway is GDP data: The importance of nominal GDP
especially from the point of view of India’s forthcoming Budget.
 The nominal GDP growth rate was just minus 4% in Q2. Taken together
with an inflation rate (called GDP deflator) of 3.5%, we get a minus 7.5%
of real GDP growth rate.


Most experts now expect that by Q4, the nominal GDP growth rate will
recover so far that even after subtracting inflation rate, India would register
positive real growth in at least the fourth quarter.

Sustainable peatland management can prevent future
pandemics: Study
 Recently The study titled Tropical peatlands and their conservation are
important in the context of COVID-19 and potential future (zoonotic) disease
pandemics was published in the Peer journal.
What does this study points out?
 Besides having a large number of vectors, peatlands also face high levels of
habitat disruption such as wild or human-made fires and wildlife harvesting.
Photo: Wikimedia Commons
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 Sustainably managing peatlands — peat-swamp forests found around the
tropics — can protect humans from future pandemics, according to a new
study.
 Peatlands were rich in biodiversity, including many potential vertebrate and
invertebrate vectors, or carriers of disease, the study said.
 These included numerous vertebrates known to represent a risk of spreading
zoonotic disease, such as bats, rodents, pangolins and primates. Zoonotic
diseases are those that jump from animals to humans.
 These areas also faced high levels of habitat disruption such as wild or humanmade fires and wildlife harvesting that were perfect conditions for potential
zoonotic emerging infectious diseases (EID), it added.
 The study gave examples from around the world.
 The first reported case of Ebola in 1976 was from a peatland area, as was the
most recent outbreak in May 2020, it noted.
 The cradle of the HIV/AIDS pandemic was believed to be around Kinshasa in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, another area with extensive peatlands.
 Wildlife harvesting for consumption and trade was common in tropical forest
nations. For instance, in Central Kalimantan, Indonesia, fruit bats were
captured in tropical peat-swamp forest areas and transported to local markets
for sale as wild meat.
 High densities of domestic and semi-wild animals reared on peatlands could
also serve as a direct or indirect zoonotic EID vector to humans, the study said.
 The study talked about large numbers of naturally cave-roosting edible-nest
swiftlets being reared in special buildings in many peatland areas, with most
nests exported to China.
 Sustainably managing tropical peatlands and their wildlife was important for
mitigating the impacts of the ongoing novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
pandemic, the study said.
 The move would also help in reducing the potential for future zoonotic EID
emergence and severity, it added.
What are Peatlands?
 Peatlands are a type of wetlands that occur in almost every country on Earth,
currently covering 3% of the global land surface.
 The term ‘peatland’ refers to the peat soil and the wetland habitat growing on
its surface.
 They are formed due to the accumulation of partially decomposed plant
remains over thousands of years under conditions of water-logging.
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 In these areas, year-round waterlogged conditions slow the process of plant
decomposition to such an extent that dead plants accumulate to form peat.
 Over millennia this material builds up and becomes several metres thick.
Their significance:
 Large amounts of carbon, fixed from the atmosphere into plant tissues through
photosynthesis, are locked away in peat soils, representing a valuable global
carbon store.
 Peatlands are highly significant to global efforts to combat climate change, as
well as wider sustainable development goals.
 The protection and restoration of peatlands are vital in the transition towards
a low-carbon and circular economy.
1) Carbon Sink:
 Damaged peatlands contribute about 10% of greenhouse gas emissions from
the land-use sector.
 CO2 emissions from drained peatlands are estimated at 1.3 gigatonnes of
CO2 This is equivalent to 5.6% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions.
 However, at the same time, peatlands are the largest natural terrestrial carbon
store. Worldwide, the remaining area of near-natural peatland contains more
than 550 gigatonnes of carbon.
 This represented 42% of all soil carbon and exceeds the carbon stored in all
other vegetation types, including the world’s forests. This area sequesters 0.37
gigatonnes of CO2 a year.
2) Ecosystem services:
 By regulating water flows, peatlands help minimize the risk of flooding and
drought and prevent seawater intrusion.
 In many parts of the world, peatlands supply food, fibre and other local
products that sustain local economies.
 They also preserve important ecological and archaeological information such
as pollen records and human artefacts.
 Draining peatlands reduces the quality of drinking water due to pollution from
dissolved compounds. Damage to peatlands also results in biodiversity loss.
3) Archaeological importance:
 Besides climate mitigation, peatlands are important for archaeology, as they
maintain pollen, seeds and human remains for a long time in their acidic and
water-logged conditions.
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4) Livelihood and other anthropogenic benefits:
 In many countries, pristine peatlands are important for recreation activities.
These areas also support livelihood in the form of pastoralism
 The vegetation growing on pristine peatlands provide different kinds of fibres
for construction activities and handicrafts.
 Many wetland species produce berries, mushrooms and fruits, often
economically important to local communities.
 Peatlands also provide fishing and hunting opportunities. It is also possible to
practise wet agriculture on rewetted peatlands.

GDP contracts 7.5% in second quarter
 India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) contracted 7.5% in the second quarter
of 2020-21, following the record 23.9% decline recorded in the first quarter,
as per estimates released by the National Statistical Office.
 The country has now entered a technical recession with two successive
quarters of negative growth.
 However, the economy’s performance between July and September when
lockdown restrictions were eased is better than most rating agencies and
analysts anticipated. While most estimated a contraction of around 10%, the
Reserve Bank of India projected a 8.6% decline in the second quarter.
Agriculture, which was the only sector to record growth between April and
June this year, grew at the same pace of 3.4% in the second quarter, while
manufacturing gross value-added (GVA) staged a sharp recovery to record
0.6% growth between July and September after collapsing 39.3% in the first
quarter.
 Electricity, gas and other utility services saw 4.4% growth in the second
quarter from a 7% contraction in Q1. But it remained bleak for several sectors,
including mining, services such as retail trade and hotels, and construction.
Cautiously optimistic
 According to Chief Economic Adviser Krishnamurthy Subramanian. “One
should be cautiously optimistic as the economic impact is primarily due to the
pandemic and the sustainability of the recovery depends critically on the
spread of the pandemic,”
 The government remains ready to come up with calibrated responses and there
could be neither too much exuberance nor excessive pessimism at this point.
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Core sector contraction widens to 2.5%
 Output at eight core sectors shrank 2.5% in October with the contraction
widening from September’s revised 0.1% decline as steel production slid
again after a brief revival in the preceding month.
 Steel output, which has an almost 18% weight in the index and had recovered
for the first time since March to record 2.8% growth in September, slipped
back last month to register a 2.7% contraction.
 Cement, however, saw production rise for the first time since February,
posting an increase of 2.8%, and along with the positive growth in the output
of fertilizers, electricity and coal helped slow the pace of overall contraction.
 Electricity generation rose by a strong 10.5%, marking the second successive
month of growth after rising 4.8% in September, as per revised data. Between
March and August, electricity generation had consistently declined.
 Coal production grew for the third straight month, rising 11.6% in October.
Still, economists said the data reflected a weakness in underlying economic
activity.
‘Recovery still weak’
 Core sector data suggests the industrial recovery is still weak and the traction
seen in the index of industrial production growth lately is triggered largely by
the festival demand.
 The core sectors account for about 40% of the Index of Industrial Production
(IIP) and there are concern that all core sectors, barring fertilizers, had seen
negative growth in the first seven months of 2020-21.
 Output of fertilizers, one of the few sectors to record consistent growth
through most of the lockdown months, surged 6.3% in October after a
marginal 0.3% decline in September.
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Oil sector drags
 Refinery products contracted for an eighth month, falling 17%, natural gas
output shrank 8.6% and crude oil production fell 6.2% in October, continuing
a sustained period of decline.
Moreover, According to the earlier National Statistical Office (NSO) data,
India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth contracted by 23.9% in the
first (April-June) quarter of 2020 compared to the same period (April-June) in
2019 which was the sharpest contraction since India started reporting quarterly
data in 1996.
 GDP is a measure of economic activity in a country. It is the total value of
a country’s annual output of goods and services. It gives the economic output
from the consumers’ side.
 GVA is the sum of a country’s GDP and net of subsidies and taxes in the
economy.

Negative Yield Bonds
 At a time when world is battling Covid 19 Pandemic and interest rates in
developed market are much lower investors are looking for relatively better
yielded debt instruments, and this is the reason that demand for negative yield
bonds is on rise in the global market.
What Is a Negative Bond Yield?
 A negative bond yield is when an investor receives less money at
the bond's maturity than the original purchase price for the bond. A negative
bond yield is an unusual situation in which issuers of debt are paid to borrow.
In other words, the depositors, or buyers of bonds, are effectively paying the
bond issuer a net amount at maturity instead of earning a return through
interest income.
Bond Yield
 Bonds trading in the open market can effectively carry a negative bond yield
if the price of the bond trades at a sufficient premium. Remember that a bond's
price moves inversely with its yield or interest rate; the higher the price of a
bond, the lower the yield.
 The reason for the inverse relationship between price and yield is due, in part,
to bonds being fixed-rate investments. Investors might sell their bonds if it's
expected that interest rates will rise in the coming months and opt for the
higher-rate bonds later on. Conversely, bond investors might buy bonds,
driving the prices higher, if they believe interest rates will fall in the future
because existing fixed-rate bonds will have a higher rate or yield. In other
words, when bond prices are rising, investors expect lower rates in the market,
which increases demand for previously-issued fixed-rate bonds because of
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their higher yields. At some point, the price of a bond can increase sufficiently
to imply a negative yield for the purchaser.


Reasons behind buying Negative Yield Bonds:
o

To create a diverse portfolio: Many hedge funds and investment
firms that manage mutual funds invest in negative bonds in order to
diversify their investment.

o

To use them as collateral: Bonds are often used to pledge
as collateral for financing and as a result, need to be held regardless of
their price or yield.

o

To take Benefit from Currency Gain: Foreign investors might believe
the currency's exchange rate will rise, which would offset the negative
bond yield.

o

To Avoid Domestic Deflation Risk: Domestically, investors might expect
a period of deflation, or lower prices in the economy.

o

To Create Safe Haven Assets: Investors might also be interested in
negative bond yields if the loss is less than it would be with another
investment. In times of economic uncertainty, many investors rush to buy
bonds because they're considered safe-haven investments.

China sold its negative-yield bonds for the first time, and this saw a high demand
from investors across Europe.
Reason for High Demand:
o Low risk with Chinese Bonds: Yields offered in safe European bonds are
much lower than ones offered by China.
 As against minus —0.15% yield on the 5-year bond issued by China, the
yields offered in safe European bonds are much lower, between –0.5% and
—0.75%.
o China’s positive Gross Domestic Product (GDP): Majority of the large
economies are facing a contraction in their GDP for 2020-21 while China
is one country that is set to witness positive growth as its GDP expanded
by 4.9% in the third quarter of 2020.
o Increase in Covid-19 cases: While Europe, the United States and other
parts of the world are facing a second wave of Covid-19 cases, China has
demonstrated that it has controlled the spread of the pandemic and is
therefore seen as a more stable region.
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National Nutrition Mission – Niti Aayog report
NITI Aayog report suggests accelerated actions on multiple fronts to meet
targets
National Nutrition Mission
 POSHAN Abhiyaan (National Nutrition Mission) is a flagship programme of
the Ministry of Women and Child Development (MWCD), Government of
India, which ensures convergence with various programmes i.e., Anganwadi
Services, Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana (PMMVY), Scheme for
Adolescent Girls (SAG) of MWCD Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY), National
Health Mission (NHM), Swachh-Bharat Mission, Public Distribution System
(PDS), Department Food & Public Distribution, Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) and Ministry of
Drinking Water & Sanitation.
 The goals of NNM are to achieve improvement in nutritional status of
Children from 0-6 years, Adolescent Girls, Pregnant Women and Lactating
Mothers in a time bound manner during the next three years beginning 201718.
 The National Nutrition Mission (NNM) has been set up with a three year
budget of Rs.9046.17 crore commencing from 2017-18. The NNM is a
comprehensive approach towards raising nutrition level in the country on a
war footing. It will comprise mapping of various Schemes contributing
towards addressing malnutrition, including a very robust convergence
mechanism, ICT based Real Time Monitoring system, incentivizing
States/UTs for meeting the targets, incentivizing Anganwadi Workers
(AWWs) for using IT based tools, eliminating registers used by AWWs,
introducing measurement of height of children at the Anganwadi Centres
(AWCs), Social Audits, setting-up Nutrition Resource Centres, involving
masses through Jan Andolan for their participation on nutrition through
various activities, among others.
Recently a report by Niti Aayog suggests that The National Nutrition Mission,
must be stepped up to meet the targets set by the Centre to reduce stunting,
wasting and anaemia by 2022.
The review report drafted in March does not factor worsening poverty and hunger
levels over the past seven months due to COVID-19, which is expected to dent
strides made since 2018 to achieve nutritional targets.
Health survey
 The government’s flagship programme to improve nutritional outcomes for
children, pregnant women and lactating mothers was launched in 2018 with
specific targets to be achieved by 2022.
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 It aims to reduce stunting and wasting by 2% a year (total 6% until 2022)
among children and anaemia by 3% a year (total 9%) among children,
adolescent girls and pregnant women and lactating mothers. More than a third
of the children under five face stunting and wasting and 40% aged between
one and four are anaemic. Over 50% of pregnant and other women were found
to be anaemic, said the National Family Health Survey 4 released in 2016.
 Niti Aayog says that it is needed to quickly graduate to a POSHAN-plus
strategy which apart from continued strengthening the four pillars of the
Abhiyaan also requires renewed focus on other social determinants in addition
to addressing the governance challenges of NHM/ICDS delivery mechanisms.
 The report calls for a need to lay as much emphasis on complementary feeding
as it does on breastfeeding, which it points out can help avert 60% of the total
stunting cases in India.
 On stunting, the review says that India’s targets are conservative as compared
to the global target defined by the World Health Assembly (WHA), which is
a prevalence rate of 5% of stunting as opposed to India’s goal of reducing
stunting levels to 13.3% by 2022.
 The target of reducing prevalence levels of anaemia among pregnant women
from 50.3% in 2016 to 34.4% in 2022 and among adolescent girls from 52.9%
in 2016 to 39.66%, is also considered conservative.
Rising poverty
 Significantly, the report was prepared before COVID-19 spread rapidly across
the country, but was released only last month.
 Experts warn that deepening poverty and hunger may delay achieving the
goals defined under the Nutrition Mission.

Govt. to track COVID -19 vaccine reactions
Neurologists and cardiologists will be part of the monitoring committees
 As there are several potential vaccine development for Covid 19 for instance,
 AstraZeneca and the University of Oxford recently reported robust efficacy
of up to 90% for the jointly-developed covid-19 vaccine candidate, AZD1222.
The announcement paves the way for the British company and its Indian
contract manufacturer, the Serum Institute of India (SII), to approach drug
regulators in their respective countries for an emergency licensure.
 Then , The Russian COVID-19 vaccine candidate Sputnik V has shown an
interim efficacy of 91% based on analysing results from nearly 18,000
volunteers, some of whom got the actual vaccine and others a placebo, the
Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF) the vaccine candidate is also being
tested on volunteers in India also Prime Minister asked the State governments
to set up steering committees and block-wise task forces to prepare for the
distribution of COVID-19 vaccines as and when they are available for
disbursal in all these background Govt. set to launch monitoring committees
to track vaccine development
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 The Health Ministry has written to the State governments and the Union
Territory administrations to put in place a robust system for the reporting and
gathering of information on the side effects of COVID-19 vaccines once they
are rolled out.
 The Ministry has identified initiatives to strengthen the reporting of Adverse
Events Following Immunisation (AEFI)
 The Ministry has asked that more medical specialists be part of the AEFI
committees. COVID-19 vaccination will be given to adults many of whom
may have co-morbidities. Events due to pre-existing co-morbidities
(stroke/heart attacks, etc) may be reported as AEFI following COVID-19
vaccination. Membership of State AEFI committees should be revised to
include neurologists, cardiologists, respiratory medicine specialists who can
recognise such events and differentiate them from events related to vaccine
and vaccination. Similarly, direction may be issued to districts to include
medical specialists (neurologists and cardiologists) in district AEFI
committees.
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National Agricultural Education Policy
Background
 The first National Agricultural Education Policy is set to bring academic credit
banks and degree programmes with multiple entry and exit options to the 74
universities focussed on crop sciences, fisheries, veterinary and dairy training
and research.
 The process for formulating the National Agricultural Education Policy was
started about two months ago, after the release of the National Education
Policy (NEP) 2020.
More about National Agricultural Education Policy
Academic Credit Banks:
 These may be a service provider available to a desirable student community.
It may facilitate the integration of the campuses and distributed learning
systems, by creating student mobility within the inter and intra university
system.
 It may help in seamlessly integrating skills and experiences into a credit based
formal system by providing a credit recognition mechanism.
 It will digitally store academic credits earned from recognised Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) and allow for credit redemption in order to be
awarded a certificate, diploma or degree.
Experiential Education:
 Experiential education is a teaching philosophy that informs many
methodologies in which educators purposefully engage with learners in direct
experience and focused reflection in order to increase knowledge, develop
skills, clarify values, and develop people's capacity to contribute to their
communities.
 The Student READY (Rural Entrepreneurship Awareness Development
Yojana) programme requires all students to undertake a six-month internship,
usually in their fourth year, to gain hands-on training, rural awareness,
industry experience, research expertise and entrepreneurship skills.
 The option of multiple entry and exit provides students with the opportunity
to earn a diploma or an advanced diploma, while they are given the choice to
re-enter as and when they are able to resume their studies and earn a full
college degree.
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Issues:
Challenge of Multidisciplinarity:
 In recent years, several domain specific universities in horticulture, veterinary
science and fisheries sciences have come up. Incorporating humanities and
social sciences into these settings could be a big challenge.
Related to the ICAR:
 Though agricultural education is a State subject, the Indian Council of
Agricultural Research (ICAR - Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare)
is responsible for the quality of education across the country, and expects to
continue in a standards-setting role under the new system of higher education
regulation proposed by the NEP.
 However, it is not clear whether it will continue in its accreditation and grant
making roles under the new regime

CCI to Probe Google Pay
The Competition Commission of India (CCI) has initiated a probe into alleged
abuse of dominant position by the google to promote its payments app, Google
Pay.
More about News:
CCI highlighted two main anti market practices by google to unfairly push
Google Pay it’s payment app:
1. Mandatory Use: Google’s policy of mandatory use of Google Play’s payment
system for purchasing the apps and IAPs (in-app purchases) in the Play Store.
2. Exclusionary Practices: It excluded other mobile wallets/UPI (Unified
Payments Interface) apps as one of the effective payment options in Google
Play’s payment system.
The CCI also criticised Google’s policy to charge 30% commission for all app
and in-app purchases.
If the application developers raise their subscription fees to offset the costs of
google’s commission or remove/reduce premium/paid subscription offers for
users, it may affect user experience, cost and choice.
Such conditions imposed by the app stores limit the ability of the app developers
to offer payment processing solutions of their choice to the users.
The Competition Act, 2002
 It was passed in 2002 and was amended by the Competition (Amendment)
Act, 2007. It follows the philosophy of modern competition laws.
 The Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969 (MRTP Act) was
repealed and replaced by the Competition Act, 2002, on the recommendations
of Raghavan committee.
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 The Act prohibits anti-competitive agreements, abuse of dominant position by
enterprises and regulates combinations, which causes or likely to cause an
appreciable adverse effect on competition within India.
 In accordance with the provisions of the Amendment Act, the Competition
Commission of India and the Competition Appellate Tribunal (COMPAT)
were established.
 The government replaced COMPAT with the National Company Law
Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) in 2017.
Competition Commission of India
 It is a statutory body responsible for enforcing the objectives of the
Competition Act, 2002.
 Composition: A Chairperson and 6 Members appointed by the Central
Government.
Objectives:
 To eliminate practices having adverse effects on competition.
 Promote and sustain competition.
 Protect the interests of consumers.
 Ensure freedom of trade in the markets of India.
 The Commission is also required to give an opinion on competition issues on
a reference received from a statutory authority established under any law and
to undertake competition advocacy, create public awareness and impart
training on competition issues.

India set to launch Deep Ocean Mission
 India will soon launch an ambitious ‘Deep Ocean Mission’ that envisages
exploration of minerals, energy and marine diversity of the underwater world,
a vast part of which still remains unexplored, a top official of the Ministry of
Earth Sciences said.
 Approvals are being obtained for the “futuristic and game-changing” mission,
and it is likely to be launched in the next three to four months.
 The mission, which is expected to cost over ₹4,000 crore, will give a boost to
efforts to explore India’s vast Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental
Shelf.
 The mission will also involve developing technologies for different deep
ocean initiatives.
 The multi-disciplinary work will be piloted by the MoES and other
government departments like the Defence Research and Development
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Organisation, Department of Biotechnology, Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO), Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
will be stakeholders in this mission.
 The mission will focus on deep-sea mining, ocean climate change advisory
services, underwater vehicles and underwater robotics related technologies.
 Studying climate change, marine biodiversity and survey for compounds like
hydrocarbons and minerals are part of the deep ocean mission.
 This mission includes a desalination plant powered by tidal energy and a
submersible vehicle capable of exploring depths of at least 6,000 metres
whereas submarines can reach only about 200 metres.

 This mission will enable India to exploit the resources of the Central Indian
Ocean Basin (CIOB).
 India has been allocated 75,000 square kilometers in the CIOB by the United
Nations International SeaBed Authority for the exploration of poly-metallic
nodules.
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 Now ISRO has successfully developed a design for its crew module, a sphere
shaped capsule.
 A three-member crew can be accommodated in the sphere, one of the key
components of the manned submersible vehicle.
 NIOT is tasked with aspects like electronics and navigation for the manned
submersible.
 Multiple agencies, including the Goa based National Centre for Polar and
Ocean Research, Centre for Marine Living Resources and Ecology at Kochi
and Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services (Hyderabad) are
involved in the initiatives.

Punjab and Haryana’s claim over Chandigarh
 Earlier this month, Haryana Deputy
Chief Minister said it would be
better if both Haryana and Punjab
agreed on Chandigarh as a Union
Territory
and
make
their
independent capitals and Benches of
High Courts.
 On November 1, Haryana was
celebrating 54 years of its formation
as a separate state after it was carved
out of undivided Punjab in 1966.
The statement once again brought
into focus the long-simmering
dispute between the two states over
one of India’s most modern cities. But Punjab has always refuted Haryana’s
claims over Chandigarh.
Why was Chandigarh created?
 Chandigarh was planned to replace Lahore, the capital of erstwhile Punjab,
which became part of Pakistan during the Partition. In March 1948, the
Government of (India’s) Punjab, in consultation with the Centre, approved the
area of the foothills of the Shivaliks as the site for the new capital. From 1952
to 1966 (till Haryana was carved out of Punjab), Chandigarh remained the
capital of Punjab.
How did it become a shared capital?
 At the time of reorganisation of Punjab in 1966, the city assumed the unique
distinction of being the capital of both Punjab and Haryana, even as it was
declared a union territory and was placed under the direct control of the
Centre. The properties in Chandigarh were to be divided in 60:40 ratio in
favour of Punjab.
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Punjab’s claim
 The-then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had announced that Haryana, in due
course, would have its own capital and Chandigarh would go to Punjab. As
per documents submitted in the Lok Sabha, the Centre had even issued a
formal communication is this regard on January 29, 1970, almost three years
after Haryana came into being. “After very carefully weighing the claims of
the two states, the capital project area of Chandigarh should, as a whole, go to
Punjab,” says the note. Again, in 1985, under the Rajiv-Longowal accord,
Chandigarh was to be handed over to Punjab on January 26, 1986, but the
Rajiv Gandhi government withdrew at the last minute.
Haryana’s counter-claim
 As per the 1970 documents, the Centre had considered various alternatives for
settling the matter, including dividing the city. But that wasn’t feasible since
Chandigarh was built as a planned city to serve as the capital of one state.
Haryana was told to use the office and residential accommodation in
Chandigarh only for five years till it shifts to its own new capital. The Centre
had offered Rs 10 crore grant to Haryana and an equal amount of loan for
setting up the new capital.
 In 2018, Haryana CM Manohar Lal Khattar suggested to set up a special body
for development of Chandigarh, but the Punjab CM rejected it, saying the city
“indisputably belonged to Punjab”. Haryana, on its part, has been demanding
a separate High Court and even locked horns with Punjab by passing a
resolution in the Vidhan Sabha demanding 20 rooms in the Vidhan Sabha
complex that have been in the possession of Punjab.

Global Conference on Criminal Finances and
Cryptocurrencies
 Over 2,000 representatives from 132 countries attended the virtual 4th Global
Conference on Criminal Finances and Cryptocurrencies organised by the
Interpol, Europol and the Basel Institute on Governance from November 18
to 19.
 “Representatives from law enforcement and the judiciary, Financial
Intelligence Units (FIUs), international organisations and the private sector
have met virtually to shape international cross-sector solutions against the
criminal use of cryptocurrencies,” said the Interpol.
 The conference is an initiative of the Working Group on Cryptocurrencies and
Money Laundering established in 2016 by the three organisations, launched
with an objective of strengthening knowledge, expertise and best practices for
investigations into financial crimes and intelligence on virtual assets and
cryptocurrencies.
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 “Recent increases in the number and quality of investigations in the field of
cryptocurrency-facilitated crime and subsequent money laundering means that
law enforcement and other public entities are continuing to enhance their level
of knowledge and expertise in this crime area. In this regard, the conference
served as an opportunity to underline the need for countries and jurisdictions
to increase the exchange of tactical information and best practices,” it said.
 The conference underlined the need to expand capabilities on ways to probe
virtual assets and regulate virtual asset service providers to prevent money
laundering.
 The conference’s agenda included trends and investigations on cryptocurrency
related offences, exploring criminal flows and operations in the dark markets,
ransomware and sextortion case studies, money laundering involving virtual
assets, and the transfer of drug proceeds using cryptocurrencies.

India to host G-20 Summit in 2023
 India is set to host the G-20 summit in 2023, instead of 2022 — the 75th year
of Independence.
 Indonesia will assume G-20 presidency in 2022 after a swap with India,
Indonesian the change of plan was agreed considering that Indonesia would
also chair the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 2023.
 India has had the same request to change the G-20 presidency in 2023.
 “Next meetings is in Italy in 2021, Indonesia in 2022, India in 2023 and Brazil
in 2024,” the G-20 Riyadh Summit Leaders Declaration said.
 Meanwhile, Prime Minister Narendra Modi reiterated the importance of
reforms in multilateral organisations to ensure better global governance for
faster post-Covid recovery at the G-20 Summit hosted by Saudi Arabia.
 The agenda of the second day of the summit focused on building an inclusive,
sustainable and resilient future with a side event on safeguarding the planet.
 Prime Minister underscored the importance of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development Goals aimed at “leaving no one behind”. With the
changing situation in the wake of the pandemic, the Prime Minister said the
country has adopted the ‘Self Reliant India’ initiative, and will become an
important and reliable pillar of world economy and global supply chains based
on its competence and dependability.
 At a global level, India also took the initiative of establishing institutions such
as the International Solar Alliance and the Coalition for Disaster Resilient
Infrastructure.
 Addressing the side event — ‘Safeguarding the Planet: The Circular Carbon
Economy Approach’, PM said India is not only meeting its Paris Agreement
targets, but also exceeding them.
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 He reiterated the importance of reforms in multilateral organizations to ensure
better global governance for faster post-COVID recovery.
 Chinese President said the G-20 countries should take the lead in tackling
climate change, follow the guidance of the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change and push for the full and effective implementation of the Paris
Agreement.
 G20 is committed to leading the world in shaping a strong, sustainable,
balanced and inclusive post-COVID-19 era.
 It support the Anti-Money Laundering/Counter-Terrorist Financing policy
responses detailed in FATF’s paper on COVID-19, and reaffirm support for
the FATF, as the global standard-setting body for preventing and combating
money laundering, terrorist financing and proliferation financing.
G20 grouping


The G20 is an informal group of 19 countries and the European Union, with
representatives of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.



The G20 membership comprises a mix of the world’s largest advanced and
emerging economies, representing about two-thirds of the world’s population,
85% of global gross domestic product, 80% of global investment and over
75% of global trade.

Origin


1997-1999 ASIAN Financial Crisis: This was a ministerial-level forum
which emerged after G7 invited both developed and developing economies.
The finance ministers and central bank governors began meeting in 1999.



Amid 2008 Financial Crisis the world saw the need for a new consensus
building at the highest political level. It was decided that the G20
leaders would begin meeting once annually.



To help prepare these summits, the G20 finance ministers and central bank
governors continue to meet on their own twice a year. They meet at the same
time as the International Monetary Fund and The World Bank.



The members of the G20 are Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Mexico,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United
States, and the European Union.



Spain as a permanent, non-member invitee, also attends leader summits.
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Structure and Functioning of G20


The G20 Presidency rotates annually according to a system that ensures a
regional balance over time.



For the selection of presidency, the 19 countries are divided into 5 groups,
each having no more than 4 countries. The presidency rotates between each
group. Every year the G20 selects a country from another group to be
president.
India is in Group 2 which also has Russia, South Africa, and Turkey.



The G20 does not have a permanent secretariat or Headquarters. Instead, the
G20 president is responsible for bringing together the G20 agenda in
consultation with other members and in response to developments in the
global economy.



TROIKA: Every year when a new country takes on the presidency (in this case
Argentina 2018), it works hand in hand with the previous presidency
(Germany, 2017) and the next presidency (Japan, 2019) and this is collectively
known as TROIKA. This ensures continuity and consistency of the group’s
agenda.

India makes progress in vaccination coverage to prevent
child pneumonia and diarrhoea deaths
 India has made significant progress in its vaccination coverage to prevent child
pneumonia and diarrhoea deaths, according to the latest annual Pneumonia
and Diarrhoea Progress Report released by the International Vaccine Access
Centre (IVAC).
 This year’s report card finds that although overall the world’s health systems
are falling short of ensuring that children have access to prevention and
treatment services, India has achieved the global target of 90% coverage for
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three of the five vaccines whose coverage is monitored in the report. These
vaccines are Diphtheria, Pertussis and Tetanus (DPT) vaccine, Measlescontaining-vaccine first dose, Haemophilus influenzae type B, pneumococcal
conjugate vaccine (PCV), and rotavirus vaccine.
 While India’s coverage of rotavirus vaccine increased by 18 percentage points
(35% rotavirus coverage in 2018 expanded to 53% in 2019), coverage against
pneumococcal pneumonia increased by 9 percentage points (6% PCV
coverage in 2018 expanded to 15% in 2019).
100-day agenda:
 In 2019, India completed the “100-day agenda” — an unprecedented national
scale-up of rotavirus vaccine. This landmark vaccine expansion will help
protect 26 million children born each year against life-threatening cases of
rotavirus diarrhoea, stated the report.
 The report tracked progress by analysing 10 indicators from the latest
available data on how countries are delivering key interventions — including
breastfeeding, immunisation, care-seeking and antibiotics, oral rehydration
solution (ORS), and zinc supplementation — shown to prevent pneumonia
and diarrhoea deaths. Of the 15 focus countries included in the report, India is
one of just four countries that exceeded targets for exclusive breastfeeding.
 However, nearly every country included in the report lagged in access to
treatments against pneumonia and diarrhoea. India failed to reach all four
targets for treatment, the report stated, adding that the treatment for diarrhoea
had the lowest coverage, with only 51% of children receiving ORS and 20%
getting zinc. “Although there was progress in India in 2019, the COVID-19
pandemic threatens the hard-won gains because of disruptions caused in
routine health services like immunisation and access to medical oxygen, the
report stated.

Mission Sagar - II
As part of ‘Mission Sagar-II’, the Government of India is providing assistance to
Friendly Foreign Countries to overcome natural calamities and Covid-19
pandemic.
Mission Sagar – II


Mission Sagar-II, follows the first ‘Mission Sagar’ undertaken in May-June
2020, wherein India reached out to Maldives, Mauritius, Seychelles,
Madagascar and Comoros, and provided food aid and medicines.



As part of Mission Sagar-II, Indian Naval Ship Airavat will deliver food aid
to Sudan, South Sudan, Djibouti and Eritrea.



This mission is in line with the Prime Minister’s vision of Security and Growth
for All in the Region ‘SAGAR’ and highlights the importance accorded by
India to relations with her maritime neighbours.
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The assistance is in line with India’s role as the first responder in the Indian
Ocean region.



Earlier, India had sent Indian Naval Ship (INS) Kesari, carrying food items
and medical assistance teams, to countries in the southern Indian Ocean to
deal with Covid-19 pandemic as part of a "Mission Sagar" initiative.

SAGAR


Security and Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR) was launched in 2015.
It is India’s strategic vision for the Indian Ocean Region (IOR).



Through SAGAR, India seeks to deepen economic and security cooperation
with its maritime neighbours and assist in building their maritime security
capabilities.



Further, India seeks to safeguard its national interests and ensure Indian Ocean
region to become inclusive, collaborative and respect international law.



The key relevance of SAGAR emerges when seen in conjunction with India’s
other policies impacting the maritime domain like Act East Policy, Project
Sagarmala, Project Mausam, India as ‘net security provider’, focus on Blue
Economy etc.

Other Important Groupings Associated with Indian Ocean Region:


Indian Ocean Rim Association: The Indian Ocean Rim Association
(IORA) was established in 1997.
o

It is aimed at strengthening regional cooperation and sustainable
development within the Indian Ocean region.



Indian Ocean Naval Symposium: The ‘Indian Ocean Naval Symposium’
(IONS) is a voluntary initiative that seeks to increase maritime cooperation
among navies of the littoral states of the Indian Ocean Region by providing an
open and inclusive forum for discussion of regionally relevant maritime
issues.



Indian Ocean Commission: Recently, India has been approved as
an observer of the Indian Ocean Commission, the inter-governmental
organization that coordinates maritime governance in the south-western
Indian Ocean.



Asia Africa Growth Corridor: The idea of Asia Africa Growth Corridor
(AAGC) emerged in the joint declaration issued by India and Japan in 2016.
o

The AAGC is raised on four pillars of Development and Cooperation
Projects, Quality Infrastructure and Institutional Connectivity, Enhancing
Capacities and Skills and People-to-People partnership.
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GRACE-FO Mission
The GRACE-FO mission has mapped deviation in Earth’s surface mass and
spatial variations in the rate of sea-level rise between 1993 and 2018 using
altimetric and gravimetric analysis.
1. The GRACE missions measure variations in gravity over Earth’s surface,
producing a new map of the gravity field every 30 days.
2. GRACE-FO will continue the work of tracking Earth’s water movement to
monitor changes in underground water storage, the amount of water in large
lakes and rivers, soil moisture, ice sheets and glaciers, and sea level caused by
the addition of water to the ocean.
3. These discoveries provide a unique view of Earth’s climate and have farreaching benefits to society and the world’s population.
GRACE-FO Mission:


The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO)
mission launched in 2018 is a partnership between NASA and the German
Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ).



It is a successor to the original GRACE mission, which orbited Earth from
2002-2017.



It carries on the extremely successful work of its predecessor while testing a
new technology designed to dramatically improve the already remarkable
precision of its measurement system.

How did NASA measure this?
(1) Altimetric Study


Altimetry missions are used to know the ocean surface topography — the
shape and height of the ocean’s peaks and valleys.



Radar altimeters continually send out pulses of radio waves (microwaves) that
bounce off the surface of the ocean and reflect back toward the satellite.



The instrument calculates the time it takes for the signal to return, while also
tracking the precise location of the satellite in space. From this, scientists can
derive the height of the sea surface directly underneath the satellite.

(2) Gravimetric Study:


Gravimetry is a process of using ice’s gravitational pull on a pair of satellites.
It helps estimate ice loss and its contribution to sea-level rise.



The twin satellites in each mission detect subtle shifts in Earth’s gravity field.



The strength of gravitational forces is determined by mass, so changes in
Earth’s gravity field indicate a change or redistribution in mass.
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‘India to surpass 350 mn 5G connections by 2026
 India, which has the highest average monthly mobile data traffic per
smartphone, is expected to surpass 350 million 5G subscriptions by 2026,
according to a report by Swedish telecom equipment maker Ericsson.
 India, which has the highest average monthly mobile data traffic per
smartphone, is expected to surpass 350 million 5G subscriptions by 2026,
accounting for 27% of all mobile subscriptions in the country, according to a
report by Swedish telecom equipment maker Ericsson.
Ericsson Mobility Report, 2020


As per the report, four out of every ten mobile subscriptions in 2026 will be
5G globally with 5G subscriptions forecast to reach 3.5 billion.



In the India region, LTE (long-term evolution technology) subscriptions are
forecast to increase from 710 million in 2020 to 820 million in 2026” by which
time 3G will be phased out.



LTE remains the dominant technology in 2020, accounting for 63%.



Based on the reported timeline for spectrum auction for 5G services, India
could have its first 5G connection in 2021.

Internet usage in India


In India, the reliance of people on mobile networks to stay connected as well
as work from home during the pandemic has resulted in average traffic per
smartphone is the global highest.



Low prices for mobile broadband services, affordable smartphones and
increased time spent by people online all contribute to monthly usage growth
in India.

5G TECHNOLOGY
 5G is the fifth generation mobile network. It is a new global wireless standard
after 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G networks. 5G enables a new kind of network that is
designed to connect virtually everyone and everything together including
machines, objects, and devices.
5G wireless technology is meant to deliver higher multi-Gbps peak data
speeds, ultra-low latency, more reliability, massive- network capacity, increased
availability, and a more uniform user experience to more users. Higher
performance and improved efficiency empower new user experiences and
connects new industries
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Advantages of 5G uses:
Advancing societies
5G opens cutting-edge ways of improving safety and sustainability.


Smarter electricity grids for greatly reduced carbon emissions



More connected vehicles sharing data to prevent road collisions



Faster deployment of emergency services to accidents



Connected sensors that can detect and warn of natural disasters early



Drones becoming a key tool to accelerate and support emergency situation
response



Remote expertise with specialists smoothly consulting/diagnosing patients
elsewhere

Transforming industries
5G is the foundation for flexible, efficient and responsible business.


Production lines autonomously reacting to supply and demand



Digital replicas that can warn about real machinery faults ahead of time



Logistic networks autonomously routing goods based on real-world
conditions



Full traceability down to the individual item at warehouses and ports



Remote access to powerful robots and vehicles for improved safety in risky
environments



Increased use of IoT in agriculture to efficiently grow crops
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Elevating experiences
5G sets the stage for more immersive entertainment and more engaging
education.


Greater realism in VR, AR and extended reality (XR) with lighter devices



Delivering sensory experiences, like touch, through devices



More engaging methods of teaching through immersive content



Immersive virtual meetings to boost remote team productivity



Stable and reliable connectivity in crowded spaces



New angles and interactions for live and remote event spectators.

Monetary Policy Committee Meeting on December 4th
What is the background?
Monetary Policy Committee met on the 4th December to take stock of the
economy and decide on the policy action required. The macros that that
it considered broadly are the


growth rate and its risks and prospects;



inflation- where it stands and the risks attached; and



financial stability in general.

Isn't growth in the second quarter in the current fiscal better than the earlier
one?
Yes, it is. But that is cold comfort. While the first quarter was unprecedented at
24% growth contraction, the second quarter was not so bad with contraction at
7.5%. It is not clear if it is recovery or one time growth to cater to the next quarter
or a turnaround.
At any rate, vaccine hopes may take a long time to materialise. Robust recovery
may take a few quarters more.
In short, it is not time to hike rates looking at the second quarter recovery. Nor is
it time to cut rates for triggering growth as we need to look at inflation too.
Why are prices high when growth is negative?
We are in stagflation. Retail inflation reached a six-and-a-half-year high of 7.6%
in October, led by spiralling food prices. Prices are high for a variety of reasons
like


logistics costs



labour shortages



high tax burdens



hikes on motor fuel
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With growth recovery in sight, chances are that petrol and diesel prices will rise
further thus stoking inflation.
What are the risks to growth?
Downside risks to growth are


recent surge in infections in advanced economies and parts of India.



sustainability of demand after festivals



Availability of the vaccine

Last October, Monetary Policy Committee said that its stance is
accommodative. What does it mean?
Monetary policy can be restrictive which is also called tight or contractionary),
accommodative (loose, expansionary) or neutral (somewhere in between).
When the economy is growing too fast and inflation is moving significantly
higher, the central bank may take steps to cool the economy by raising short-term
interest rates, which constitutes restrictive policy. It does not apply to India today.
When the economy is slowing or in a recession, the central bank will adopt an
accommodative policy by lowering short-term interest rates to stimulate growth
and get the economy back on track.
Neutral is when the economy is in a steady and stable condition. That is,
Goldilocks.
Why is growth not picking up when the RBI is infusing liquidity into the
economy?
With cutting rates becoming a challenge, RBI has sought to infuse liquidity. In
October, it allowed on-tap targeted long-term repo operations (TLTRO) for banks
to borrow up to ₹1 trillion from the window and invest in bonds of companies in
certain specified sectors. It also increased the size of open market operations,
under which RBI buys and sells government securities, to₹20,000 crore to keep
interest rates benign. These measures resulted in enhancing liquidity and a
subsequent decline in interest rates across the economy.
But growth is still not picking up as there is uncertainty and business and
consumer confidence is very low.
Where do the monetary policy variables stand today, after the December
meet opted for status quo?


Repo rate is at 4%



Rever repo rate is at 3.35%



MSF is at 4.25%



CRR is at 3% and



SLR is at 18%
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Farmers Agitation and the Demands
What is the background?
Earlier in 2020, Parliament enacted three fam laws which deal with agricultural
produce, their sale, storage, agricultural marketing and contract farming reforms
These Acts are as follows:


Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act,
2020



Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and
Farm Services Act, 2020



Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act 2020

What are the apprehensions of the farmers about the Farm Laws?
Farmers fear that the absence of government regulation and minimum
procurement price will deprive the farmers of guaranteed returns. It will leave
them at the mercy of the big corporates. The also fear that the regulated mandis
will gradually be crippled and with it the Minimum Support Price(MSP) will also
be discontinued.
What are the demands of the farmers agitation?
There are 5 major demands of farmers
1. Rollback of the three agri reform laws for the reasons discussed above
2. A written assurance in the form of a bill that the msp and conventional food
grain procurement system for the central pool will continue in future.
3. Centre should drop the electricity bill amendment. Farmer unions say if this
bill becomes a law, they will lose the free power supply facility as this
amendment will promote privatisation and discontinuation of free power
supplied to farmers in punjab.
4. Discard the provision under which farmers responsible for burning farm
residue can be imprisoned for five years besides fine up to rs 1 crore.
5. Release of farmers arrested on charges of burning paddy stubble in punjab
Didn't the Punjab Legislature pass Bills to negate the central laws?
Yes, it did. But there is no chance for the Bills to become laws as they are subject
to Governor and possibly Presidential assent.
Isn’t the agrarian crisis much larger than these demands?
Yes. It involves climate change induced water crisis; land degradation; falling
incomes of the farmers; overcrowding in agriculture; lack of jobs outside
agriculture; and the economic hardships caused by the pandemic.
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What are the advantages of the farm laws that proponents are claiming?


Higher productivity;



Greater choice for farmers;



More investment in agriculture in logistics and cold storage;



Better technology for farming;



Higher prices at which farmers can sell as there will be more bidders



Better products for the consumers;



More exports; and



Downstream benefits that follow in the form of rural prosperity.

Hasn't the MSP system come in for criticism for blocking crop
diversification; lack of equity; creating water crisis and land degradation
etc?
Yes. it did. But the way to encourage diversification is through MSP again by
which high value crops like the millets, pulses etc. can be promoted. Farmers
have to be collectivised. Cooperatives have to encouraged. Farmer Producer
Companies are to be encouraged. Government is taking up all these measures
too.

Corporate Houses and Commercial Banks
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) had constituted an internal working group in June
2020 to review the existing ownership guidelines and corporate structure for
Indian private sector banks. The internal working group of Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) submitted its report last week.
What did it suggest?
It gave many recommendations but the one that attracted the most comment is the
one related to corporates being allowed to set up commercial banks.
It suggested that large Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFCs) can convert
into banks if they fulfill certain criteria. Well run large NBFCs, with an asset size
of ₹50,000 crore and above, including those which are owned by a corporate
house, may be considered for conversion into banks subject to completion of 10
years of operations and meeting due diligence criteria and compliance with
additional conditions specified in this regard.
Why should the NBFCs which are the shadow banks be allowed to become
commercial banks?
Because their performance is good.
Indian economic growth needs large amounts of bank credit that so far has not
been possible. India has 9,601 shadow banks. Between 2009 and 2019, the total
assets (loans and investments) of NBFCs grew at a compounded annual growth
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rate of 18.6%, while the balance sheets of scheduled commercial banks grew at a
rate of 10.7%.
The aggregate balance sheet size of NBFCs doubled as a percentage of the
aggregate balance sheet size of scheduled commercial banks during the
corresponding period.
In absolute terms, the asset size of the NBFC sector (including housing finance
companies) today is ₹51 lakh crore.
The banking regulator has increased its vigilance over the NBFC segment
following high growth in the last decade.
Thus, the performance of the NBFCs is impressive and they can be encouraged
to take up greater responsibility.
It can lead to the expansion of the banking services to previously under-served
and unserved customer segments.
Will the NBFCs like it?
Yes. Many NBFCs have been keen to turn into banks as it would give them access
to cheap current and savings account (CASA) deposits. But they have to conform
to SLR and CRR obligations. RBI may prefer NBFCs become banks as they could
then be better regulated for more safety.
What about payments banks and small finance banks?
The RBI panel suggested that payments banks with three years of experience
should be eligible for conversion into a small finance bank.
The reason is that, given the under-penetration of credit and diversity of segments
that we have in India, there is a huge opportunity for segment-specific small
finance banks. Education, healthcare and agriculture are the segments that need a
specialised approach to lending so that credit reaches to the most deserved.
What about the entry of corporate Houses into the banking sector?
The group also suggested giving banking licences to large corporate or industrial
houses after necessary amendments to the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. While
acknowledging the risks posed by corporate ownership of banks, the
panel believes such entities can be an important source of capital and can bring
in their experience, management expertise and strategic direction to banking.
There is severe criticism of the suggestion as corporates owning banks involves
conflict of interest. They may lend to their own subsidiaries. If they go bankrupt,
public money has to be spent to bail it out as we have seen many cases like Punjab
and Maharashtra Co-operative (PMC) Bank. Innocent depositors stand to lose.
Crony capitalism needs to be checked.
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G20 Riyadh Summit
The 2020 G20 Riyadh summit was the fifteenth meeting of Group of
Twenty(G20). It was scheduled to take place in Riyadh, the capital city of Saudi
Arabia last week. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was held
virtually.
What is G20?
The G20 (or Group of Twenty) is an international forum for the government and
central bank governors from 19 countries and the European Union (EU). Founded
in 1999 with the aim to discuss policy pertaining to the promotion of international
financial stability, the G20 has expanded its agenda since 2008 and heads of
government or heads of state, as well as finance ministers, foreign ministers and
think tanks, have periodically conferred at summits ever since. It seeks to address
issues that go beyond the responsibilities of any one organization.
What are the macros of G20?
Collectively, the G20 economies account for around 90% of the gross world
product (GWP), 80% of world trade, two-thirds of the world population, and
approximately half of the world land area.
What were the collective commitments of the G20?
The 2020 G20 Leaders' Summit formally concluded last week. It made a series
of multilateral commitments like the following


Collective determination to strengthen COVID-19 vaccine distribution
channels and production capacities,



Extend social protection guarantees to low-income countries,



Grant debt-relief extensions, and



Communicate their "highest possible ambition" under the Paris Accord.

What did they resolve on the pandemic?
On the question of navigating the pandemic collectively, the G20 indicated that
the unprecedented financial and humanitarian costs can be best tackled through
an even stronger focus on COVID-19 related health, economic, and social
exigencies faced by developing countries at present.
What about the vaccine?
G20 leaders supported key collaborative efforts – Access to COVID-19 Tools
Accelerator (ACT-A) initiative and its COVAX facility – and promised financial
support for developing economies. They are committed to timely distribution of
COVID-19 diagnostics, therapeutics and vaccines, as well as enduring
partnerships that help prepare against future infectious and non-communicable
diseases.
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How serious is the debt relief problem?
With global trade and growth nosediving, many countries went into balance of
payments problems and want debt rescheduling. Nearly four dozen countries have
already requested debt relief under the Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI),
equaling some $5.7 billion.
G20 extended relief timelines to mid-2021, consistent with the deteriorating
economic outlooks of numerous low-income countries.
Leaders are ready to consider further extension of debt relief.
Is there any progress on health innovation?
The G20's has a Global Innovation Hub for Improving Value in Health. The Hub
serves as a dedicated platform for knowledge sharing for better Universal Health
Coverage across countries.
Building on prior efforts of the World Health Organization (WHO), the Hub
could play a key role in mainstreaming pandemic preparedness expertise and
form a valuable front against future outbreaks.
Given pronounced contrasts between developed and developing countries in
terms of income equality, education access, and living standards, it is only logical
for the post-pandemic growth vision to identify as truly sustainable and inclusive.
G20 leaders offered an array of policy insights to realizing this ambition,
including the sustainable integration of less developed economies into the global
trading system – a point of reflection ahead of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) reforms.
What was the thrust of Prime Minister Modi's speech?
Prime Minister Narendra Modi focused on an integrated approach to dealing with
climate change. he said that that India is not only meeting Paris Agreement
targets, but also exceeding them.
India made LED lights popular. This saves 38 million tons of Carbon Dioxide
emissions per year. Smoke free kitchens have been provided to over 80 million
households through our Ujjwala Scheme. This is among the largest clean energy
drives globally
Climate change must be fought not in silos but in an integrated, comprehensive
and holistic way. Government, India has adopted low-carbon and climateresilient development practices.
He said that India aims to restore 26 million hectares of degraded land by 2030
and is encouraging a circular economy.
India is making next-generation infrastructure such as metro networks, waterways and more. In addition to convenience and efficiency, they will also
contribute to a cleaner environment.
India will meet our goal of 175 Giga Watts of renewable energy well before the
target of 2022. Now, we are taking a big step ahead by seeking to achieve 450
Giga Watts by 2030.
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He said the International Solar Alliance is among the fastest growing
International Organisations, with 88 signatories.
When will India host the G20 summit?
Earlier it was decided to host the 2022 summit. Now it is postponed by a year to
2023.
Is G20 as useful and united today as it was in 2008 when the summits started
to revive the global economy?
The unity is less. Vaccine nationalism was there. US and China are not seeing
eye to eye. US is not playing its global leadership role.

Civil War in Ethiopia
Ethiopia appears to be fast approaching civil war. Fighting between forces loyal
to the federal government headed by Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed and the Tigray
People's Liberation Front (TPLF) has claimed hundreds of lives and is threatening
to break the country apart.
Where is the Tigray region?
The Tigray Region is the northern most region of Ethiopia. Tigray is bordered by
Eritrea to the north and Sudan to the west.
How did the conflict start?
In early November 2020, the region and the Ethiopian federal government entered
into conflict between the Tigray Region special forces led by Tigray People's
Liberation Front and the Ethiopian National Defense Force. The conflict started
on 4 November, when Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed ordered a military
offensive against regional forces in Tigray. He said he did so in response to an
attack on a military base housing government troops in Tigray.
What factors explain the tension between the federal and regional
leadership?
There are essentially four reasons:
The conflict began from the attempt of Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed to break the
country's politics from ethnic federalism which is a power-sharing system based
on ethnicity that gives regional control to individual ethnic groups that had been
marginalized.
Abiy merged the ethnic and region-based parties of the Ethiopian People's
Revolutionary Democratic Front, that had governed Ethiopia for 30 years, into a
nationwide Prosperity Party. But the Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF), a
military and politically powerful entity refused to join the new party, creating
tensions between the two.
Adding fuel to fire, a disputed election in Tigray was held in September in
defiance of the federal government.
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To make matters worse, after the election the federal government refused to send
budget to Tigray, refused to help locust infestation control efforts in the regions
and denied schools in Tigray COVID-19 masks required for reopening of schools.
There is a power struggle between the federal government and the regional
government.
What are the repercussions?
Thousands of civilians have been displaced since 4 November. Hundreds more
are reported to have died, with reports of a civilian massacre. A full-blown civil
war has broken out.
Does the Constitution of Ethiopia allow secession?
Yes. Ethiopia's regional states have a right to self-determination.
The spirit of this provision was that if there were to be a democratic collapse at
the centre, a region could go its own way. Tigrayans have not demanded
separation. But the logic of today's confrontation is leading them down that path.
What are the larger worries?
As Africa's second-most populous country, Ethiopia is pivotal to stability in the
Horn of Africa.
If the conflict intensifies, there are fears it could spill over into neighbouring
countries. There have already been reports of missiles fired into Eritrea and tens
of thousands of refugees fleeing to Sudan.
There is also a concern that the conflict could exacerbate ethnic tensions
elsewhere in Ethiopia.
Experts who see Ethiopia's conflict escalating out of control by the day, that could
cost tens of thousands of lives believe that the prospect of disintegration of the
country cannot be totally ruled out. The geopolitics and economics of it could
be catastrophic for the region and its peoples.
What is the reaction of the United Nations (UN)?
The United Nations (UN) warned of the emergence of a major humanitarian
crisis.
How is the head of the World Health Organization (WHO) Dr Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus connected to it?
Ethiopia's army chief said that the WHO head supports the Tigray People's
Liberation Front (TPLF). It is also said that he got his post because of the support
of China to the Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF) which is a Marxist
body. If it is true, WHO head is answerable to the origins of the corona crisis in
Wuhan; the cover up; and delaying the declaration of the epidemic as
a pandemic.
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Time Use Survey (TUS): What, Why and How
What is a Time Use Survey?
A time-use survey is a statistical survey which aims to report data on how, on
average, people spend their time. The objective is to identify, classify and
quantify the main types of activity that people engage in during a defined time
period, e.g. a year. Data of the surveys are used for calculation of unpaid work
done by women as well as men.
National Statistical Office (NSO) which is a wing of the Ministry of Statistics and
Programme Implementation, has conducted Time Use Survey (TUS) in India
during January to December 2019 for the first time.
Why do we conduct TUS?
The Time Use Survey (TUS) enables measuring time spent by individuals on
different activities. The primary objective of Time Use Survey (TUS) is to
measure participation of men, women and other groups of persons in paid and
unpaid activities. The survey is an important source of information on the time
spent in unpaid caregiving activities, unpaid volunteer work, unpaid
domestic activities of the household members. It also provides information on
time spent on learning, socializing, leisure activities, self-care activities, etc. by
the household members.
How is data on time spent classified?
The International Classification of Activities for Time-Use Statistics of the
United Nations Statistics Division, was used for classification of activities.
This survey covered 1,40,000 households (rural: 83,000 and urban: 57,000).
Information on time use was collected from each member of age 6 years and
above of the selected households.
The survey covers the whole of the Indian Union except the villages in Andaman
and Nicobar Islands which are difficult to access.
Is the TUS linked to Sustainable Development Goals?
Yes. SDG 5.4 says: recognize and value unpaid care and domestic work through
the provision of public services, infrastructure and social protection policies.
Also, promote shared responsibility within the household and the family.
It has two components:


Measuring and valuing unpaid domestic services and unpaid care by women
and men, and



Reducing unpaid work through public services and infrastructure.

In other words, it may mean basic income transfers to men and women for their
unpaid work.
TUS, for the first time in India, provides data for the inclusive public policy.
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The data is useful for valuing the labour input in unpaid work using suitable prices
minimum wages of workers, housekeeper’s wages, opportunity costs etc.
What is the Resolution of the International Labour Organization about the
definition of work?
The ILO’s Resolution presents a new definition of work, new forms of work and
a new labour force status classification. It defines “work” as “any activity
performed by persons of any sex and age to produce goods or provide services
for use by others or own use”. Unpaid domestic services and unpaid care are
formally recognised as “work” for the first time.
What are some findings of the TUS?


As much as 38.2 percent of persons who were of the age of six years or above
were engaged in employment and related activities in the country in 2019.



As per the study, 57.3 percent males were engaged in employment and related
activities while the proportion was 18.4 per cent for females in the country. In
the rural areas, the proportion of women engaged in employment and related
activities was higher at 19.2 per cent compared to 16.7 percent in cities.



The proportion of males above the age of six years engaged in gainful
employment or related activities was higher in cities at 59.8 per cent in cities
compared 56.1 per cent in rural areas.



Overall 53.2 percent of participants in the survey were engaged in unpaid
domestic services for household members. The proportion of females in the
category was higher at 81.2 per cent compared to 26.1 per cent for males. The
proportion of females engaged in unpaid domestic services for household
members in rural areas was higher at 82.1 per cent compared to 79.2 per cent
in cities.

What about culture and socialisation?
The proportion of people who opted for culture, leisure, mass-media and sports
practices was 87 percent in the country. It also showed that people utilise 50 per
cent of total time in a day on self-care and maintenance followed by 11.4 per cent
on employment and related activities.
What is the use of the data for public policy?
It can be used for designing employment and education policy; setting minimum
wages; universal basic income; creating more cultural facilities; policies for
gender parity etc.

Reintroduction of the Cheetah in India
What is the project called the ‘reintroduction of the cheetah’ in India?
It is the re-establishment of a population of cheetahs into areas where they had
previously existed but became extinct. Three of the last Asiatic cheetahs recorded
from India were shot down in 1948, by Maharaja Ramanuj Pratap Singh Deo of
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Koriya The cheetah was declared extinct from India in 1952.The cheetah is the
only species to have gone extinct in India. Cheetah is a flagship species of a highly
endangered ecosystem of the country — the grasslands.
Now, over 70 years later, the fastest land animal appears set to make a comeback
in India.
Why not clone the cheetahs?
During the early 2000s, Indian scientists from the Centre for Cellular and
Molecular Biology (CCMB), Hyderabad, proposed a plan to clone Asiatic
cheetahs obtained from Iran. The idea of cloning was introduced by the people
concerned with their population, which were few. India requested Iran for it but
it did not materialise.
When did the idea of reintroduction in India emerge and how did it evolve?
In 2009 the government had initiated the African cheetah reintroduction project,
but it was stayed by the Supreme Court in 2012 on the grounds that the National
Board for Wildlife, the apex wildlife body in the country, had not been consulted
in the matter. The National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA) filed a petition
and the Supreme Court finally allowed the Centre to introduce the African
cheetah to a suitable habitat in India in 2020. A committee was set up under the
orders of the apex court to monitor the implementation of the project. The
committee has asked the Wildlife Institute of India to carry out a technical
evaluation of all possible sites.
Which states are being considered for the project?
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Bihar will host the cheetahs in their respective
forest reserves, and a fourth state, Gujarat, is still evaluating sites.
What are the criteria?
Factors like prey base, topography and safety. The states in the race have
strengthened protection measures; protected areas have been added;
augmentation of prey base has been done through translocation of herbivore
species; and villages have been relocated outside reserves to create inviolate
areas.
What are the sites in Madhya Pradesh?
MP had offered four sites, the Kuno Palpur sanctuary ; Nauradehi sanctuary;
Gandhi Sagar sanctuary and the Madhav National Park in Shivpuri district.
Why is Madhya Pradesh the front runner?
Madhya Pradesh has been a pioneering state in wildlife translocation and has a
number of successful initiatives involving species such as tigers, swamp deer and
bison to its credit.
What about Rajasthan?
Rajasthan proposed the Shahgarh Bulge near Jaisalmer on the India-Pakistan
border. However, the ministry of defence has expressed concerns over allowing
tourist movement so close to the border. Also, the area is also used by the defence
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forces for strategic movement and they are reluctant to let the cheetah
introduction disturb that. Besides, it is also a site for oil and gas exploration,
which may not be conducive to cheetah movement. Kota in Rajasthan was also
in the reckoning, but it has been difficult to find 2,000 sq. km for a cheetah habitat
here, more so since tiger introduction in the area is already underway. The
Mukundra Hill Tiger Reserve in the state is another contender.
Where are the potential sites in Bihar?
Kaimur district on its southwestern border. The region is said to have a substantial
black buck population that would serve as prey base for the cheetah.
Is Gujarat in the race?
Gujarat has potential sites such as Velavadar, Narayan Sarovar and the Banni
grasslands reserve, but it is yet to send in a proposal.
Why are states interested?
The reintroduction would be as much an economic operation as a conservation
operation. The cheetahs would promote tourism in the area, create jobs and
income for locals. What tigers did for protection of forests, cheetahs will do for
grasslands that are under immense threat. Take for example, Rajasthan. The
introduction of cheetahs will create one or two new tourist attractions in the state
and take away load from Ranthambore and Sariska, the two tiger draws in the
state. Already, leopard sanctuaries in Jaipur and Pali are new attractions for
wildlife lovers.
Which countries are being approached for sourcing Cheetahs?
South Africa and Namibia
What is the budgetary outlay?
Rs 2.4 crore outlay was made for the cheetah project recently.
How long might it take?
About two years.

Blue Economy
Recently, while talking about the importance of Andaman Nicobar Islands, Prime
Minister Modi spoke about the blue economy. He said that the islands are
strategically positioned with proximity to Chennai, Kolkata and the Mongla Port
in Bangladesh which will prove beneficial for the islands which can be developed
as the hub of the ‘blue economy’.
What is the blue economy?
It is the sustainable use of ocean resources. Oceans, with a current estimated asset
value of US$ 24 trillion and an annual value addition of US$ 2.5 trillion, would
continue to offer significant economic benefits both in the traditional areas of
fisheries, transport, tourism and hydrocarbons as well as in the new fields of deep103

sea mining, renewable energy, ocean biotechnology and many more. But there is
a compelling need to integrate sustainable practices with business models.
Why are we stressing on environmentally compatible ways of using the
resources of the oceans?
With land-based resources depleting fast, there would be renewed attempts to
further expand economic exploitation of the world’s oceans. However, if not
managed sustainably, growing economic engagement with the oceans could risk
further aggravation of their already strained health with serious impact on their
natural role as the single most important CO2 sink and replenisher of oxygen.
This, in turn, could accelerate global warming with catastrophic effects on fish
stocks, climatic stabilisation, water cycle and essential biodiversity.
Is sustainability at the centre of the blue economy?
Yes. Sustainable Development Goals 2030 mentions Goal 14 which relates to
sustainable development of the ocean resources. India is committed to it.
Global campaign for sustainable harnessing of the oceans, initially spearheaded
by the Small Island Developing States (SIDS), has been gaining momentum. This
has led to the concept of Blue Economy which calls for harnessing of the oceans
without undermining their sustainability.
Several countries, particularly the maritime states, have endorsed the concept of
Blue Economy which is currently resonating in the United Nations, multilateral
institutions, and national policy articulations.
How is India taking it forward?
With its geostrategic position in and critical dependence on the Indian Ocean,
India has been at the forefront of the Blue Economy use, with a greater focus on
the Indian Ocean region. The essence of this approach was spelt out by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi for seeking “Security And Growth for All in the Region”
(SAGAR).
What are the regional and multilateral efforts for making the blue economy
work?
India is working with its neighbours and extended neighbours along with
Seychelles, Mauritius and multilateral institutions such as Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC), East Asia Summit (EAS), South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC) and Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), Bay
of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) and others to explore the blue growth prospects.
At the third ministerial conference of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA)
in Dhaka in 2019, participants unanimously called for sustainable use of the blue
economy resources.
At the 4th ministerial summit in Kathmandu in 2018, BIMSTEC leaders agreed to
establish an Inter-governmental Expert Group to develop an action plan on blue
economy.
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How is Sagaramala connected to it?
India focuses on port development through the Sagarmala initiative that has been
the mainstay of India’s BE efforts.
What is the Deep Ocean Mission?
‘Deep Ocean Mission’ aims to explore the 75,000 sq km of sea bed in the Indian
Ocean that comes under India’s purview for exploitation of mineral wealth.

One Health Approach
What is One Health approach that is in the news for some time now?
'One Health' is an approach to designing and implementing programmes, policies,
legislation and research in which multiple sectors communicate and work
together to achieve better public health outcomes.
The areas of work in which a One Health approach is particularly relevant include
food safety, the control of zoonoses, and combating antibiotic resistance (when
bacteria change after being exposed to antibiotics and become more difficult to
treat).
What is the rationale for OH?
The world of animals, humans, and environment is interlinked, giving rise to a
number of benefits as well as a spread in zoonosis and multifactorial chronic
diseases. With the emergence of antimicrobial resistances and environmental
pollution, addressing these diseases needs an interdisciplinary and intersectoral
expertise. With the increase in population, industrialization, and climate change
and environmental degradation, global changes are accelerating which damage
the biodiversity, ecosystems, and migratory movements of both humankind and
species in general. It has led to the emergence and reemergence of infectious and
noninfectious diseases needing a collaborative approach to deal with them.
“One Health (OH)” refers to such collaboration between local, national, and
global experts from public health, health care, forestry, veterinary,
environmental, and other related disciplines to bring about optimal health for
humans, animals, and environment.
Who makes the One Health approach work?
Many professionals with a range of expertise who are active in different sectors,
such as public health, animal health, plant health and the environment, should
join forces to support One Health approaches.
To effectively detect, respond to, and prevent outbreaks of zoonoses and food
safety problems, epidemiological data and laboratory information should be
shared across sectors. Government officials, researchers and workers across
sectors at the local, national, regional and global levels should implement joint
responses to health threats.
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Can you take the example of antimicrobial resistance and the emergence of
superbugs and explain the One Health concept?
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a life threatening and a very serious global
health problem. There is an increasing alarming concern regarding the emergence
of multidrug resistant (MDR) superbugs. Infections emerging from such
pathogens are in most cases unresponsive to treatment antimicrobial agents
currently available and effective. Given the complexity of the AMR challenge at
the level of human and animal health, in addition to the impact on the
environment, it seems very important to stress and emphasize the role of a “One
Health” approach in tackling the problem of AMR.
Is it being adopted in India?
Yes. The concept of OH is still in the embryonic stage in India and increasingly
gaining importance. The Government of India has taken some initiatives to tackle
problems such as antimicrobial resistance, zoonotic diseases, and food safety
using the OH approach, but there are several challenges at the level of
implementation.
What are the challenges?
The major bottlenecks in implementing OH include absence of a legal framework
to implement OH, poor coordination among different governmental and private
agencies, lack of proper surveillance of animal diseases, poor data-sharing
mechanism across sectors, and limited budget.
To give one example: Currently, India has both human disease (IDSP) and animal
disease (NADRS) surveillances. But these two systems need a strategic approach
where they can be integrated to prepare a roadmap for creating a unified One
Health surveillance system in the country.
Implementing systematic zoonotic surveillance; regulated antibiotic use among
humans and animals; development of a zoonotic registry in the country;
constitution of a wide network of academic, research, pharmaceutical, and
various implementation stakeholders from different sectors is the need of the hour
to effectively use OH in order to combat increasing zoonotic diseases.

Biofortification in India
Last month on World Food Day 2020, during a ceremony to mark the 75th
anniversary of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
Prime Minister Modi noted that common varieties of some crops lack key
micronutrients that are essential for good health, and thus biofortified varieties
were developed to overcome these shortcomings.
PM dedicated to the nation ”17 recently-developed biofortified seed varieties of
local and traditional crops, including wheat and paddy rice, that are being made
available to Indian farmers. It is aimed as a sustainable and cost-effective solution
to alleviate malnutrition and provide nutritional security.
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What is biofortification and why is it necessary?
Biofortification involves augmenting a crop´s inherent nutritional value through
genetic improvement.
Two billion people, or nearly one in four individuals, suffer from ‘hidden hunger’
or vitamin and nutrient deficiencies, resulting in mental impairment, poor health,
low productivity and even death.
Children are especially vulnerable to micronutrient deficiencies. Lack of zinc in
childhood leads to poor growth and stunting, vitamin A deficiency can cause
night blindness and poor immunity, while iron deficiency leads to poor mental
and physical development.
Nutritional supplements are one solution, but these are expensive.
Scientists explored how to get required nutrients from food itself and came up
with the idea of breeding seed varieties naturally high in micronutrients with
high-yielding seed varieties, a concept later termed 'biofortification'.
How are biofortified varieties made and delivered?
The modern biotechnological tools are used for developing biofortified seeds
through gene editing and interspecies transfer of genes. It is much easier and
quicker than conventional plant breeding methods. The technology is a cost
effective means to alleviate malnutrition.
Promotion of the biofortified varieties of crops will be done by linking them with
the several government programmes namely - Mid-Day Meal, Anganwadi, etc.,
to make India free from malnutrition. Also, it will ensure good income for the
farmers along with opening new avenues of entrepreneurship for them.
But haven't we achieved food self-sufficiency?
The country has, no doubt, managed to banish starvation, but malnutrition
(imbalanced nutrition) and undernourishment (inadequate nutrition), more aptly
called hidden hunger, still persist.
India is lowly placed at 94 among 107 countries, below Bangladesh, Pakistan,
and Nepal, on the Global Hunger Index 2020.
The poor ranking is attributed chiefly to the high incidence of wasting (low body
weight), stunting (inadequate height), and mortality among children below five.
The world´s largest undernourished population, 194.6 million, is in India.
About 38.4 per cent children are stunted and 35.7 per cent underweight.
Why is there a deficiency of micronutrients in the food consumed by most in
India?
In India we depend on cereals heavily.
The food supplementation schemes are mostly cereal based, disregarding the need
for a balanced and wholesome diet, critical for normal growth and good health.
The normal diet of poor households is also dominated by cereals. Consequently,
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the deficiency of proteins, vitamins, and essential minerals like iron, zinc, and
iodine is rampant.
Why can't we instead promote consumption of fruits and vegetables?
The choices we have are two: Either promoting the intake of nutrient dense food
like fruit, vegetables, and nonvegetarian stuff, which the poor can ill afford, or
transforming the cereals into wholesome food by injecting proteins, vitamins, and
minerals into them.
The latter, achievable through biofortification, is a relatively cost effective and
practical solution.
No doubt, cereals can also be made more nutritious by blending or coating them
with vitamins, minerals, and proteins, but the biofortified grains capable of
producing these nutrients on their own have shown better results.
The nutrients in their natural state are absorbed in significantly higher quantities
than their manufactured substitutes.
This is particularly true of the consumption of Vitamin A, iron, and zinc by
women and children.
Studies have shown more improvement in morbidity, work performance, and
cognitive (brain) functioning on account of the consumption of natural nutrients
vis a vis the synthetic ones.
That is the reason for the prime minister to suggest by advocating the inclusion
of biofortified grains in the food supplied through midday meals in schools and
Anganwadis.
What are some examples of biofortified varieties from India?
The Government of Bihar State, India’s third most populous state with the
country’s highest rate of stunting, recently committed to rapidly scale up
production of zinc wheat seed to reach millions more vulnerable farming families
(zinc deficiency is a major cause of stunting). The Bihar Government also
established a “Nutritional Village” where 475 households will cultivate
biofortified crops to help promote these varieties.
In 2018, the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) established
minimum levels of iron and zinc to be bred in national varieties of pearl millet,
providing a strong regulatory push for the development biofortified varieties of
pearl millet.
Can you give details of the varieties that the Prime Minister released last
month?
The 17 biofortified strains released by the prime minister included a rice variety
with a high amount of zinc, and three varieties of wheat supplemented with
protein and iron. Among the coarse cereals, three maize hybrids have a higher
content of superior quality proteins like lysine and tryptophan.
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Two varieties of finger millet (ragi) have additional minerals like calcium, iron,
and zinc, while the a variety of little millet (kutki) excels in its content of iron and
zinc. In the case of oilseeds, the variety Pusa Mustard 32 has been modified to
reduce its content of harmful erucic acid.
The groundnut varieties have been gene edited to augment their Oleic acid
content.
In yams, some varieties have been enriched with zinc, iron, and anthocyanin,
which is believed to guard against diabetes, cancer, inflammation, and obesity.

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
and India
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is a regional free trade
agreement of 15 Indo-Pacific countries. It is comprehensive covering trade in
goods, trade in services, investment, economic and technical cooperation, and
new rules for electronic commerce, intellectual property, government
procurement, competition, and small and medium sized enterprises.
It was signed at the Vietnam-hosted virtual ASEAN Summit yesterday and is
expected to take effect within two years, after it has been ratified by the member
countries.
What about India?
In November 2019, India indicated it had several issues preventing it from joining
RCEP and has since indicated it is not in a position to sign the Agreement.
How big is the trade bloc?
Even without India, RCEP will still be the world’s largest free trade agreement.
Members of the RCEP make up nearly a third of the world's population and
account for 29% of global gross domestic product. The new free trade bloc will
be bigger than both the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement and the
European Union.
What is the Ministerial Declaration on India’s participation in RCEP that
was signed yesterday?
RCEP leaders yesterday acknowledged the strategic importance of India
eventually becoming a party to the RCEP Agreement to create a region of even
deeper and expanded value chains. Even before accession to the Agreement, India
may participate in RCEP meetings as an observer.
They said that The RCEP Agreement is open for accession by India. But it will
have to fast-forward cuts in tariff. This means that if hypothetically India were to
join the RCEP in 2022, it can do so but it shall have to match the lower tariffs
already achieved by the other countries by then
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Why did India opt out?
New Delhi’s decision owed largely to concerns RCEP participation would expose
Indian producers and manufacturers to a flood of cheap and mainly Chinese-made
imports. The unequal trade flow would jeopardize millions of local businesses,
industries and jobs. Indian textiles, agriculture and dairy sectors, which employ
hundreds of millions of workers, are seen as the most vulnerable to Chinese and
other RCEP signatory imports.
One more reason is that India hasn’t benefited from FTAs as it is not an exportdriven economy but an import-dependent one.
What were India’s demands that the other members rejected?
India is believed to have sought an automatic trigger of increasing tariffs at a
particular level of imports but other signatories declined to agree.
India sought multi-speed introduction of free trade thus seeking to gain time.
India’s large dairy industry is also vehemently opposed to the RCEP. Australian
and New Zealand producers could flood Indian markets and kill off mainly
unorganized and inefficient small-scale Indian producers.
Indian textile, steel and tire industries, all protected in varying degrees from
foreign imports, would likewise face sudden stiff competition from RCEP
nations.
What is the Supply Chain Resilience Initiative (SCRI) that India is banking
on as an alternative?
India is instead examining the Supply Chain Resilience Initiative (SCRI)
proposals keenly as an alternative. The SCRI mandate is to create a trade
environment for the signatory countries that is “free, fair, inclusive, nondiscriminatory, transparent, predictable and stable trade and investment
environment and (keeps) markets open”. Though it is still at a nascent stage, SCRI
— promoted by Japan and endorsed at a virtual session between India, Japan and
Australia — is clearly aimed as a trade bloc to counter China. These countries
have invited other nations in the region to join it.
Is RCEP completely off the radar for now?
Yes. Apart from the damage it does, there are two formidable reasons.
India introduced the Production-Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme in 13 key sectors
for enhancing India’s manufacturing capabilities and enhancing exports under
Atmanirbhar Bharat. They need protection from cheap imports for some years. If
India joins RCEP, the cheap imports will be an unfair threat to them.
Also, in the current climate of Chinese expansionism and intrusive behaviour,
India can not accept an agreement that is China-led.
Is RCEP open to more members joining?
Yes. it is open to any other country, such as nations in Central Asia and remaining
nations in the Asia-Pacific: South Asia, East Asia, Southeast Asia, and Oceania.
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Hyperloop Transport Technology
Last week Virgin Hyperloop announced that for the first time it has conducted a
test of its ultra-fast transportation system with human passengers outside Las
Vegas in the US, with two passengers and achieved a maximum speed of 160
km/h.
What is a hyperloop?
Hyperloop is a next-generation travel system that uses pods or capsules. It is a
type of train that would travel at very high speeds. The reason it can travel so fast
is because it is inside a tube with no air. This vacuum means that there will be no
friction to slow the train.
The Hyperloop is being created and tested in various places around the world, for
example the United States, the Middle East and Asia.
Can you give a brief history of it?
In 2012, Elon Musk of Tesla Motors and SpaceX proposed this technology. In
2013, he put a plan online that showed the hyperloop train taking 35 minutes to
go between San Francisco and Los Angeles in the United States. He shared this
technology to the world. In 2015, Musk's company built a 1.6 kilometres test tube.
He asked universities and companies to make the test trains. They had two
competitions in 2017 to see how fast the hyperloop trains could travel. The fastest
test was 324 kilometres per hour.
What are the advantages?


Supporters argue that Hyperloop could be cheaper and faster than train or car
travel, and also less polluting than air travel.



It's also quicker and cheaper to build than traditional high-speed rail.



Hyperloop could therefore be used to take the pressure off roads, making
travel between cities easier thus



potentially unlocking major economic benefits as a result.



Elon Musk suggests that it may be possible to travel over 700 kilometres per
hour.



The hyperloop will be eco-friendly compared to a lot of current transportation.
Most plans for building the hyperloop use solar power to run the system.

What is the downside?


Building costs will probably be very high.



The trains will vibrate at a high speed which may cause passengers problems
such as dizziness or stomach upset.



Passengers will not be able to move while the hyperloop is traveling. As in a
rapid transit system, there will be no access to toilets during trips.
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When will we have the hyperloop in India?
The Maharashtra government has deemed hyperloop a public infrastructure
project. Virgin Hyperloop announced a partnership with Bangalore International
Airport Limited (BIAL) to conduct a feasibility study for a proposed hyperloop
corridor from Bangalore airport.
Last year, it also signed an MoU with the Punjab's transport department.
The Mumbai-Pune Hyperloop and the hyperloop corridor from Bengaluru city to
the Kempegowda International Airport could be ready by 2029.

Shanghai
Summit

Cooperation

Organisation

(SCO)

Virtual

Prime Minister Narendra Modi participated at the virtual summit of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) held yesterday where Chinese President Xi
Xinpin-g and Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan were also present. Russia
is the current chair of SCO.
What is the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is a Eurasian political, economic,
and security alliance founded 2001 in Shanghai. Since then, the organisation has
expanded its membership to eight countries when India and Pakistan joined SCO
as full members in 2017. SCO has emerged as a key regional organisation in the
Eurasian space. Accounting for more than 40 per cent of the world's population
and almost a quarter of the world's GDP.
Trace the history of India’s association with SCO
India acquired the Observer status of the organisation in 2005 and became a
member in 2017. SCO provides India with a platform to strengthen its outreach
to Inner Asia.
What does India expect from the SCO?
India wants reconnecting and re-energising ties with a region with which India
has shared civilizational linkages, and is considered the country’s extended
neighbourhood. India does not view the SCO as a military bloc like some scholars
projected it- Asian NATO.
From New Delhi’s perspective, SCO is a regional platform to stabilise and secure
Afghanistan and defeat religious extremism and terrorism in the region which
threaten India’s security and development. The forum also provides India greater
visibility in the affairs of the Eurasian region and enables it to renew bilateral ties
with regional countries on an annual basis.
SCO provides New Delhi with an opportunity to constructively engage Pakistan
regionally while at the same time neutralise Islamabad’s negative moves in the
region. Yesterday’s virtual summit saw PM Modi tick off Pakistan for
internalising Kashmir issue.
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From New Delhi’s perspective, Moscow can facilitate an enduring IndianEurasian partnership, given the substantial linkages the Kremlin retains with
central asian countries.
Also, Moscow wants New Delhi to counter balance China in the eurasian region
which is its traditional sphere of influence.
What is the energy link?
A major impediment in India’s expanded engagement with Eurasia remains the
strategic denial of direct land connectivity between India and Afghanistan and
beyond by Islamabad. SCO’s emphasis on promoting economic cooperation,
trade, energy and regional connectivity can, perhaps, unblock India’s access to
Eurasia, and provide a fillip to gas pipelines.
Central asia has oil, gas and uranium that India needs. India imports close to 80
per cent of its hydrocarbon requirements, the majority of it from the volatile West
Asian region. This has led India to seek energy security in the resource-rich
Central Asian region, and build its trade and transport linkages through bilateral
and regional mechanisms. With Afghanistan’s membership of SAARC and an
Observer State in SCO, it is possible, if peace and stability return to the region.
Is connectivity a priority for India?
Yes. India has expressed its commitment to connectivity projects that are open,
transparent and economically. They must respect the sovereignty, territorial
integrity as well as the environment. And, connectivity projects should highlight
the priorities of the host nations. India’s participation in the International NorthSouth Transport Corridor and Ashgabat Agreement, and development of
Chabahar Port appear to be guided by these principles.
What is the Ashgabat agreement?
It is a multimodal transport agreement between the governments of Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Iran, India, Pakistan, and Oman for creating an
international transport and transit corridor facilitating transportation of goods
between Central Asia and the Persian Gulf in 2016.
How will SCO gain from India’s membership?
From SCO’s perspective, India’s growing global economic and political heft adds
weight and credibility to the organisation’s own profile, and, dispels the Western
notion that it is anti-U.S. grouping. In this context, New Delhi’s connectivity and
development projects, its achievements in nation-building, and place in the global
economy carries a significant resonance in the region.
More importantly, India retains the inherent potential to balance competing
strategic interests. Its benign image and positive historical connections place
India as a credible partner for central asian republics in their calculus to
strengthen their strategic autonomy vis-à-vis Russia and China.
Similarly, given the existing Russian vulnerability in the face of the balance of
Sino-Russian ties tilting towards Beijing, a more prominent Indian presence in
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Central Asia, leveraged by the traditional Indo-Russian partnership, fits well
within Moscow’s strategic calculus of balancing Beijing.
Are India’s expectations from the SCO realistic?
From the view of devil’s advocate, the following points can be made to show that
SCO is of very little use to India.
One of New Delhi’s most important challenges is to hold the threats posed by
Pakistan and China at bay. But SCO has Beijing as one of its founding fathers.
SCO may not be able to take a stand on the Kashmir dispute, because China is
sure to take Pakistan’s side.
Similarly, being dominated by China, SCO will not take a stand on the border
dispute between India and China that New Delhi would appreciate, given that
none of SCO’s other members have the capability to stand up to Beijing in such
a dispute. Thus, the SCO actually can not help India in its dealings with China in
any significant way.
India’s primary goals with regards to Central Asia are economic and energy
relations and to cooperate in combating terrorism.
They can be met bilaterally. SCO may not be much use in the land connectivity
through Pakistan.
Thus, from the perspective of New Delhi’s primary goals, any larger benefit of
taking part in the SCO will be cancelled by the fact that the organization includes
India’s key rivals as members.

15th Finance Commission: What is General and What is
Unique
The 15th Finance Commission submitted its recommendations earlier this week
to the President of India. It will be tabled in the Parliament in the Budget session
in 2021.
The period of the 15th Commission is from 2020 till 2026. All former
commissions had 5 years. Is there any Constitutional issue here?
The Constitution says a Finance Commission should be set up every five years
but does not say that the period of validity is confined to 5 years only. The interim
report was implemented for 2020-21.
Why were the term of the commission and its period extended?
When Jammu and Kashmir was converted into a Union Territory from State in
2019, the number of states became one less, that is, 28. Accordingly, the
recommendations had to be adjusted about the share of states in the divisible
net tax collections. In the meanwhile, the pandemic struck and the health crisis
loomed. The commission had to factor it into its suggestions.
As a result, the interim report for 2020-21 had reduced States’ share in the
divisible pool of taxes from 42% to 41% for the current year, after the dissolution
of Jammu and Kashmir as a State.
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What are horizontal and vertical aspects of sharing the tax revenues?
Division between the states and the centre is vertical and among the states is
horizontal.
How many volumes were presented and what did they deal with?
The 15th Finance Commission report has been organised in four volumes.
Volume 1 which is the main report is titled “Finance Commission in Covid
Times” which depicts a set of scales on its cover to denote balance between the
Union and the States, the Commission has presented two more volumes as part
of its submissions.
Volume II is the accompanying annexes.
Volume III focuses on the State of the Union government’s finances.
The fourth volume is entirely dedicated to States, with the finances of each
analysed in great depth.
What aspects of federal finance do the recommendations cover broadly?
Mainly it is the vertical and horizontal tax devolution, grants in aid to states in
financial crisis local self-government grants and disaster management grants.
Additionally, there are terms of reference according to Art.280. The 15th
Finance Commission was asked to examine whether a non-lapsable separate
mechanism for funding of defence and internal security ought to be set up and if
so how such a mechanism could be operationalised.
Are there any indications as to what the Commission said about financing
defense and internal security?
The report will be revealed only when the Parliament meets. However, Economic
Times today says that the 15th FC has recommended setting up of a non-lapsable
Modernisation of Defence and Internal Security Fund (MDISF), to be called
Rashtriya Suraksha Naivedyam Kosh. Part of it is to be raised through sale of
defence land and defence public-sector enterprises. The Fund should be
specifically used for capital investment for defence, paramilitary and state police
forces.
ET also says that the FFC is learnt to have recommended that state governments
keep aside at least 8% of their 2021-22 budget for building healthcare capacities.
It is a direct response to the Covid-19 pandemic and the challenges and deficits
that the health infrastructure faced. Health is a subject in the State List in the
Seventh Schedule.
How did the Commission tackle the challenge of population?
In the interim report it was recommended that the 2011 census should be taken as
per the suggestion of the President of India. But it meant that performing South
would suffer and under-performing North would benefit. The Commission,
therefore, said that due weightage is to be given to the demographic performance
of the state measured by fertility rate. There is an inverse relation between access
to finances and fertility rate of the state. This recommendations is likely to stay
intact in the final report as it is widely praised.
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Messenger RNA(mRNA) Vaccines: Everything You Need
to Know
Pfizer and BioNTech yesterday announced their mRNA-based vaccine
candidate, BNT162b2, against SARS-CoV-2 claiming 90% effectiveness. Lets
get the basics.
What is a vaccine?
Vaccines are medicines that contain the same germs that cause disease but they
have been either killed or weakened to the point that they don’t make us sick.
Some vaccines contain only a part of the disease germ. A vaccine stimulates
immune system to produce antibodies, exactly like it would if we were exposed
to the disease. After getting vaccinated, we develop immunity to that disease,
without having to get the disease first. This is what makes vaccines such powerful
medicine. Unlike most medicines, which treat or cure diseases, vaccines prevent
them.
What are RNA vaccines and how do they work?
Conventional vaccines as said above contain inactivated disease-causing
organisms or proteins made by the pathogen (antigens), which work by
mimicking the infectious agent. They stimulate the body’s immune response, so
as to prepare the person to respond more rapidly and effectively if exposed to the
infectious agent in the future.
RNA vaccines use a different approach that takes advantage of the process that
cells use to make proteins: cells use DNA as the template to make messenger
RNA (mRNA) molecules, which are then translated to build proteins.
An RNA vaccine consists of an mRNA strand that codes for a disease-specific
antigen. Once the mRNA strand in the vaccine is inside the body’s cells, the cells
use the genetic information to produce the antigen. This antigen is then displayed
on the cell surface, where it is recognised by the immune system.
How are RNA vaccines produced?
A major advantage of RNA vaccines is that RNA can be produced in the
laboratory from a DNA template using readily available materials, less
expensively and faster than conventional vaccine production.
What are the benefits of mRNA?
Benefits of mRNA vaccines over conventional approaches are many. They are
 Safety: RNA vaccines are not made with pathogen particles or inactivated
pathogen, so are non-infectious. RNA does not integrate itself into the host
genome and the RNA strand in the vaccine is degraded once the protein is
made.


Efficacy: early clinical trial results indicate that these vaccines generate a
reliable immune response and are well-tolerated by healthy individuals, with
few side effects.
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Production: vaccines can be produced more rapidly in the laboratory in a
process that can be standardised, which improves responsiveness to emerging
outbreaks.

How can RNA vaccines be used for human health?
The most active areas of research into RNA vaccines are infectious diseases and
cancer where there is research ongoing as well as early-stage clinical trials. Work
into the use of RNA vaccines to treat allergy is still at the early research stage.
What is the current state of development of RNA vaccines?
Researchers using conventional approaches have struggled to develop effective
vaccines against a number of pathogens, particularly viruses, that cause both
acute (Influenza, Ebola, Zika) and chronic (HIV-1, herpes simplex virus)
infection. RNA vaccines are being explored as a way to more rapidly and cheaply
produce vaccines for these diseases, particularly in response to emerging
outbreaks. Clinical trials have been carried out or are ongoing on mRNA vaccines
for influenza, HIV-1, rabies and Zika virus.
What are the challenges?
The methods to make mRNA vaccines can be very effective. However, there are
technical challenges to overcome to ensure these vaccines work appropriately:


Safety: The mRNA strand in the vaccine may elicit an unintended immune
reaction. Better understanding of vaccine adverse effects is needed – these can
include inflammation or autoimmune reactions.



Production: vaccine production is currently small scale and it is not clear if
current methods are capable of epidemic-level vaccine production.



Delivery: delivering the vaccine effectively to cells is challenging since free
RNA in the body is quickly broken down.



Storage: many RNA vaccines, like conventional vaccines, need to be frozen
or refrigerated. It is not suitable for use in countries with limited refrigeration
facilities as in the developing world.



Research and clinical trials: further research is needed to address technical
hurdles such as vaccine stability and delivery.

Why is it said that the Pfizer vaccine won’t work in India?
The answer is already given above. The storage at minus 80 degrees celsius is not
available in India. When the vaccine is brought to zero degrees temperature, its
life span is only a maximum of 2 days. Thus, logistically, it is ruled out for India.
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Elections In Myanmar
When and for what bodies were elections held in Myanmar yesterday?
General elections were held in Myanmar on 8 November 2020. Voting occurred
in all constituencies, excluding seats appointed by or reserved for the military, to
elect members to both the upper house (the House of Nationalities) and the lower
house (the House of Representatives) of the Assembly of the Union, as well as
State and Regional Hluttaws (legislatures).
Which parties are the main contestants?
Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy and her main challenger the militarybacked Union Solidarity and Development Party. But there are more than 90
parties competing for seats in the lower and upper houses of the national
Parliament.
How many voters are there?
There are more than 37 million people eligible to vote, including 5 million firsttime voters.
How is the President elected?
The President is elected by the bicameral national Parliament. Chief ministers of
the states and regions are appointed by the President.
What challenges did Suu Kyi’s government face since 2015 when they came
to power?
Many challenges with respect to the economy, rising inequality, simmering
tensions among the country’s fractious ethnic groups and the coronavirus
pandemic, continuing Rohingya crisis, a nationalist Buddhist resurgence, and an
assertion by a military.
Why is India interested?
Myanmar is undergoing dramatic changes in political, economic and social
arenas. It is imperative for India to closely follow the ongoing developments and
take full advantage of emerging opportunities and potential. Stronger engagement
between India and Myanmar will be a significant contributor to regional peace,
security and prosperity.
Why is the bilateral relationship important?
Both countries share a common land border of 1640 kms. and a long maritime
boundary in the bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea. States of Mizoram, Manipur,
Arunachal Pradesh and Nagaland adjoin Myanmar. Cordial relations with
Myanmar are critical for India’s security and safety. Myanmar has been helpful
in dealing with extremist and insurgent elements in North-East India. Myanmar
provides India connectivity with ASEAN. It can play a huge role in promoting
economic prosperity and security of our North-Eastern region. Success of our
“Act East Policy” depends critically on our strong partnership with Myanmar.
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With its vast reserves of oil, gas and other hydrocarbons, Myanmar can play a
significant role in ensuring India’s energy security.
What was the outcome during the 2-day visit last month of Army chief Gen.
M M Naravane and Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla?
As part of India’s contribution to help “friendly neighbour” Myanmar in its fight
against COVID-19, they handed over 3,000 vials of Remdesivir to State
Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi. The two-day visit from to Myanmar with an aim
to further expand ties in a range of areas including connectivity, defence and
security. It took place in the midst of the Indian Army’s bitter border standoff
with the Chinese military in eastern Ladakh.
India and Myanmar are working towards operationalising the Sittwe Port by the
first quarter of next year and that the tendering process for 69 bridges proposed
under the ambitious India-Myanmar-Thailand trilateral highway will begin soon.
Sittwe Port is part of the Kaladan multi-modal transit transport project which is
being viewed as India’s gateway to Southeast Asia. The port will connect India’s
landlocked northeastern region with the Bay of Bengal through Mizoram.

ISRO’s New Satellite
After nearly a year of silence, Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)
successfully blasted PSLV-C49 from Satish Dhawan Space Centre today.
What did the PSLV launch?
PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle) rocket carried an all-weather earth
imaging satellite EOS-01, previously called RISAT-2BR2, and nine foreign
satellites.
They were put into a low earth orbit.
What does EOS-01 do?
EOS-01 is an earth observation satellite intended for applications in agriculture,
forestry and disaster management support. Land and forest mapping and
monitoring, mapping of resources like water or minerals or fishes, weather and
climate observations, soil assessment, geospatial contour mapping are all done
through earth-observation satellites.
EOS-01 carried an X-band synthetic-aperture radar.
What about the foreign satellites?
Nine satellites were launched from customer nations of Lithuania, Luxembourg
and US. The customer satellites were launched under a commercial agreement
with NewIndia Space Limited (NSIL). In order to commercially exploit the
products and services emanating from the Indian Space Programme, the
“NewSpace India Limited (NSIL)” was incorporated in 2019, as a wholly-owned
Government of India Company, under the administrative control of Department
of Space (DOS). NSIL is the commercial arm of Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO).
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What is PSLV?
The Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is a medium-lift launch vehicle
designed and operated by the Indian Space Research Organisation(ISRO). It was
developed to allow India to launch its Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satellites into
sun-synchronous orbits. PSLV can also launch small size satellites into
Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO). PSLV is often referred to as the workhorse
of India's space programme and has now completed its 51st launch.
How did the pandemic impact ISRO launches?
ISRO’s launch schedule was upset by the coronavirus epidemic. ISRO planned
high profile missions like Aditya L1, the first exploratory mission to Sun, and
unmanned Gaganyaan, the precursor to India’s first manned space flight and
Chandrayaan-3, the third mission to Moon.
What is Aditya L1?
The Aditya-1 mission was conceived as a 400kg class satellite carrying one
payload, the Visible Emission Line Coronagraph (VELC) and was planned to
launch in a 800 km low earth orbit. A Satellite placed in the halo orbit around
the Lagrangian point 1 (L1) of the Sun-Earth system has the major advantage of
continuously viewing the Sun without any eclipses. Therefore, the Aditya-1
mission has now been revised to “Aditya-L1 mission” and will be inserted in a
halo orbit around the L1, which is 1.5 million km from the Earth. The satellite
carries additional six payloads with enhanced science scope and objectives.
What is Gaganyaan and unmanned Gaganyaan?
The Gaganyaan mission, India’s maiden human spaceflight, aims to send a threemember crew to space for a period of five to seven days by 2022 when India
completes 75 years of Independence. The first unmanned mission was planned in
December 2020, the second unmanned mission in June 2021.
What are the uses of synthetic aperture radars?
They produce high-resolution images of the land. One big advantage that radar
imaging has over optical instruments is that it is unaffected by weather, cloud or
fog, or the lack of sunlight. It can produce high-quality images in all conditions
and at all times.
Depending on the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation used by the radar,
different properties on land can be captured in the image. For example, a low
wavelength signal can capture tree cover or vegetation, while a higher wavelength
signal can penetrate even dense tree cover to look at the contours of land beneath.
EOS-01 uses X-band radars. What are they?
X-band radars operate at low wavelengths and are considered best for monitoring
of urban landscape, and imaging of agricultural or forest land. The radar images
are also considered to be immensely useful for military requirements.
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Why Not a Vaccine for Malaria?
Research community has been working for decades to vaccinate against the
Plasmodium parasites that cause malaria. These organisms, each just a few
micrometres across, can change their shape and hide from the human immune
system, moving from the blood into liver cells, before bursting out in a new form
to take over red blood cells. They are much more complex than viral or bacterial
enemies — for instance, whereas the Ebola virus can encode 7 proteins,
Plasmodium has genes for 5,000 proteins.
Why is it a problem to develop a vaccine for malaria when there are so many
vaccines already for Covi-19?
There are many differences between the two:
Malaria is caused by protozoan which is much larger; it produces thousands of
times more antigens; parasites are much more difficult to treat with
vaccines. Add to that the fact that it is a third world diseases and may pose
intellectual property problems as it is a public health crisis issue.
What about the RTS,S vaccine?
In 2019, children in Ghana, Kenya and Malawi began receiving the RTS,S
vaccine against malaria as part of a pilot programme. RTS,S is the first malaria
vaccine shown to offer protection to young children in a phase III trial.
How does RTS,S work?
RTS,S, developed by pharmaceutical firm GlaxoSmithKline, based in London,
works by introducing the immune system to a fragment of a protein that is present
on the surface of Plasmodium when the parasite enters the bloodstream through
an infected mosquito. But malaria researchers say that it’s a suboptimal vaccine.
What is the hurdle?
When a person is bitten by a mosquito carrying Plasmodium falciparum, the
deadliest of the five species of malaria parasite that can infect humans, a handful
of protozoa in their needle-like ‘sporozoite’ form enter the body. The RTS,S
vaccine stimulates the body to produce antibodies against proteins present on the
surface of a sporozoite, but the parasite does not stay in this form for long — in
half an hour, it can go inside liver cells. There, it multiplies, and 7–10 days later
emerges as 30,000 merozoite-stage parasites, each invisible to the RTS,S-induced
antibodies.
This presents RTS,S vaccine with a daunting task. One sporozoite reaching the
liver can result in full-blown malaria, so the vaccine must prime the body with
enough antibodies to destroy every single sporozoite before they make it to the
liver. It takes a lot.
How else can we approach?
The way in which sporozoite-targeting vaccines prepare the body to mount a
defence is only good for a short period time after infection. The immune response,
therefore, needs to be rapid and effective. An alternative strategy is to target the
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Plasmodium parasite once it is inside liver cells. With this approach, any immune
response will have at least five days to eliminate infected liver cells.
Malaria-vaccine researchers are working on several approaches to achieve more
robust protection than that offered by RTS,S. Some are looking to empower the
immune system to go after Plasmodium in the liver. Others have their eyes on
targeting the parasite inside red blood cells.
What are the conventional remedies?
Bed nets and drugs.
Why not an mRNA route like for the Covid-19?
Yes. It is being tried.
What are the highlights of the Global Malaria report 2020?
The World Health Organisation's World Malaria Report 2020 shows the progress
the world has made in getting rid of the mosquito-borne disease, in the last two
decades. In 2019, over 4,00,000 people died of the disease and 229 million mew
malaria cases were reported globally. Of them, around two-thirds of malariarelated deaths were among children who are under the age of five years old. India
has seen the largest drop in the number of malaria cases, falling from 20 million
in 2000 to around 5.6 million in 2019.
What reasons can be attributed for the success in India?
The reasons for the success are:
 launch of the National Framework for Malaria Elimination (NFME) in 2016
by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
 Since 2017-18, India has more than doubled the budget allocated for the
National Vector-borne disease control program (NVBDCP)
 efforts made by the Government of India in the provision of microscopes,
rapid diagnostics Long Lasting Insecticidal Nets (LLINs)
 about 5 crores have been distributed in 7 North-East States, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, and Odisha up to 2018-19 and another 2.25 crore
LLINs are being supplied/distributed during current financial year to high
burden areas.

Joe Biden, Iran Nuclear Deal and India
The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) is a detailed agreement
between Iran and the P5+1 (China France, Germany, Russia, the United
Kingdom, and the United States) in 2015. The nuclear deal was endorsed by UN
Security Council Resolution and adopted in 2015.
What were its contents?
Under the JCPOA, Iran agreed to: Cut down enriched uranium; gas centrifuges;
enrich uranium up to 3.67%; and not build any new heavy-water facilities.
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What about verification of the commitments of Iran?
To monitor and verify Iran's compliance with the agreement, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) will have regular access to all Iranian nuclear
facilities.
What was Iran to get in return?
The agreement provides that in return, Iran will receive relief from the U.S.,
European Union, and United Nations Security Council nuclear-related sanctions.
Is it still in force?
No. 2018, President Trump announced that the United States would withdraw
from the JCPOA and reinstate U.S. nuclear sanctions on the Iranian regime.
Why is it in news now?
United States President-elect Joe Biden has said that returning to the 2015 nuclear
deal with Iran is the best way to avoid a nuclear arms race in the Middle East.
Biden reiterated that the US would rejoin the agreement if Iran returns to strict
compliance.
What else did Biden say?
Biden said a return to the agreement, which would include lifting the sanctions
imposed by the administration of President Donald Trump, would serve as a
starting point to follow-on negotiations. Trump imposed maximum pressure
sanctions against Iran.
Why is Biden returning to the deal?
He wants stability in the region; prevent arms race; and the build up of nuclear
arms race with Iran, Israel and may be Saudi Arabia in future.
Would Biden change the deal?
Biden wants Iran to commit to abstaining from nuclear weapons for more than 15
years. Biden also said negotiations would address Iran’s backing of militia groups
in proxy conflicts in Lebanon, Iraq, Syria and Yemen; and that he would like to
see regional neighbours Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates join the
original signatories in any new agreements.
How did Iran react to Biden’s position?
Tehran has expressed a willingness to return to the agreement.
Who is Mohsen Fakhrizadeh and why is he in news?
Recently, the father of Iran’s atomic bomb was assassinated. He is Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh, a top scientist in Iran’s nuclear and missile programmes. Iran
accuses Israel for it. It may complicate the negotiations. Iran did not retaliate
expecting its restraint to be rewarded.
Will India benefit if the deal is revived?
Yes. Chabahar and Iranina oil are the immediate takeaways for India. The region
will also be stable and India benefits as it is its extended neighbourhood.
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NRIs and Voting Rights and Methods
Who are the Overseas Indians?
Those who are either non-resident Indians (NRIs) or persons of Indian origin
(PIOs). Though they are different, both are people of Indian birth or origin and
both live outside the Republic of India. There are 32 million NRIs and PIOs
residing outside India.
What is the difference between the two?
NRIs are citizens of India and PIOs are not.
Do both these groups have vote in India?
No. Only NRIs ca n vote, not PIOs because voting is a civic right.
How do the NRIs vote?
They vote in the constituency where they are registered as voters in the country.
That means, they have to be physically present in the constituency to vote?
How else can any citizen of India vote?
Indian citizens can vote in three ways:


In person



Postal ballot and



Proxy vote

What is proxy voting?
Proxy voting allows a registered elector to delegate his voting rights to a
representative he nominates. Proxy must be a registered voter of the same
constituency. Personnel of Armed forces or paramilitary forces is allowed to vote
by proxy.
Who votes by post?
Preponderant majority votes in person.
Some voters can vote only by post. For example, government employees posted
outside India and their spouses. They can’t vote otherwise. For example, then IFS
officers.
Some others have the option of postal ballot. For example, those in armed forces
or armed police force.
Special voters such as the President of India, Vice President, Governors, Union
Cabinet ministers, Speaker of the House and government officers on poll duty
have the option to vote by post. But they have to apply through a prescribed form
to avail this facility.
Last month in Bihar elections, senior citizens above the age of 65 and voters who
test positive for COVID19 or are suspected to be COVID-affected were allowed
to cast their vote by post.
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How is the postal ballot sent to the voter?
The Returning Officer is supposed to print ballot papers within 24 hours of the
last date of nomination withdrawal and dispatch them within a day. This is done
so that the ballot papers reach the concerned voter well before the polling date
and she has enough time to send it back before the counting day.
For government employees posted outside India and their spouses, the ballot
paper can be sent through post or electronically. That is, by Electronically
Transmitted Postal Ballot System (ETPBS).
Additionally, people in preventive detention and disabled can use postal vote.
Who are absentee voters?
Recently, the Law Ministry introduced a new category of ‘absentee voters’, who
can now also opt for postal voting. These are voters employed in essential services
and unable to cast their vote due to their service conditions. Currently, officials
of the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation, Northern Railway Services and media
persons are notified as absentee voters.
What did the Election Commission of India propose recently?
Election Commission (EC) approached the Law Ministry to permit NRIs to cast
their votes from overseas through postal ballots as it had received representations
from them because travelling to India only for this purpose is a costly affair.
Besides, they cannot leave the country of their residence owing to specific
compulsions of employment, education or other engagements.
That is the reason why the current system of voting in person for the NRIs is not
working.
The Commission informed the government that it is technically and
administratively ready to extend the Electronically Transmitted Postal Ballot
System (ETPBS) to voters abroad for elections next year in Assam, West Bengal,
Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Puducherry.
The electronically sent ballot paper is printed and filled and sent postally by the
voter.
Government has not responded to the ECI request yet. It does not need a special
legislation. Only Election Rules need to be changed.

Municipal Bonds
What is the context?
Lucknow Municipal Corporation (LMC) on November 13 raised Rs 200 crore by
issuing municipal bonds.
Why are Indian cities struggling for financial resources?
Indian cities face a huge mismatch between their growing responsibilities and
deteriorating finances, which is constraining their capacity to act as engines of
growth, thereby hampering their capacity to generate “agglomeration
economies”.
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State governments have transferred several functions listed under the Twelfth
Schedule to urban local governments but the necessary finances to carry out these
functions have not been mobilized.
Own revenues of the municipal bodies, as per cent of GDP, declined to 0.23 per
cent in 2017-18.
What are the sources of finances for the municipal bodies?
Own revenues and grants from states and centre via the Finance Commission.
What is the impact of GST?
The proceeds from GST are split equally only between the centre and the states
and no part is mandatorily shared with the local governments. Introduction of
GST has taken away critical sources of tax revenue such as octroi, local body tax,
entry tax and advertisement tax for urban local governments without providing
any compensation.
What about property tax?
It is a direct tax and so it is still with the local bodies. Property tax is the mainstay
of Municipal Corporations.
What is the impact of such weak finances on urban infrastructure?
Urban local governments like municipal corporations, municipal councils, and
nagar panchayats, have the duty to deliver public services e.g. providing safe
drinking water, waste water treatment, solid waste management, mobility through
public transport systems, ensuring that pavements are not encroached, and that
there is integrated transport and land use planning. They are not able to discharge
these duties due to bad finances. Indian cities will have to deliver better living
conditions as well as better ease of doing business. The two together will
contribute to a better investment climate.
Urban local governments will need to be empowered by their state governments
to ensure adequate and better delivery of public services.
Is that the reason for the municipal bonds?
Yes. The better performing municipal corporations can raise capital through these
bonds.
Can you describe municipal bonds?
They are debt instruments. Floated by the municipal corporations. They carry a
fixed interest rate, like any other bond. They are listed on stock exchange. It
means they are traded in the secondary market. Their security lies in two factors:
one, they are issued by government bodies. Two, they are secured against state
government finances.
How many municipal corporations have issued these bonds so far in India?
Nine, including the latest one by the Lucknow Municipal Corporation. LMC is
the first one in north India. It is the first city to issue such a bond after the launch
of AMRUT Scheme.
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What will it do with the funds?
The funds raised through the bond will be invested in various infrastructure
schemes in the state capital, including the water supply project and housing
project being implemented under the Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban
Transformation (AMRUT) Scheme.
What is AMRUT?
The Government of India in 2015 launched the Atal Mission for Rejuvenation
and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) with the aim of providing basic civic
amenities like water supply, sewerage, urban transport, parks as to improve the
quality of life for all especially the poor and the disadvantaged.
Why is it called Aatmanirbhar?
Because, the Rs.200 crores raised will help in self-financing the needs of the
municipality rather than depend on others.
What are economies of agglomeration?
These funds are important to make cities robust economies of agglomeration by
providing infrastructure. It helps bring investment due to the availability of
common urban facilities. Thus, firms are located near to each other and cluster
together, their costs of production may decline significantly because firms have
multiple suppliers and greater specialization. The basic concept of agglomeration
economies is that production is facilitated when there is a clustering of economic
activity. Cities form and grow to exploit economies of agglomeration.

Right to Marry and the Constitution of India
What is the legal status of the right to marry in India?
It is a constitutional right under Art.21 which guarantees right to life and personal
liberty.
Which all Fundamental Rights are involved in the choice?
 Right to equality under Art.14
 Freedom under Art.19
 Right to Personal Liberty under Art.21 and
 Right to Privacy which is a part of Art.21
Do all citizens have these rights or are they dependent on faith?
Yes. The absolute right of an individual to choose a life partner is not in the least
affected by matters of faith. The Constitution guarantees to each individual the
right freely to practise, profess and propagate religion under Art.25. Neither the
state nor the law can dictate a choice of partners or limit the freedom of the person
to decide on these matters. They form the essence of personal liberty under the
Constitution.
What laws govern marriages in India?
Being a largely traditional country, in India, marriages are governed by personal
laws such as the Hindu Marriage Act, the Indian Christian Marriage Act, and
Muslim personal law.
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What about interfaith marriages? Should one of them partners necessarily
convert?
No. There is a Special Marriage Act, 1954. Marriages conducted under the
Special Marriage Act are not governed by personal laws.
What conditions are prescribed under the Act?
 Marriage should be monogamous for both parties.
 The groom must be at least 21 years old; the bride must be at least 18 years
old
 The parties should be competent in regard to their mental capacity to the extent
that they are able to give valid consent for the marriage.
 30 days notice is to be given.
Is it working well?
Not entirely. There are certain worrying aspects that came up in the Supreme
Court recently. It concerns the following aspect: All details given to the marriage
officer are published in a notice and publicly displayed in the marriage office.
The details include their names, date of birth, age, occupation, parents’ names
and details, address, pin code, identity information, phone number, etc. This is a
peculiar requirement of the Act. It also mandates that anyone can raise objections
to the marriage, and empowers the marriage officer to investigate them.
Publishing the private details often spreads the news to the family and larger
community, leading to humiliation and honour killings. More than 350 such
killings have taken place across the country in the last six years. Such cases are
in fact, under-reported.
In view of the above legal rule, a case was filed in the Supreme Court that
publication of the details is violation of privacy.
What was the substance of the petition?
The apex court recently in 2020 issued a notice to the centre after a PIL was
filed urging the Court to quash certain sections of the Act which hamper the
privacy of couples. Marriage reflects a private decision taken by two consenting
adults and the Special Marriage Act was formulated to provide a secular form of
marriage. By making the personal details of the couple accessible to everyone,
the very right of the couple to be the decision makers of their marriage is being
hampered by the State.
The petition also emphasised that no legitimate State interest was served by
publishing private details of a couple in the public domain.
What was the Hadiya case 2018?
Hadiya, formerly Akhila Ashokan opted for inter faith marriage that her parents
objected to. Her family alleged she was brainwashed and her marriage was
forced, but Hadiya says she did of her own volition.
In 2017, Hadiya's marriage was annulled by the High Court of Kerala on the
grounds that Hadiya was a victim of indoctrination. In 2018, the Supreme court
restored Hadiya's marriage categorically clarifying that it is an inalienable right
of adults to marry the person of their choice unconditionally under Art.21.
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